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Abstract
The Credit and Banking industries have long used statistical methods to
improve their lending techniques. Logistic regression, discriminant analysis,
classiﬁcation trees, neural networks and linear programming have enabled
banks and ﬁnancial institutions to bring a consistency and reliability to
lending decisions, as well as allowing automation and simpler proﬁt/loss
forecasting. Models developed utilising past performance, with the corre-
sponding characteristics of customers deﬁned as ’good’ or ’bad’ allow the
prediction of ’likelihood to default’ over the course of the loan. However, as
well as determining ‘if’ a customer is likely to default on their loan, there is
increasing interest in determining ‘when’ the customer is likely to default, or
modelling ‘time to default’. The prediction of ‘time to pay-out (early repay-
ment)’ of a loan would enable lenders to determine the likely return based
on balance and estimated length of loan, enabling the decline of potentially
unproﬁtable lending, or the adjustment of interest rates, length of term or
loan amount, to ensure the decision to approve lending is ﬁnancially viable,
and that forecasted proﬁts are accurate.
Survival analysis methods can be applied to the modelling of time to the
occurrence of an event, such as default, or repayment of a loan, as described
above. The advantage of survival analysis is that it deals speciﬁcally with
censored data, seen a great deal in ﬁnancial lending analysis. There is strong
evidence to suggest that survival analysis techniques could be very useful in
ﬁnancial lending. In the lending context, there may often be more than one
‘time to event’ associated with each failure that need to be modelled by a
separate time function. The developments of multi-stage models in survival
analysis to deal with these problems would be of great beneﬁt, and is one
area I have explored using real industry data.
Initially, current lending processes have been analysed, with the problems
and inconsistencies that occur with these techniques, as well as the ma-
jor areas of failure, identiﬁed. Upon analysing the current uses of survival
analysis techniques in the medical industry, these ideas were extended and
developed to some of the processes mentioned above. A number of practical
experiments were run to determine if survival analysis techniques are com-
petitive, or indeed superior to the current process. The ﬁrst stage of the
analysis concentrated on customers applying for personal lending, focusing
on the prediction of both default and early repayment using single stage
techniques and then expanding to multi-stage modelling. These ideas were
then applied to the recovery side of lending, which is of particular interest
in the current climate.
The results indicate the survival analysis models developed provide a far
more accurate prediction of loan lifetimes than traditional models, which,
when incorporated with pricing models, provide more accurate proﬁt fore-
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casts over the lifetime of the loan. An extension to the results presented
would be to develop a ’complete lending process’ that incorporates the cus-
tomers’ likelihood to default, likelihood to pay-out early, proﬁtability and
probability of recovery of the debt, as well as various other factors. More
powerful models could be produced by modifying the models using account
behaviour information, giving lenders a complete picture of the true proﬁt
over the life of the loan. This is an area I am currently developing with the
support and assistance of personnel from a large personal loans portfolio.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 An Overview of the Business Statistics Land-
scape
The Credit and Banking Industries have long used statistical methods to
improve their lending techniques. Methods such as logistic regression, dis-
criminant analysis, classiﬁcation trees, neural networks and linear program-
ming have enabled banks and ﬁnancial institutions to bring a consistency
and reliability to lending decisions, as well as allowing automation and sim-
pler proﬁt/loss forecasting. As lending has become more sophisticated, in-
stitutions and researchers have explored the application of more complex
statistical methods to the banking and credit industries.
Many branches of statistics are represented throughout institutions involved
in lending. Data analysis in reporting, forecasting, and decision making,
data mining to derive global models of the distribution of their vast databases
and valuable localised patterns in the data, linear programming, classiﬁca-
tion trees in marketing, genetic algorithms, multiple and logistic regression
in credit processes to name just a few.
The use of statistical modelling is particularly apparent in the area of credit
scoring. These methods have enabled ﬁnancial institutions to bring a consis-
tency and reliability to lending decisions, allowing automation and simpler
proﬁt/loss forecasting. Statistical techniques, such as discriminant analysis
and logistic regression, have become standard practice in making lending de-
cisions based on credit risk. Various techniques are used, but generally, cus-
tomers are modelled according to some deﬁnition of a good/bad customer,
and their corresponding characteristics allow the prediction of ‘likelihood to
default’ over the course of the loan. This has allowed much more consistent
lending, as well as reduced losses.
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However, as well as determining ‘if’ a customer is likely to default on their
loan, lending institutions are becoming increasingly interested in determin-
ing ‘when’ the customer is likely to default, or modelling ‘time to default’.
If a customer defaults on their loan in the ﬁrst few months, then the loss
to the lender is far greater than if the default occurs towards the end of
the loan when the balance is small. Thus it is beneﬁcial for the lender to
be able to predict the length of the loan until a default, as they can make
more informed decisions on lending, leading to fewer bad debts, and higher
proﬁtability, as discussed by Hand (2001).
Another concern for the lender is pre-payment risk. The interest rates pro-
portioned to particular loans are largely based on the term of the loan, and
the predicted return generated thus. The prediction of the ‘time to pay-
out’ of a particular loan would enable lenders to determine the likely return
based on balance and estimated length of loan, adjusting the interest rates
accordingly to ensure forecasted proﬁts are far more accurate.
The movement in lending is towards the ability to predict or model the
proﬁtability of a particular customer. This can be done by incorporating the
predicted credit and pre-payment risk of the applicant and thus determining
how proﬁtable that customer will be to the lending institution if the loan
goes ahead. By incorporating current models that predict the credit risk of
a particular customer, with models created with survival analysis techniques
which take into account pre-payment risk, early default, utilisation etc., it
is possible to predict the likely return to the lender if the loan were to
proceed. This allows decisions to not only be made upon risk, as they are
now, but to be largely based also on proﬁtability. The lender can then make
adjustments to interest rates, length of terms and loan amount to further
ensure that forecasted proﬁts are met far more consistently.
The ability of a lender to judge a customers’ risk type, as well as model
the customers’ potential proﬁtability, allows for the introduction of accurate
risk-based pricing. Risk based pricing is the concept of classifying customers
into various risk categories, and thus pricing their loan according to how
likely they are to pay it back. Currently, most models deal with only the
risk of default, but with the application of survival analysis tools, it would
be possible to accurately model the risk of default, time to default, and pre-
payment risk among others, allowing more accurate, and if required, more
extensive classiﬁcation for the purpose of pricing the loan accordingly.
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Survival analysis is a statistical technique that has long been used in medical
and clinical trials, as it deals with the analysis of lifetime data. It enables the
modelling of survival time to the occurrence of an event, such as death, or
recovery from a speciﬁc disease, refer to Collett (2003). These methods can
be applied to the lending industry in many ways, one such being modelling
the time to the occurrence of an event, such as default, or repayment of a
loan. The advantage of survival analysis is that it deals speciﬁcally with
censored data, allowing censored observations to be modelled, see Efron
(1977) and Breslow (1974). In the above application, this would allow the
inclusion of customers who never default or pay-oﬀ early to be included in
the analysis, despite not experiencing an event of interest.
The credit and banking industries have undergone major changes to their
lending practices over the past decade, with new practices being trialled
all the time to cope with the ever increasing demands applied to lending.
Lenders want to become more consistent, accurate, and pro-active in their
lending strategies, and many areas of statistics have allowed some of these
aims to be realised. Financial lending institutions are becoming increasingly
interested in developing these techniques in order to improve their current
practices in terms of losses incurred, proﬁtability and improved consistency
and reliability of decisions.
There is strong evidence to suggest that survival analysis techniques could
be very useful in various areas of ﬁnancial lending, as raised by Narain
(1992). The ability of survival analysis to incorporate censored observations,
which are seen a great deal in ﬁnancial lending analysis, allows far more
accurate predictions on time to speciﬁc events of interest. This gives lenders
to freedom to model and predict a greater number of events, gaining a far
more accurate picture of their customers.
In the lending context, there may often be more than one ‘time to event’
associated with each failure that need to be modelled by a separate time
function, such as modelling the ﬁrst time repayments fall behind as well as
the time to default. The developments of multi-stage models in survival
analysis to deal with these problems could prove beneﬁcial.
There are many areas of the lending process where the application of sur-
vival analysis tools may be able to improve the current practice, due to its
ability to cope with both censored observations and conditional analysis.
More consistent and accurate classiﬁcation of customers, predicting occur-
rence of an overdraft or hitting a credit card ceiling, greater control of debt
provisioning, predicting economic factors and changes are just a few areas
where the trial of survival analysis techniques could prove beneﬁcial.
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In broader terms, the credit lending industry is going through a dramatic
change in all aspects of the industry, but particularly in lending areas. The
customer base has become vast, building societies are converting to banks
and there are more and varied types of organisations entering the scene.
As well as that, customers are becoming more demanding, seeking more
rapid decisions and more elaborate services, and new product streams are
constantly being devised. For these reasons, institutions are becoming in-
creasingly interested in the beneﬁts more complex statistical tools, such as
neural networks, data mining techniques, Markov transition models, see De-
sai et al. (1997), and survival analysis tools, can oﬀer them in terms of
helping to solve some of the new challenges facing lenders on a daily basis.
In the area of interest in this research, models are built using varying tech-
niques to determine if a loan should be given or not. Currently most lending
models deal only with predicting if a customer is likely to default, however,
lending institutions are becoming more interested in determining ‘when’ a
customer is likely to default, or when the institution is likely to receive cash
ﬂow after a defaulted loan. Pre-payment risk (risk of a loan being paid oﬀ
earlier than the term which also leads to a loss of sorts for the lender) is
another area where lenders are very interested in being able to predict ‘time
to a certain event of interest’ as discussed by Banasik et al. (1999) . The
characteristics of these problems are similar to those faced in the medical
industry with clinical trials for terminal illness, where survival analysis tech-
niques are used to analyse lifetime data, and model the ‘time until an event
of interest’.
In this way, these techniques could be applied very well to the lending indus-
try, with a major strength being that it allows censored observations to be
incorporated into the model, a commonly seen occurrence in credit lending
models. What do we mean by the term risk? In terms of consumer lending,
credit risk is deﬁned to be the probability that a customer will not be able
to repay a loan. A single customer falls into one of two categories: either
paying the loan (termed a good customer) or not repaying the loan (termed
a bad customer) - with various characteristics deﬁning ‘bad’.
Historically, lenders have been mostly interested in determining the risk of
default on the loan, and ﬁnding means to quantify this risk, to help de-
termine acceptable levels of risk for a desired return. The area in which
statistical risk decision models have been most widely used is in the devel-
opment of credit scores, as discussed by Rosenberg and Gleit (1994). An
application credit score is a method of assessing, and assigning points to, the
responses a customer gives to questions on the application form for a loan
or credit product. The points are added up, and if above a pre-determined
threshold (or cut-oﬀ), then the customer is accepted. The foundation for
building these models is by analysing past decisions, and the result or per-
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formance of the loan, as well as all information (or variables) available on
the customer at the time of the decision, see Hand and Henley (1997).
The model attempts to isolate the characteristics of the customers who did
not pay, to prevent the business from repeating the same bad decision. Ap-
plication scoring, as this example is called, is still used extensively for ‘new’
customers to the lender, but there has been a movement towards ‘behaviour
scoring’ of existing customers, where instead of decisions being made based
on application data, the data analysed is the transactional behaviour of the
customer, ie how they conduct their account. This is based on the idea of
how likely is someone with a particular repayment performance (loans) or
transactional behaviour(credit cards) over a given period, to be still per-
forming satisfactorily for a ﬁxed period in the future. See Thomas (1998)
Risk attributable to everyday operations, called operational risk as is the
risk of a fraudulent account. The risk of fraudulent customers applying for
a loan is a very real one, and one in which lending institutions have realised
they must invest time to research models to predict this. A few fraud models
have been built using regression techniques which have had varying rates of
success at identifying fraudulent customers. It is also important to identify
and ‘weed out’ fraudulent data so that inferences resulting from this data
are not used when modelling for scoring purposes. For further insights see
Leonard (1993).
Many lenders have realised that they would do well to apply statistical
techniques within their marketing departments. Marketing campaigns can
be very costly, and quite ineﬀective, if not directed at the ‘right’ customers.
Customer attrition is a big problem for credit card departments, and if an
assessment can be made of which customers are likely to surrender their
cards, focused marketing campaigns can be implemented in an attempt to
prevent this from happening. The propensity for a customer to apply (or
buy) a certain product is another area modelled to enable more focused, ef-
fectual, and less costly marketing campaigns. Current modelling techniques
include decision trees and limited regression techniques, with the applica-
tion of neural networks currently being trialled, as explored by Altman et
al. (1994).
Initially, some current lending processes used will be analysd, those incorpo-
rating logistic regression and decision trees, and determining the problems
and inconsistencies that occur with these techniques. It will be determined,
using various real data sets, the major areas of failure of these processes.
Upon analysing the current uses of survival analysis techniques in the med-
ical industry, these ideas will be developed and extended to some of the
processes mentioned above. A number of practical experiments will then be
run using data sourced from a leading Australian ﬁnancial institution, to
determine if survival analysis techniques are competitive, or indeed superior
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to the current process. Currently, there are many areas in lending where
traditional statistical techniques are not able to be utilised.
These survival analysis techniques will then be applied to other areas of
lending that are not currently being explored, so as to oﬀer a complete
picture of the customer such that a much more informed decision can be
made by the lender. Initial work will concentrate on customers interested in
personal lending, sourcing a large data base so as to compare the accuracy
and consistency of the new process with the current one. These methods
will then be extended to both mortgage customers and then ﬁnally, credit
card customers. The aim is to develop a ‘complete lending process’ that
incorporates the customers’ likelihood to default, likelihood to pay-out early,
proﬁtability and various other factors, so as to give the lender a complete
picture of the customer over their entire lending period.
1.2 Glossary of Financial Terms
Credit Scoring
This is the term used for models created to make automated lending deci-
sions, which uses predominantly discriminate analysis and logistical regres-
sion techniques, but can also involve partition tress, mathematical program-
ming, neural networks or genetic algorithms.
Sample/Application Window
The time range for analysis of application or behavioural data used in the
development of lending models. It is generally accepted that minimum of
twelve months of data is required for a robust model. (See Section 1.2.7)
Performance Window
The time range for analysis of the performance of the account, development
of lending models. (See Section 1.2.9). It is generally agreed that at least a
twelve month window is necessary for most portfolios to allow the account
enough time to go into arrears, this aligns with the Basel Global Banking Ac-
cord, by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) (2004). See
the following website for further details http://www.bis.org/bcbs/bcbscp3.htm.
Sometimes a shorter window is possible for credit card accounts as analysis
indicates they fall into arrears more rapidly than others. (Analysis on roll
rates should still be conducted to verify this holds for the sample concerned).
Application Data
Information used in the processing of a request for lending that is gained on
application of the product. This includes personal information pertaining
to the customer(s) applying for the product (age, marital/residential status,
adverse bureau) and information regarding the product itself (loan term,
interest rate, limit etc.)
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Behaviour Data
Information used in the processing of a behaviour score that is used in giving
or oﬀering lending facilities. Behaviour data, as the name suggests, is based
on the conduct, or ‘behaviour’ of the account over a speciﬁed period. It in-
cludes monthly balances, account status, amount due, number of payments,
etc. as well as many created variables based on the source or ‘raw’ variables.
Source Variables
Variables used in the development of credit processes that are sourced di-
rectly from the account systems prior to any manipulation.
Seasonality Factor
Long term analysis of ﬁnancial data has shown that customer, and account,
behaviour varies from season to season. At certain times of the year, such
as over the Christmas period, we observe a higher proportion of delinquent
accounts. In order to negate the impact of seasonal changes on the analysis,
a twelve month window of data (at least) is preferred.
Delinquent Account
An account (example: loan, credit card etc.) that is not in order i.e. pay-
ment is overdue.
Default Account
A defaulted account, as deﬁned by the Global Banking Accord, Basel, is
one that is 90+ days past the payment due date. However, as only a small
amount of overdue accounts are actually able to extend to this time over
the sample period, often slippage analysis is used to ascertain a proxy for
default, deﬁned as a ‘bad’ account.
Slippage Analysis
Slippage analysis is carried out to determine the proportion of overdue ac-
counts (30 or 60 days overdue), that will continue to the default status of
90 days.
Characteristic Analysis
In order to complete the sub-population analysis and the characteristic anal-
ysis, it is necessary to rank each characteristic in terms of their predictive-
ness in relation to the target variable (Good/Bad, Accept/Reject etc). The
ranking of each characteristic was determined using a power test.
Prior to determining the power of each characteristic, each continuous char-
acteristic was classed by the ﬁnest breakdown of attributes possible. This
was performed using the quantile binning within the SAS software pack-
age Enterprise Miner, which divides the continuous characteristics into a
maximum of 16 bins each, see Slaughter and Delwiche (2005). Categorical
characteristics are left unchanged.
In order to assess the characteristics to be selected, a diagnostic test to
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distinguish between the power of each characteristic and measure the relative
predictiveness was used. This is call the relative risk index.
Relative Risk Index
For each continuous characteristic, the number of good and bad customers
were identiﬁed for each attribute and their corresponding proportions in
the sample. Having calculated the Good/Bad odds for each attribute, the
power function was then computed, deﬁned as the maximum of the ratio of
the Good/Bad odds for each quantile and the overall Good/Bad odds for
the characteristic of the reciprocal of this ratio. This power function was
then weighted by each proportion in each bin and aggregated over all bins
to produce the power measure for the entire characteristic.
Characteristic Classing
Having determined the number of models required and selected the charac-
teristics to progress to the scorecard build, it was necessary to coarse classify
each characteristic. The purpose of the coarse binning is to take the ﬁne
bins that contained the underlying behaviour of the Success/Failure odds for
a characteristic and attempt to produce a function that has the minimum
number of attributes, whilst capturing the underlying behaviour.
Categorical characteristics are coarse classiﬁed because there may be too
many diﬀerent answers or attributes and so there will not be enough of a
sample in a particular attribute to allow a robust analysis.
For the ﬁrst two models built, the Good/Bad and Accept/Reject, the con-
tinuous characteristics were not coarse classiﬁed and remained with up to
the 16 attributes.
For the ﬁnal reject inference model, the continuous characteristics were split
into attributes corresponding to 100 groups and allowed to be considered by
the model for inclusion. Missing values, zeros and values that were a result
of dividing by zero were placed in individual additional categories.
Regression Analysis
Logistic regression was used to develop the models. Suppose x is a vector
of explanatory variables and p = Pr(Y = 1|x) is the response probability of
success to be modelled. Then the logistic model is deﬁned as:
logit(p) = log
(
p
1− p
)
= α + xβ + . (1.1)
where α is the intercept parameter, β is the vector of slope parameters, and
 is the random error.
Within the logistic regression procedure a stepwise selection criteria was
used to identify the most predictive characteristics in relation to the outcome
variable. The methodology behind this approach is detailed below:
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(a) Stepwise selection begins, by default, with no potential characteris-
tics in the model and then systematically adds characteristics that are
signiﬁcantly associated with the outcome variable. However, after a
characteristic is added to the model, stepwise may remove any charac-
teristic already in the model that is not signiﬁcantly associated with
the outcome variable. This stepwise process continues until one of the
following occurs:
• No other characteristic in the model meets the signiﬁcance level;
or
• The stepwise stopping criterion is met; or
• A characteristic added in one step is the only characteristic deleted
in the next step.
(b) Within this framework, the most powerful characteristics/attributes
are generally introduced into the model ﬁrst. The remaining charac-
teristics are introduced in a sequence corresponding to their strength.
Iterative Process
For the preliminary Good/Bad and Accept/Reject models, only one iteration
of the models was performed. In developing the ﬁnal reject inference model,
the most predictive interim models are required. However, in developing the
ﬁnal reject inference model that includes the inferred performance of rejected
applicants, several iterations were followed in addition to those previously
described.
Reject Inference
Reject inference is the process of estimating how rejected applications would
have performed had they been accepted. In developing new scorecards, per-
formance information only exists for those applicants that were previously
approved, thereby allowing them to be classiﬁed as good or bad.
Characteristic Analysis
Having built the reject inference model, a diﬀerent technique (using logistic
regression to regress observed performance against application score) is then
used to infer the performance of declined and indeterminate applications
during validation.
Scorecard Calibration
Having ﬁnalised the model and the corresponding parameter estimates, this
section describes the methodology for calibrating the raw scores from the
logistic models onto a standardised scale. Note all applications with observed
performance were used in determining the calibration equation based on the
full population.
The desired standardised scale was such that
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• 600 points represented good:bad odds of 100:1; and
• an increase or decrease of 50 points would double or halve the good:bad
odds, respectively.
The calibration method used was completely independent of the approach
used to model the data. Given the nature of the raw scores of decreasing
good:bad odds with score, an exponential curve was ﬁtted using a least
squares approach. To achieve the standardised scale, an exponential curve
for good:bad odds as a function of the calibrated score was derived.
Pre-Payment Risk
Pre-payment risk is the risk associated with early payment of a loan. When
a customer pays out the balance of their loan early, it deprives the lending
institution of predicted earnings based on set interest rates, thus making the
prospect of early repayment a risk for the ﬁnancier.
1.3 Research Questions
There are a number of issues and problems with the current process of using
logistic regression to predict the probability of an account becoming ‘bad’
as discussed in the introduction and in further chapters, not least of which
is that most lenders would much prefer know ‘when’ an account is likely to
default, rather than if. In this research, a number of questions have been
considered.
1. Can survival analysis techniques be adapted to improve the credit
processes of lending institutions, providing more accurate and consistent
decisions?
2. Will further research on pre-payment risk enable the establishment of
a reliable model to predict this variable and thus better manage risk within
ﬁnancial institutions?
3. Through further research into sensitivity analysis techniques, can
we build reliable recovery models allowing institutions to establish ’best
practice’ techniques for recovery of loans?
4. Can the lifetime of a customer in recoveries be accurately modelled
to enable decisions based on likelihood to recover the loan money based on
various actions?
5. Is it possible to use survival analysis techniques to develop a complete
risk proﬁle of each customer that requests a loan?
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Chapter 2
Current Practice
2.1 Credit Scoring
I will now look at credit scoring in more detail, detailing the methods I have
used in my work in lending institutions to predict if a customer is likely to
default. The concept of credit scoring was formed and trialled long before
computers made the process far more sophisticated and complex. The idea
began during the WWII, when many experienced in the lending industry
were away at war. Up until then (and for a long time after that) the decision
of a lender was based entirely on the knowledge and experience of a person
who made all credit decisions - generally the most senior of employees, refer
to Thomas et al. (2002).
For this reason, lenders developed rudimentary scorecards based on their
experience of characteristics generally applicable to a ‘good’ or a ‘bad’ cus-
tomer. But it wasn’t until the late 1970’s that the ﬁrst real application
credit scoring models based on data analysis were developed by Fair Isaac.
Since the mid to late eighties they have been widely used in Europe, with
Australian companies entering the scene in the early nineties. It would be
true to say that most of the major lenders now accept or reject new cus-
tomers based on an application credit score. The positives of application
credit scoring are fairly obvious - it provides consistent, unbiased treatment
of applicants; an increase in credit approvals, and allows an increase, or de-
crease, of risk assessment/bad debts/approvals and easy training of credit
staﬀ.
Regression modelling of the relationship between an outcome variable and in-
dependent predictor variable(s) is commonly employed in virtually all ﬁelds.
In an applied setting, the task of model selection is, to a large extent, based
on the goals of the analysis and on the measurement scale of the outcome
variable.
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If we assume the goal of the analysis is to estimate whether an account is
likely to default or not, i.e. to estimate the eﬀect of various characteristics
via an odds ratio (1 = yes and 0 = no), the logistic regression model would
be a good choice. The logistic regression model has a systematic component
that is linear in the log-odds and has binomial/Bernoulli distributed errors.
2.1.1 Slippage Analysis
The period of interest to the analyst in terms of modelling comprises the
sample window - which is generally 12 months (minimum) due to seasonality
present in the data; and the outcome or performance window - which is also
generally at least 12 months. Slippage analysis is carried out to determine
the best performance window for the population of interest, based on the
average time it takes for accounts in that portfolio to degenerate into a ‘bad’
account. (Credit cards generally need a shorter performance window than
mortgages as it takes far less time for these accounts to go out of order).
The deﬁnition of a ‘bad’ account also needs to be addressed, with a bad
account generally deﬁned to be 90 days past due (dpd), or delinquent, al-
though slippage analysis is generally carried out, where various delinquency
buckets are considered states (30-60dpd, 60-90dpd, 90+dpd) and the rate
of customers slipping from one state to the next is analysed.
(Ideally, we would like to be predicting the likelihood of default - see ﬁnancial
terms. However, due to the very small number of accounts that are allowed
to reach default status, it is necessary to use a ‘softer’ deﬁnition to infer
default).
To determine the most appropriate ‘bad’ deﬁnition, we stratify the obser-
vation outcomes, or performance, into 6 states: 1) current (not delinquent),
2) 1-29 days delinquent, 3) 30-59 days delinquent, 4) 60-89 days delinquent,
5) 90-119 days delinquent, and 6) 120+ days delinquent. The probability of
transition for each observation, Pi, to each of the classes, Oj , is modelled as:
Pi(Oj = 1) =
eβjXi
1 +
∑5
k=1 e
βkXi
for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. (2.1)
2.1.2 Data Integrity
As we know, a model will only be as good as the data that we put into
it. There are many instances of data integrity issues in ﬁnancial institution
data. It is necessary to have an accurate and complete record of all data
gathered over the lifetime of an account, however, often this is not the
case. Although most data records are done automatically, some variables
are manually entered into the bank data base, enabling inaccurate data to
result.
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There is also often a great deal of missing information for some input vari-
ables, sometimes through fault, others just because of the nature of the
variable as personal banking data are intrinsically multivariate and relate
to human beings - although sometimes the fact that a record is missing a
certain observation provides information in itself in determining good and
bad risks (e.g. missing home phone is often predictive of bad performance).
It is also not unusual for ﬁnd institutions that have collected data in one way
at the time of an account beginning, only to update the data, or change the
way it is recorded, sometimes overriding original data. Clearly the scores
are applied most easily where the business has been operating a consistent
policy for several years.
2.1.3 Cohort Analysis
After the potential characteristics have been derived, the next thing needed
to be determined is how many models are required (ie if diﬀerent groups of
the population may display varying performance for the same characteristics,
thus we may need to model them separately). Cohort analysis techniques
are generally employed to achieve this - where the population is split in
various ways (by age, or delinquency, or rural/regional etc.) and analysis is
done on the rankings of the characteristics according to predictive qualities
- of which there are many techniques used, to see if the ranks vary greatly.
Cohort models may be ﬁxed or random eﬀect terms for age, period, and
cohort may enter the model as discrete or continuous; one or more of the age,
period, and cohort dimensions may be included in the model via an explicit,
substantive measure of that dimension; interactions are possible. These are
the most prominent possibilities in the literature on cohort analysis. Fixed
Eﬀect: Discrete Age, Period, and Cohort Assume an I × J age by period
array, with age groups and period intervals of identical widths. The
K = I + J − 1 (2.2)
diagonals of the array correspond to cohorts. The basic ﬁxed eﬀect model
treats a parameter θijk associated with a response variable as a linear func-
tion of discrete age, period, and cohort. Using dummy coding for age, period,
and cohort, let
θijk = β0 +
I∑
i=2
βiAi +
J∑
j=2
γjPj +
K∑
k=2
δkCk (2.3)
where the Ai, Pj , and Ck, k = i− j + J are dummies for ages, periods, and
cohorts, respectively.
This is a ﬁxed eﬀect model because inference is conditional on the ages,
periods, and cohorts represented by a particular data set.
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2.1.4 Variable Selection
Variable selection for the most predictive characteristics is done in a number
of ways, the simplest case is based on good/bad odds (ie the ratio of good
to bad accounts attributable to that particular characteristic - if the ratio is
large, then that particular category of the characteristic is considered pre-
dictive), called characteristic analysis, with bad rates, chi-square ((Obs -
Exp)2/Exp), R-square analysis and correlation analysis and principle com-
ponents among other techniques employed.
When many variables are involved, and time constraints of business re-
quirements are employed, characteristic analysis is the preferred method for
variable selection due to its simplicity, eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency.
The Power Statistic
The Power statistic is deﬁned as
Total Power =
∑
i
fiXi
where fi = proportion of population within attribute,
Xi = max(GBi/GBT , GBT /GBi),
GBi = Goods / # Bads for each attribute value and
GBT = # Goods / # Bads for each characteristic.
The calculation of the power statistic is demonstrated by way of an illus-
trative example in the table below. For each characteristic, the number of
good and bad customers are identiﬁed for each attribute ([3] and [4]) and
their corresponding proportions in the sample ([5]). Having calculated the
# Goods / # Bads for each attribute ([6]), the power function is then com-
puted, deﬁned as the maximum of the ratio of the # Goods / # Bads for
each attribute value and the overall # Goods / # Bads for the characteristic
or of the reciprocal of this ratio ([7]). This power function is then weighted
by attribute proportion and aggregated over all attributes to produce the
power measure for the entire characteristic (S[8]).
[3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]
Attribute Range Total Good Bad 100fi GBi Xi fiXi
Bin 1 -200 to -100 1,300 1,200 100 23.6 12.0 10.8 2.5
Bin 2 -100 to -25 1,050 800 250 19.1 3.2 2.9 0.5
Bin 3 -25 to 75 1,000 500 500 18.2 1.0 1.1 0.2
Bin 4 75 to 150 1,050 300 750 19.1 0.4 2.8 0.5
Bin 5 150 to 250 1,100 100 1,000 20.0 0.1 11.2 2.2
Total Power (s[8]) =
∑
i
fiXi = 2.5 + 0.5 + 0.2 + 0.5 + 2.2 = 6.1 (2.4)
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The Chi-Square Statistic
As with the power statistic, the chi-square statistic was calculated using
the SAS statistical package for each characteristic, although the theoretical
steps behind these derivations are outlined below.
The chi-square statistic is deﬁned as:
CS =
∑
i ((Oi − Ei)2)/Ei
where Oi is the observed value of non-recovered values for the attribute of
the characteristic and Ei is the corresponding expected value, deﬁned as the
ratio of the total observations for the attribute (numerator) and the product
of the total number of observations in the sample and the total number of
non-recovered observations in the sample.
Thus, for each attribute observed value, Oi, we ﬁnd an ”expected” value,
Ei. We then subtract each expected value from each observed value and
square the diﬀerence. These squares obtained for each cell are then divided
by the expected value for that cell, so we are calculating ((Oi − Ei)2)/Ei.
The chi-square statistic is the sum of this value across all characteristic
attributes.
To calculate the expected value for each characteristic a parallel table is con-
structed in which the proportions between the dependent and independent
variables are exactly the same. Thus by simple proportions from the totals
we ﬁnd an expected value to match each observed value. The sum of the
expected values for each sample must equal the sum of the observed values
for each sample.
The next step is to subtract each expected value from its corresponding
observed value. The sum of these diﬀerences always equals zero in each
column. As stated previously, these ﬁgures are then squared and divided by
the corresponding expected values, and then ﬁnally these results are added,
giving the Chi-square statistic.
Having obtained a value for the chi-square statistic (CS) for each charac-
teristic, we determine if the power and chi-square statistic are correlated to
conﬁrm it’s inclusion in the modelling stage.
2.1.5 Dummy Coding
Although tempting to model continuous variables as such, it is generally best
to bin these variables into groups, and then, as with categorical variables,
they are recoded as dummy variables, taking the values of zero and one.
(Transformations is another technique for continuous variables). Variables
are then entered into the logistic regression model, discussed in the next
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section, with the resulting co-eﬃcients (and signiﬁcance levels) being used
to determine which characteristics are used in the model. Variables with
high weights are indicative of a good customer, while those with low or
negative weights indicate a bad customer.
2.1.6 Model Calibration
The ‘score’ is made up of the sum of the regression co-eﬃcients, although
calibration of the scorecards is done to place scores onto a common scale.
The score predicts the likely risk of non-repayment in the future, ie the
number of bads. So a scoring system doesn’t individually identify a good
customer from a bad, but classiﬁes an applicant in a particular good/bad
odds group.
The calibration equation for expressing the linear relationship between the
dependent (y) and independent variables (x ) is
y = a+ bx+ ey (2.5)
where a is the intercept, b is the slope, and ey is the error term.
The intercept a is estimated by
aˆ =
∑
yj
∑
x2j −
∑
xj
∑
xjyj
m
∑
x2j − (
∑
xj)2
= (
∑
yj − b
∑
xj)/m (2.6)
where xj is the independent variable, yi is the dependent variable and m is
the total number of points measured.
The slope, b is estimated by
bˆ =
m
∑
xjyj −
∑
xj
∑
yj
m
∑
x2j − (
∑
xj)2
(2.7)
2.1.7 Discrimination measures
Discrimination measures (based on score) are then implemented to deter-
mine the success of the model to discriminate between good and bad. One
such measure is the Gini co-eﬃcient, G, (or Gini ratio) which is a summary
statistic of the Lorenz curve and a measure of inequality in a population.
The Gini coeﬃcient is most easily calculated from unordered size data as
the ”relative mean diﬀerence”, i.e., the mean of the diﬀerence between every
possible pair of observations, divided by the mean size.
When there is no discrimination between the good and bad observations
within the sample, i.e. the distribution of goods and bads is identical, G =
0. If there is complete discrimination between the goods and bads, then G
= 1. Thus G is bound by 0 and 1.
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Another measure of model discrimination is the maximum deviation, which
is related to the Smirnov statistic as used in the classical Kolmogorov-
Smirnov Test (KS). This is deﬁned as the maximum diﬀerence between the
cummulative distribution of goods (CG) and the cummulative distribution
of bads (CB). The greater the discrimination between the good and bad
distributions, the greater the value of KS, where
KS = maxi(CB(i)− CG(i)) (2.8)
KS is also bound by 0 and 1.
Another discrimination measure commonly employed is the cumulative pro-
portion of goods up to the median value of bads, known as the PH statistic.
If we let MB represent the median value of bads, then
PH = CG(MB) (2.9)
Again, PH is bound by 0 and 1.
2.1.8 Reject Inference
As all customers are going to be scored upon application, not simply ac-
cepted applicants, performance must be inferred upon the rejects when util-
ising application scoring. Currently, it is usual that a bad rate is imposed
upon the rejected applicants based on the past experience of the credit score
developers and what is acceptable to the business, and the accounts are then
divided up into two groups by score range, and then two copies of the ac-
counts are made. One of the groups is allocated to bad, and weighted with
the probability of bad, while all other groups are allocated to good, weighted
according to the probability of good.
Because of the way the credit scoring problem is most frequently posed, the
technique of multiple regression analysis is not theoretically suitable. The
dependent variable takes only one of two values - good or bad, thus it is
unreasonable to assume that the error terms are normally distributed, as
required by ordinary least squares, and as such a logistic regression model
is more appropriate. (Requires far fewer assumptions).
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2.2 Logistic Regression
In logistic regression, a direct estimate is made of the probability of an event
happening. For several independent variables this is given by
P(event) =
e(bo+z)
1 + e(bo+z)
(2.10)
where z is a linear function
z = b1x1 + b2x2 + ...+ bpxp (2.11)
and b1, ..., bp are the coeﬃcients of the equation to be estimated from the
data and the xi’s are the independent variables. The results of the regression
analysis are derived from the method of maximum-likelihood, and these
estimators are calculated using an iterative technique. (Statistical packages
- predominantly SAS are used and as such there are no limitations on the
number of variables estimated).
Application scoring uses mostly ‘bad’ data - i.e. variables which are char-
acteristic of a bad customer. Banks have begun to move towards behaviour
scoring of their existing customers when applying for a new product/loan,
as this allows the input of variables characterizing both good and bad be-
haviour.
Financial institutions have been aware of the value of the data they collect on
their customers for a number of years, with long term archival of data a pri-
ority. The large customer bases that many of these lenders have, has allowed
for more in depth and sophisticated data analysis techniques to be trialled.
While application scoring is still widely used to predict risk of default for
new customers, during the past 5 years, institutions have moved towards
behaviour scoring of their existing customers to make a decision. Behaviour
scoring is the idea of using information gained from how a person conducts
their account in order to make decisions. Thus, the past track record of an
existing customer is analysed to predict their likely future behaviour based
on the characteristics of their past behaviour.
Generally the development and modelling process for behaviour scoring is
very similar to application scoring, with a few minor diﬀerences. The sample
window is now an observation period, but is still generally 12 months, as
is the performance period - generally rolling performance. Many more vari-
ables are available to input into the model with behaviour scoring (eg. for
a credit card, all transactional data - such as number of payments, number
of purchases , number of cash advances is available, as well as the number
of times delinquent, amount past due, balance, credit limit, etc.) providing
greater opportunities, including the production of trend and ratio variables
which may be more predictive of the variable on its own (although great
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care must be taken to avoid variable clustering). Logistic regression tech-
niques are applied, although reject inference obviously does not need to be
undertaken.
In general, behaviour scoring models are much more accurate than appli-
cation scoring methods (more data, more variables, good and bad data).
The improvement in accuracy has been achieved by looking at things from
a diﬀerent perspective and solving a slightly diﬀerent problem. It seems
clear that signiﬁcant advances in the industry will come less from reﬁning
the statistical methods for tackling old and well established problems, than
for ﬁnding new ways of looking at things, and developing models for those
new ways. The shift from application to behaviour scoring illustrates this.
2.3 Problems/Issues
2.3.1 ‘When a Customer Defaults’
As well as if an account is going to default, it is often of just as much interest
to ask the question ‘If an account is going to default, then when is this likely
to occur’ or ‘If a customer is going to pre-pay, then when are they likely to
do this?’. In this context, traditional linear or logistic regression techniques
would not be suﬃcient. These questions are similar to those posed in clinical
trials in the medical industry, when survival times are analysed to determine
the success of treatments.
Ask any bank manager, and they’ll tell you that, from a lenders perspec-
tive, the ideal objective function is proﬁtability. Default probability, which
is the response most commonly predicted in application and behavioural
scoring models, is a poor substitute of this, being merely a component of
proﬁtability. Other factors, such as pre-payment risk, time to default, con-
duct of repayments are also major components to an individual customers
proﬁtability.
Lenders are beginning to realise that one can, at least in principle, make
a customer from any type of applicant. It is simply a question of charging
the appropriate rate of interest. Some banks already implement a form
of this, targeting higher risk applicants who would normally ﬁnd lending
diﬃcult, but with a commensurate interest rate. After all, a customer who
defaults on a loan may be proﬁtable if that default occurs after suﬃcient
repayments have been made. Alternatively, a very low credit card user may
be unproﬁtable if he/she pays oﬀ the balance in full each month.
With the realisation that any customer can be proﬁtable, some banks have
started to introduce risk-based pricing. So that, dependent upon the level of
risk, or probability of default attributable to a particular customer, lenders
adjust the interest rates accordingly to improve the likelihood that even if
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a customer defaults, as suﬃcient proportion of the loan has been repaid to
record a proﬁt. This is certainly an area of growth at the moment within
lending institutions, with them very interested in developing reliable models
for pricing loans, as well as interest rates on credit cards, according to the
level of default risk of the customer.
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Chapter 3
Variable Selection
3.1 Introduction
Two separate data sets have been used in order to test the theories pro-
posed in this thesis. Both were sourced from a leading Australian ﬁnancial
institution. These data are:
Data set 1: observations sourced from credit card recovery data over a two
year period.
Data set 2: observations sourced from personal loans data over a two year
period.
3.2 Description of Data
Data Set 1 - Credit Card Recovery Data
The data referred to in this section was sourced from the recovery depart-
ment of a large ﬁnancial institution. It contains information on all credit
card accounts within recoveries over a twelve month period from January
2001 to December 2001, comprising 32,866 observations. The data set con-
tains raw variables extracted from the system as well as additional trend
and ratio variables created using the raw data, giving 276 variables from
which to build the model. These variables will provide the cornerstone of a
model enabling the prediction of recovery of a defaulted credit card balance
over a given time period.
A description of the variables pertaining to each credit card account can
be found in Appendix A. The following section analyses these variables to
gauge their potential predictive power in determining a persons likelihood
to recover.
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Data Set 2 - Personal Loans Data
The second dataset utilised in the analysis was extracted from the personal
loans segment of a large ﬁnancial institution and comprised 37,214 observa-
tions. The time period speciﬁed for applications was 1 year, from January
2001 to December 2001, with a rolling 12 month performance window from
application, using data from February 2001 to December 2002.
The variables extracted from the personal loans database are split into three
distinct categories: application variables, account variables and performance
of the account. The full list of variables available within the personal loans
dataset are described in Appendix A.
3.3 Variable Selection Procedure
Data Integrity
In order to gauge the suitability of the available variables to be utilised in the
proposed analysis, the ﬁrst step is to conduct data integrity on each. Using
the frequency procedure in SAS, frequencies were produced for all categorical
variables to determine the type and number of strata, and any presence
of missing values. Using the SAS means procedure, summary statistics
were generated for each continuous variable for an indication of variability,
central tendency and missing values. (See Appendix B for the results of the
data integrity analysis). Trivial variables, whose results indicated they were
unsuitable for inclusion in the model, were excluded at this stage.
For example, from the loans dataset, the categorical variable AppCod (ap-
plication code) gave the following frequency results:
Table 3.1 Application Code Frequency.
AppCod Frequency Percent
AR20 37214 100.00
As can be seen, application code only has one attribute type for all accounts.
Thus this variable would not be suitable in determining variation in the
independent (outcome) variable due a diﬀerence in attributes within the
variable.
In contrast, channel (the method by which the application was processed)
displays a good range of diﬀerent attributes across applications, indicating
it is suitable to be utilised in further analysis, as displayed below:
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Table 3.2 Channel Frequency.
Channel Frequency Percent
A 802 2.16
B 23955 64.37
C 6381 17.15
D 2516 6.76
I 2977 8.00
M 73 0.20
O 1 0.00
P 14 0.04
R 196 0.53
S 6 0.02
T 4 0.01
Z 289 0.78
3.4 Visually Representation of Characteristics
For an initial indication of which variables have some inﬂuence on the out-
come variable, scatter plots of the dependent variables versus the indepen-
dent variable were explored where appropriate. In the case of the credit
card dataset, the dependent variables were plotted against the recovery ﬂag,
which indicated which accounts recovered over the time period analysed.
The recovery ﬂag is coded 0 if the amount outstanding on the account was
not recovered over twelve months and 1 if the amount was recovered. For
the loans dataset, each variable was plotted against both a repayment ﬂag
(0 if the loan was not repaid early and 1 if the loan was repaid early) and a
default ﬂag (0 if the account did not default over the time period analysed
and 1 if the account did default).
The following scatterplot (Figure 3.1) shows the relationship between the
time to recovery and the average balance at 2 cycles delinquent in the last
3 months for the credit card dataset. The variation between the outcomes
for the time to recovery in the plot indicates there is a strong relationship
between time to recovery of an account and the average balance variable.
If we disregard censored observations where time to recovery equals zero,
we can see that as the average balance at 2 cycles delinquent increases, the
time to recovery also increases.
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Figure 3.1 Recovery Time vs Average Balance L3m.
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Figure 3.2 Recovery Time vs Value of Cash Advances in Month 1.
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However, when we consider the scatterplot of time to recovery and value
of cash advances in month 1 (Figure 3.2), it is obvious that there is little
relationship between time to recovery of an account and the month 1 value
of cash advances due to the even distribution of observations for time to
recovery where value of cash advances in month 1 is equal to zero. The
decreased number of data points is due to the vast majority of customers
(or observations) not having had a cash advance over period being observed.
For the loans dataset, the scatterplot of the time to default and the total
(as seen in Figure 3.3) indicates that there is a relationship between loan
default and the original loan amount, due to the diﬀerences in the two
outcome values for default.
However, when we consider the time to default and number of dependents in
Figure 3.4, there is little to suggest a strong relationship between these two
variables, evidenced by the scattered data points across the time to default
range.
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Figure 3.4 Default Time vs Number of Dependents.
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Replacing default for the early repayment ﬂag as the independent variable,
the scatterplot of time to repayment and total mortgage, as seen in Figure
3.5, indicates there is a diﬀerence between the outcomes, and thus there is
a correlation between these two variables.
Conversely, when time to early repayment and bureau score are analysed,
as in Figure 3.6, it is clear that only a very weak relationship exists due to
the randomness of the observation points across the default time range.
(See Appendix C for a full graphical display of variables for both datasets).
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3.5 Analysis of Variables
In order to determine initially which variables should be considered for input
into the model, there are various measures we can use. One such measure
is the power statistic, described in Section 2.1.4 of Chapter 2. This was
developed and reﬁned by various statistical consultancy groups (15), and is
based on the good/bad (or recovered/non-recovered) odds attributable to a
particular variable.
In the case of predicting recovery of an account, the power statistic is based
on the odds of a non-recovered account attributable to a particular variable.
Another early indicator to predictability is the chi-square statistic. This
was ﬁrst developed and used in the development of lending models in the
early seventies and is based on the expected and observed number of non-
recovered accounts attributable to a particular variable.
The power and chi-square statistics give an indication of which variables
contribute most to the independent variable being modelled.
3.5.1 Signiﬁcant Variables for Data Set 1 - Time to Recovery
Power Statistic
As introduced in Section 2.1.4 of Chapter 2, the Power statistic is deﬁned
as
Power Statistic =
∑
i
fiXi
where fi = proportion of population within attribute,
Xi = max(GBi/GBT , GBT /GBi),
GBi = # Recovered / # Non-Recovered for each attribute value and
GBT = # Recovered / # Non-Recovered for each characteristic.
We calculate the power statistic for all characteristics identiﬁed as having
an inﬂuence on the outcome variable, time to recovery, from the visual
representation in the previous section.
For the characteristic, Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last
6 Months (v025), the number of recovered and non-recovered customers
were identiﬁed for each attribute bin ([3] and [4]) and their corresponding
proportions in the sample ([5]). Having calculated the # recovered / #
non-recovered for each attribute ([6]), the power function is then computed,
deﬁned as the maximum of the ratio of the # recovered / # non-recovered
for each attribute value and the overall # recovered / # non-recovered for
the characteristic or of the reciprocal of this ratio ([7]). This power function
is then weighted by attribute proportion and aggregated over all attributes
to produce the power measure for the entire characteristic (S[8]).
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Table 3.3 Power Statistic for v025.
Non
Range Total Recovered Recovered 100fi GBi Xi fiXi
0 6007 4983 1024 18.276 4.8667 1.54455 0.28229
1-350 546 171 375 1.661 0.4545 6.9319 0.11517
351-1015 3276 1979 1297 9.969 1.5263 2.06436 0.20579
1016-1220 3310 2423 887 10.073 2.7308 1.15384 0.11622
1221-2007 3310 1911 1399 10.073 1.3659 2.30688 0.23236
2008-2186 3276 2355 921 9.969 2.5556 1.23295 0.12291
2187-2915 3276 2833 444 9.969 6.3846 2.02631 0.202
2916-3933 3310 2730 580 10.073 4.7059 1.49352 0.15044
3934-5115 3276 2764 512 9.969 5.4000 1.71382 0.17085
5116-23030 3276 2799 478 9.969 5.8571 1.8589 0.18531
Power Statistic =
∑
i
fiXi = 1.78 (3.1)
These calculations are repeated for each characteristic, both categorical and
continuous. Any characteristic with a power value greater than 1.5 is consid-
ered to be of suﬃcient signiﬁcance to be considered in the modelling process,
as discussed by Narain (1992). (See Appendix D for power statistics for all
variables).
Chi-square Statistic
The chi-square statistic, CS, is calculated using the formula introduced in
Section 2.1.4 of Chapter 2:
CS =
∑
i
((Oi − Ei)2)/Ei =
∑
i
(cs)i (3.2)
where
Oi = observed value of non-recovered values for the attribute of the charac-
teristic, and
Ei = (total number of observations for the attribute)/[total number of ob-
servations in the sample × total number of non-recovered observations in
the sample]
For the characteristic, Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last 6
Months (v025), the following inputs to the chi-square statistic were derived
for the attribute 0 :
Oi = 4555
Ei = (5752/32866 × 25127)
Applying this logic to all attributes for the characteristic, we get the follow-
ing results:
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Table 3.4 Chi Square Statistic for v025.
Range Oi Ei (cs)i
0 4555 4398 5.64
1-476 463 626 42.51
477-1026 2081 2518 75.96
1026.5-1177 2335 2512 12.4
1178-1967 2350 2511 10.29
1967.5-2180 2454 2508 1.18
2181-2954 2671 2515 9.64
2955-3789 2675 2514 10.34
3790-5139 2676 2513 10.57
5140-159816 2867 2512 50.1
Total 25127 25127 228.62
Therefore, the chi-square value for attribute 1 of variable v025 (range = 0)
is:
cs1 = ((O1 − E1)2)/E1
= ((4555− (5752/32866× 25127))2/(5752/32866× 25127) = 5.64.
(3.3)
and the chi-square statistic for variable v025 is
CS =
10∑
i=1
((Oi − Ei)2)/Ei = 228.62. (3.4)
These calculations are repeated for each characteristic, both categorical and
continuous. Through experience, it is standard industry practice to con-
sider any characteristic with chi square statistic greater than 10 to be of
suﬃcient signiﬁcance to be considered in the modelling procedure. We then
ensure the ranking of the two statistics is correlated to conﬁrm the signiﬁ-
cant characteristics identiﬁed in the power statistic analysis (See Appendix
D for chi-square statistics for all variables)
Ranking of Signiﬁcant Variables
The following tables display the calculated power and chi-square statistics,
as well as the corresponding rank, for the most predictive characteristics.
Characteristics were included in the next stage of analysis if the power statis-
tic was greater than 1.5 or chi square statistic is greater than 10 and the
two statistics were highly correlated.
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Table 3.5 Power and Chi-square Statistics and Rank
Chi- Power Chi-square
Variable Power Square Rank Rank
AGENTREF 10.24671977 58.75442416 1 2
V025 1.783343975 16.91999263 2 3
VLCRRB7 1.735843744 15.11421967 3 5
V028 1.732586592 15.97019407 4 4
V039 1.693084164 9.373089407 5 27
V075 1.692102133 13.85189579 6 9
V066 1.69046657 13.97200426 7 7
VLCRRB1 1.69046657 13.97200426 8 8
V073 1.682007921 12.9228589 9 14
V070 1.681158335 13.3465631 10 10
VLCRRB2 1.681158335 13.3465631 11 11
ORIGAMT 1.677948764 14.13724183 12 6
V074 1.669648226 13.06758324 13 13
VLINT6 1.659241748 11.26543434 14 19
V148 1.655436185 11.54437018 15 17
VLCRRB6 1.655262299 11.83434336 16 16
V017 1.655034952 7.825579491 17 46
V027 1.653027187 13.32099218 18 12
VLINT2 1.639772478 10.67648756 19 21
V024 1.639690977 10.96731194 20 20
V014 1.63334831 8.675001096 21 34
V036 1.627571291 9.068707107 22 30
V139 1.602360739 7.586313583 23 50
VLINT1 1.593037501 11.49676091 24 18
VLCRRB5 1.588018081 12.00436649 25 15
VLCRRB3 1.576415164 10.48461453 26 22
VLINT3 1.57632888 9.468241398 27 25
VLCRRB8 1.56300166 9.228530684 28 28
VLCRDL6 1.55107683 7.884516725 29 44
V121 1.55048901 9.411333225 30 26
VLCSH4 1.547506655 5.312719581 31 97
VLHGHB6 1.54531241 9.21207471 32 29
TOTALPAY 1.54516812 62.6861038 33 1
V088 1.530766653 10.46854993 34 23
VLINT5 1.526620637 7.889589396 35 42
VLCRDL7 1.517603599 7.751490548 36 48
V002 1.515180597 6.926077045 37 58
V031 1.512807164 6.737922477 38 64
VLHGHB7 1.508749501 7.974316514 39 39
VLINT7 1.505393434 8.15245864 40 37
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Table 3.6 Chi-square and Power Statistics and Rank
Chi- Chi-square Power
Variable Square Power Rank Rank
TOTALPAY 62.6861038 1.54516812 1 33
AGENTREF 58.75442416 10.24671977 2 1
V025 16.91999263 1.783343975 3 2
V028 15.97019407 1.732586592 4 4
VLCRRB7 15.11421967 1.735843744 5 3
ORIGAMT 14.13724183 1.677948764 6 12
V066 13.97200426 1.69046657 7 7
VLCRRB1 13.97200426 1.69046657 8 8
V075 13.85189579 1.692102133 9 6
V070 13.3465631 1.681158335 10 10
VLCRRB2 13.3465631 1.681158335 11 11
V027 13.32099218 1.653027187 12 18
V074 13.06758324 1.669648226 13 13
V073 12.9228589 1.682007921 14 9
VLCRRB5 12.00436649 1.588018081 15 25
VLCRRB6 11.83434336 1.655262299 16 16
V148 11.54437018 1.655436185 17 15
VLINT1 11.49676091 1.593037501 18 24
VLINT6 11.26543434 1.659241748 19 14
V024 10.96731194 1.639690977 20 20
VLINT2 10.67648756 1.639772478 21 19
VLCRRB3 10.48461453 1.576415164 22 26
V088 10.46854993 1.530766653 23 34
From the power and chi-square analysis, we can see that there are a number
of variables that have been identiﬁed as possible predictors of non-recovery
of an account, based on the power and chi-square statistics.
A scatterplot of power rank versus chi-square rank, displayed below, was
constructed to determine the strength of the relationship between the two
statistics. As the power rank increases, the chi-square rank increases, indi-
cating a strong relationship between the two statistics.
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Figure 3.7 Power Rank vs Chi-Square Rank.
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3.5.2 Signiﬁcant Variables for Data Set 2 - Time to Default
Power and Chi-square Statistics
As with the credit cards recovery data set, the power and chi-square statistics
were calculated for all characteristics identiﬁed from the visual representa-
tion in the previous section as having an inﬂuence on the outcome variable,
time to default, for the personal loans data (data set 2).
The results of the comparison of the two statistics for dependent variable
default can be found in Table 3.7 (ranked by power statistic) and Table 3.8
(ranked according to chi-square statistic). This allows us to identify the
most signiﬁcant variables that justify entry in to the model.
Table 3.7 Power and Chi-square Statistics and Rank
Chi- Power Chi-square
Variable Power Square Rank Rank
COMBSC 2.584007833 395.0731999 1 1
APPSCORE 1.978819466 261.664218 2 4
TOTASS 1.779243339 314.105693 3 3
RESSTAT 1.721518845 226.073073 4 5
TOTSURP 1.701028965 316.9337656 5 2
TOTMORT 1.696283333 192.9316993 6 8
TOTLIAB 1.68543802 205.7544055 7 7
ABALCUR 1.667960507 141.5699937 8 12
TIMEWBANK 1.560946258 181.7775818 9 9
COCCPN 1.52183596 214.0132729 10 6
TOTYMT 1.513560758 157.3079248 11 10
CRLNSHP 1.506934593 122.2447586 12 13
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Table 3.8 Chi-square and Power Statistics and Rank
Chi- Chi-square Power
Variable Square Power Rank Rank
COMBSC 395.0731999 2.584007833 1 1
TOTSURP 316.9337656 1.701028965 2 5
TOTASS 314.105693 1.779243339 3 3
APPSCORE 261.664218 1.978819466 4 2
RESSTAT 226.073073 1.721518845 5 4
COCCPN 214.0132729 1.52183596 6 10
TOTLIAB 205.7544055 1.68543802 7 7
TOTMORT 192.9316993 1.696283333 8 6
TIMEWBANK 181.7775818 1.560946258 9 9
TOTYMT 157.3079248 1.513560758 10 11
BURSC 157.225427 1.3621577 11 13
ABALCUR 141.5699937 1.667960507 12 8
CRLNSHP 122.2447586 1.506934593 13 12
NINQ 82.53379786 1.241262952 14 19
REFERREAS1 75.43103749 1.170206911 15 22
CUSTUMI 67.37905811 1.280790911 16 15
IDPOST 67.1566835 1.172695862 17 21
ALOANORIGNL 61.67165231 1.257920627 18 17
CMARITAL 61.56070701 1.286607458 19 14
AGE 61.13524767 1.206688952 20 20
LOANAMT 60.20510684 1.258745694 21 16
CPURP 56.61431255 1.243050943 22 18
REFERREAS4 49.41968707 1.048166308 23 40
CPROD 42.38209908 1.101121345 24 29
REFERREAS2 40.90044484 1.157937068 25 23
PRODCODE 39.90338035 1.094351455 26 30
REFERREAS3 39.15978487 1.08499539 27 31
RESCNTY 32.80618668 1.005693869 28 52
CHANNEL 31.22857927 1.153604423 29 24
MULTAPP 25.33045831 1.06968379 30 36
EXISCUST 22.07696931 1.080106028 31 33
STATE 20.03893575 1.136833866 32 25
NTERM 16.60338714 1.124789269 33 26
OTHYMT 15.92083733 1.069858114 34 35
SECUR 14.66835433 1.117701936 35 28
NDAYCDM 14.22951225 1.122199258 36 27
BRRECOM 12.81678137 1.031765799 37 43
MATRIX 12.07755826 1.057075058 38 37
The Chi-square statistic and power statistic were found to be highly cor-
related. This is evident in the scatterplot of power rank versus chi-square
rank, displayed below, where we can see that as the power rank increases,
so does the chi-square rank.
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Figure 3.8 Power Rank vs Chi-Square Rank.
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3.5.3 Signiﬁcant Variables for Data Set 2 - Time to Repay-
ment
Power and Chi-square Statistics
Again utilising the personal loans data set, the power and chi-square statis-
tics were calculated for all characteristics identiﬁed from the visual represen-
tation in the previous section as having an inﬂuence on the outcome variable,
time to repayment.
The characteristics whose power statistic or chi-square statistic indicated
they are suﬃciently related to the dependent variable repayment can be
found in Table 3.9 (ranked according to chi-square statistic).
Table 3.9 Power and Chi-square Ranks Comparison
Chi- Chi-square Power
Variable Square Power Rank Rank
COCCPN 84.7955803 1.313877948 1 4
IDPOST 81.58143254 1.203234246 2 9
REFERREAS3 81.44309077 1.122331805 3 16
REFERREAS2 80.98033995 1.113853346 4 17
TOTLIAB 76.97056375 1.333293095 5 1
TOTMORT 73.75820409 1.315618755 6 3
RESSTAT 68.89740093 1.32030405 7 2
COMBSC 66.16032508 1.292598539 8 6
APPSCORE 64.20717727 1.29710537 9 5
NTERM 60.11854495 1.159577497 10 12
TOTASS 58.40282733 1.282711655 11 7
TOTSURP 48.46934538 1.232980543 12 8
ABALCUR 40.99043172 1.16111829 13 11
REFERREAS1 29.35971752 1.131044971 14 14
TOTYMT 27.45872714 1.189935312 15 10
STATE 22.51052687 1.12581358 16 15
NINQ 17.56979254 1.143730472 17 13
CHANNEL 12.50056042 1.084563336 18 23
CRLNSHP 12.01382796 1.111184284 19 18
NDPNDNTS 11.27669941 1.102657051 20 19
KTOTDPT 11.00626442 1.094851187 21 20
The Chi-square statistic and power statistic were again found to be highly
correlated. This is evident in the scatterplot of power rank versus chi-square
rank, displayed below.
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Figure 3.9 Power Rank vs Chi-Square Rank.
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Chapter 4
Survival Analysis Theory
and Applications
4.1 Introduction
Survival analysis is a broadly deﬁned statistical term encompassing a vari-
ety of statistical techniques for analysing positive-valued random variables
and generally describes the study of events involving an element of time.
Typically, the value of the random variable is the time to the failure of a
physical component, or the time until the death of a biological unit.
Survival analysis is more properly deﬁned as a univariate rather than multi-
variate technique because there is only a single response variable (although
there may be many explanatory variables). When dealing with survival anal-
ysis, the primary outcome variable of interest is survival (or failure) time.
Traditionally this method has been used in medical research and clinical tri-
als, where survival time is generally deﬁned as the length of time a subject
survives after a certain diagnosis. However, research is currently advancing
the use of survival analysis in the banking and ﬁnance industry, where sur-
vival time is the length of time a subject takes out a loan, as explored by
Roszbach (1998).
One of the most important diﬀerences between the outcome variable mod-
eled via linear and logistic regression and the time variable, is the fact that
we may only observe the survival time partially. These incomplete observa-
tions are referred to as being censored. In terms of the banking industry,
this would allow lenders to predict the expected length of loan on applica-
tion (for the purpose of setting interest rates/tiered pricing etc.) and enable
the use of more ’up-to-date’, relevant observations as censored data, moving
away from the current practice of using data up to 2 years old.
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Survival analysis techniques could theoretically be applied to any area of
credit operations where there are predictor variables and the time to some
event of interest.
To determine failure time precisely, there are three major requirements,
namely that a time origin must be unambiguously deﬁned, a scale for mea-
suring the passage of time must be agreed, and the meaning of failure must
be clear. Emphasis is placed on the modeling of data and the interpretation
of the results.
One of the most important diﬀerences between the outcome variable mod-
eled via linear and logistic regression and the time variable, is the fact that
we may only observe the survival time partially. The prevalence of censored
observations in survival analysis modelling is the major factor distinguish-
ing these techniques from other areas of statistics. A censored observation
contains only partial information about the random variable of interest, and
it is crucial to understand the nature of the incomplete or censored data
encountered.
4.2 Survival Analysis Theory
Censored Data
As mentioned, the most common concern in the analysis of survival data is
the possibility that some individuals may not be observed for the full time
until failure. Suppose we are interested in the time until default of a loan.
After the sample period is complete when observing a loan period, not all
accounts may have defaulted. Some accounts will continue for the life of the
loan. An incomplete observation of failure time such as this is an example
of censoring. However, like failure, censoring is a point event and the period
of observation for the censored individuals must also be recorded.
Random Censoring
Consider a sample of size n, where the ith individual has failure time Ti, and
a period of observation ci such that the observation on that individual ceases
at ci if failure has not yet occurred. The observations consist of Xi = min
(Ti, ci), together with the indicator variable Vi = 1 if Ti  ci (uncensored),
Vi = 0 if Ti > ci (censored).
We refer to the ci of individuals who are observed to fail as unrealised cen-
soring times, as contrasted with the realised censoring times of the censored
individuals. The term ’random censoring’ refers to this scenario where ci is
considered without regard to whether it is censoring or failure which occurs,
see Breslow (1974).
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Scatterplots
The fact that censored data is used presents a problem for the interpretation
of a scatterplot with survival time data. To interpret the plot correctly, track
must be kept of the diﬀerent types of observations by using diﬀerent plotting
symbols for the values assigned to the censored variables. Any trend in the
plot is controlled by the nature and strength of the association between the
covariate and survival time.
In terms of the ﬁnance industry, if age has a strong positive association with
survival time, then observed survival times (or loan length) should be longer
for older subjects than for younger ones. If all subjects were followed for
the same ﬁxed length of time, then we would expect to ﬁnd proportionally
more censored observations among older subjects than younger ones.
With survival data, the shape of the plot is controlled by the nature of the
systematic relationship between ‘time’ and the covariate, and we use this
shape to theorise a model for the systematic component and to identify an
appropriate distribution for the errors.
A fundamental diﬀerence between analysis of censored survival time and a
normal errors linear regression is that the dependent variable, time, must
yield positive values. Thus, any model chosen for the systematic component
of the model must yield only positive ﬁtted values, discouraging the use of
a strictly linear model as ﬁtted values could be negative.
Fitting the Model
We must now attempt to ﬁt a model, taking into account the presence of
censored observations in our data set. We use an estimation method called
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) with an adaptation for censored
data to ﬁt the survival time model presented thus far.
It is necessary to assume that two independent time processes are involved
in our model, the actual survival time of a loan, and the length of time
until an observation is censored due to sample window constraints. Thus,
two variables are used to explain time in the model: the actual observed
time, T, and a censoring indicator variable, C, as discussed by Hosmer and
Lemeshow (1999).
When there is a covariate of interest in the model, x, the variables for the
model can be represented as (t, x; c), where c is a value of C. The censoring
variable C, is represented as c = 1 when T denotes the actual length of a
loan until payout, and c = 0 when T represents the length of a loan that
has been censored due to restrictions imposed by the sample window. This
gives the model possibilities as (t, x; 1) and (t, x; 0).
Now that the variables in the model have been deﬁned, it is necessary to
form the speciﬁc likelihood function to be maximised.
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Cumulative Distribution Function
Suppose the distribution for survival time can be deﬁned by the cumulative
distribution function F (t, x; c, β), where β denotes the parameters of inter-
est that require estimation. The survivorship function is derived from the
cumulative distribution, and is represented as
S(t, x; c, β) = 1− F (t, x; c, β). (4.1)
When plotted, the distribution of survival tends to be skewed to the right, a
characteristic which ﬁts the exponential distribution. For a single indepen-
dent variable, this model may be represented as
T = eβ0+β1x (4.2)
where T denotes survival time, β0 the intercept, β1 the slope parametre and
 follows the exponential distribution with mean equal to one. Although
this model is not linear in its parameters, it may be linearised by taking the
natural logarithm, giving:
Y = β0 + β1x+ θ. (4.3)
where Y = log(T) and θ = log().
This model resembles the equation for the usual normal errors linear regres-
sion model, however the distribution of the errors, θ, is not normal, following
an ‘extreme minimum value’ distribution. This distribution is referred to
as the Gumbel distribution, see Gumbel (1961) with a mean of 0 and a
shape parameter 1, denoted G(0, 1). The probability density function for
the Gumbel distribution is:
f(x;β, µ) =
1
β
e
x−µ
β e−e
x−µ
β
, −∞ < x < ∞ (4.4)
where µ is the location parameter and β is the scale parameter. The case
where µ = 0 and β = 1 is called the standard Gumbel distribution. The pdf
and cdf of G(0, 1) are, respectively:
f(x) = exe−e
x , −∞<x<∞ (4.5)
F (x) = 1− e−ex , −∞<x<∞ (4.6)
The use of the Gumbel distribution is not unlike the use of the standard
normal distribution in linear regression, N(0, 1). In practice with linear
regression, the variance is generally assumed to be constant and equal to σ2,
giving a distribution denoted by N(0, σ2). In the same way, an additional
parameter may be introduced to the Gumbel distribution, giving:
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Y = β0 + β1x+ θ. (4.7)
Density Function
We denote the density function corresponding to the above cumulative dis-
tribution function F (t, x; c, β) as f(t, x; c, β). As previously stated, we have
two representations of the model, (t, x; 1) and (t, x; 0).
When modeling where c = 1, we have a survival time that is exactly equal
to t. Thus the likelihood function for (t, x; 1) is the probability that an
observation with covariate value x pays out their loan at time t, represented
by the density function f(t, x; c, β).
For the model when c = 0, it is only known that the length of the loan
is at least t. Thus the likelihood function for (t, x; 0) is the probability
that an observation with covariate value x has their loan ongoing at time t,
represented by the survivorship function S(t, x; c, β).
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
As the time processes are assumed to be independent, the likelihood func-
tion, as described by Huet and Kaddour (1994), for the full model is repre-
sented as
l(β) = [f(t, x;β)]c × [S(t, x;β)]1−c, where c = 0 or 1. (4.8)
When representing observed data for a sample of n independent observa-
tions, the likelihood function can be derived as a product of equation (4.6)
over the entire sample, giving
l(β) =
n∏
i=1
[f(ti, xi;β)]ci × [S(ti, xi;β)]1−ci , (4.9)
where ci = 0 or 1.
By maximising the log-likelihood function we obtain the maximum likeli-
hood function with respect to β,
L(β) =
n∑
i=1
ci log[f(ti, xi;β)] + (1− ci) log[S(ti, xi;β)]. (4.10)
To obtain the values of the MLE, we must take derivatives of L(β) with
respect to β, set these equations to zero, and then solve for β. The model
deﬁned in equation (4.5) can be manipulated such that y − (β0 + β1x) = θ,
and is distributed by G(0, 1). This allows the survivorship and density
function equations for G(0, 1) to be represented as
S(y, x;β) = 1− F (y, x;β) = e− exp[y−(β0+β1x)] (4.11)
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and
f(y, x, β) = ey−(β0+β1x)−exp[y−(β0+β1x)]. (4.12)
Substituting expressions equation (4.9) and equation (4.10) into the likeli-
hood function deﬁned in equation (4.8), gives the following log-likelihood
L(β) =
n∑
i=1
ci[yi − (β0 + β1xi)]− eyi−(β0+β1xi). (4.13)
To obtain the MLE of β, we take the derivatives with respect to β0 and β1
of above, and set the resulting equations to zero. This yields
δ
δβ0
L(β) =
n∑
i=1
[ci − eyi−(β0+β1xi)] (4.14)
and
δ
δβ1
L(β) =
n∑
i=1
xi(ci − eyi−(β0+β1xi)). (4.15)
These equations are then solved iteratively using any standard statistical
software package.
Proportional Hazards Model
Let T be a random variable representing time until failure. There are three
standard ways of describing the randomness of T in survival analysis.
The distribution function, F(t), where
F (t) = P(T ≤ t), S(t) = 1− F (t). (4.16)
The density function, f(t), where
P(t ≤ T ) = t+ δt = f(t)δt. (4.17)
The hazard function, h(t), where
h(t)δt =
f(t)
1− F (t) (4.18)
so
h(t)δt = P(t ≤ T ≤ t+ δt|T ≥ t). (4.19)
The most common lifetime distributions used in survival analysis are the
exponential and Weibull distribution. The exponential distribution with
parameter λ has
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F (t;λ) = 1− e−(λt), f(t;λ) = e−λt, h(t) = λ with mean 1
λ
(4.20)
The Weibull family of distributions has two parameters: scale λ and shape
k, where
F (t;λ, k) = 1−e(−λt)k , f(t;λ, k) = kλktk−1.e−λtk , h(t) = kλk.tk−1 (4.21)
with mean γ(1+
1
k
)
λ where γ(.) is the gamma function, deﬁned as
Γ(α) =
∫ ∞
0
xα−1.e−xdx (4.22)
Notice that the Weibull distribution with shape 1 is an exponential distri-
bution.
There are two models which have been trialled to connect the explanatory
variables that inﬂuence the survival time of the unit under consideration
to failure times - proportional hazard models and accelerated life models.
Accelerated life model : If
z = (z1, z2, , zN ) (4.23)
is the vector of the explanatory variables, then the accelerated life model
assumes
S(t) = s0(ψ(z)t) or h(t) = ψ(z)h0(tψ(z)) (4.24)
where typically
ψ(z) = exp(b1z1, b2z2, , bNzN ) = eb.z (4.25)
where s0 and h0 are the baseline survivor function and hazard rate function
respectively. So the z can speed up or slow down the ageing of the life of
the system. The proportional hazards model assumes
h(t) = ψ(z)h0(t) = eb.zh0(t) (4.26)
so that the explanatory variables have a multiplier eﬀect on the base hazard
rate.
As mentioned before, there are a large number of censored observations
that need to be modelled, translated in this context as a customer who
never defaults, so we do not observe an event of interest.
Although the focus has generally been on defaulter, and the cost to the
business of these types of customer, little consideration has been given until
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recently to customers who pay out their loan early, and the loss of proﬁt
this represents to the business. Predicting the risk of early repayment (pre-
payment risk), and the time until a customer is likely to pay out a loan or
credit card balance would be very useful in deciding upon the viability of
the loan. Decisions can be based on far more knowledge about the potential
proﬁtability of the customer to the lender, and variations to interest rates
and terms can be alternatives to not granting loans to bad default risk
customers.
4.3 Survival Analysis Application
Time to Default
As discussed before, some defaulters can still be proﬁtable if suﬃcient time
has elapsed before the default occurs and appropriate interest rates have
been applied. In this scenario, the real interest lies in when the customer
is likely to default. Such estimates of when an applicant defaults will give
a better view of the likely probability of the applicant and hence is another
step on the road to a complete proﬁt model for scoring. They will also
provide the opportunity to forecast the default levels as a function of time,
and enable decisions on the length of time over which a loan should be
repaid.
Predicting when a customer will default is a more diﬃcult question to ad-
dress than if they will default both because there can be several answers not
just the yes/no of the if question, but also because for many past customers,
the data is censored in that they cease to be borrowers (by paying back the
loan) before they default.
This approach of estimating how long until an event occurs, even though it
may not occur, is similar to those estimating the lifetime of items which can
deteriorate and fail using survival analysis techniques, such as equipment
or vehicles in reliability studies, and people in medical studies of terminal
illness. One example of a survival analysis model applied to predicting time
to default may be as follows.
In order to apply the above theory, application information was sourced from
a leading Financial institution. The loan dataset utilised, as described in
Chapter 2, consists of 37,214 applications received between January 2001 -
December 2002. All application information was captured, and performance
of the accounts recorded for 35 months post application. Full details of the
dataset can be found in Appendix A. SAS software was used to conduct the
survival analysis procedures, see Cantor (2003) for further details.
Accounts that had defaulted in the time period were identiﬁed via the cur-
rent global default deﬁnition, i.e. if the account has been charged oﬀ, is in
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a state of non-accrual, or if the account has been in a delinquent state for
greater than 89 continuous days. The time to default, T, was calculated as
the time from the application date until one of the above events has been
realised. 1396 accounts were found to have defaulted within the time period
(3.75 percent of the population). Thus, we consider 35,818 observations to
be right-censored. For the non-censored observations, the lifetest procedure
produced the following results for the time to default:
Table 4.1 Summary Statistics for Time to Default
Quartile Estimates
Point Lower Upper
Percent Estimate 95 CI 95 CI
75 31.0000 31.0000 32.0000
50 27.0000 27.0000 28.0000
25 23.0000 23.0000 24.0000
Standard
Mean Error
26.5523 0.1749
Table 4.2 Summary of the Number of Censored and Uncensored Values
Percent
Total Failed Censored Censored
37214 1396 35818 96.25
After data integrity and characteristic analysis, univariate analysis was con-
ducted before proceeding to more complicated models. In survival analysis
it is recommended to look at the Kaplan-Meier curves for all the categorical
predictors. This method provides insight into the shape of the survival func-
tion for each group to indicate whether the groups are proportional (i.e. the
survival functions are approximately parallel). It also gives an indication as
to the The Kaplan-Meier curves for categorical variables within the credit
cards recovery dataset can be found in Appendix E.
Tests of equality across strata was also considered to explore whether or not
to include the predictor in the ﬁnal model. The results of this univariate
analysis for categorical variables can be found in Appendix F.
For the categorical variables the log-rank test of equality across strata was
used. This is a non-parametric test. For the continuous variables a univari-
ate Cox proportional hazard regression was used. This is a semi-parametric
model, as discussed by Cox and Oakes (1984). Predictors will be considered
if the test has a p-value of 0.2 - 0.25 or less. This elimination method is
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utilised because all the predictors in the data set are variables that could
be relevant to the model. If the predictor has a p-value greater than 0.25
in a univariate analysis it is highly unlikely that it will contribute anything
to a model which includes other predictors. The results of the univariate
analysis for the continuous variables can be found in Appendix G.
The relevent variables from the above univariate analysis were then entered
in to the Cox proportional hazards regression model, with the following
variables identiﬁed as signiﬁcant:
Current balance, original loan amount, BRRECOMY, FCRREP, FPLACM-
PLC, Interest only ﬂag, Multiple applicant ﬂag, Loan term, Product code,
Security type, Security ﬂag, YVERIFD
The maximum likelihood estimates for the signiﬁcant variables are given
below. The full list of maximum likelihood estimates for all variables entered
in to the model can be found in Appendix H.
Table 4.3 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable DF Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
ABALCUR 1 -0.0001132 0.0000343 10.9064 0.0010 1.000
ALOANORIGNL 1 -0.0001272 0.0000295 18.5689 < .0001 1.000
BRRECOMY 1 0.3934 0.1847 4.5392 0.0331 1.482
STATACCTC 1 3.3083 0.3728 78.7680 < .0001 27.339
STATACCTN 1 27726 6824 16.5085 < .0001 .
FCRREPD 1 26415 6661 15.7276 < .0001 .
FPLACMPLCY 1 4.0373 1.3028 9.6035 0.0019 56.671
INTN 1 1.7916 0.8814 4.1319 0.0421 5.999
MULTAPPN 1 1.2396 0.5769 4.6173 0.0317 3.454
NTERM 1 -0.0006337 0.0003156 4.0335 0.0446 0.999
PCOVC 1 -1.2468 0.5619 4.9227 0.0265 0.287
SECTYPEB 1 5.3485 1.0202 27.4855 < .0001 210.289
SECTYPED 1 8.6927 2.0126 18.6543 < .0001 5959.025
SECURN 1 0.2173 0.1019 4.5459 0.0330 1.243
SECURY 1 -4.2552 1.4659 8.4263 0.0037 0.014
YVERIFDY 1 -3.2485 0.8712 13.9023 0.0002 0.039
For discrete time the hazard rate is the probability that an individual will
experience an event at time t while that individual is at risk for having an
event. Thus, the hazard rate is just the unobserved rate at which events
occur. For example, if the hazard rate is constant over time and equal to 4,
the expectation is that 4 events will occur in a time interval that is one unit
long. The hazard rate is an un-observed variable yet it controls both the
occurrence and the timing of the events. It is the fundamental dependent
variable in survival analysis.
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Interpreting the above results, looking at the hazard ratios (also called the
relative risks) if the security ﬂag is ’No’, and all other variables are held
constant, then the rate of default increases by 24.3 percent.
Upon identiﬁcation of the signiﬁcant variables from the ﬁrst proportional
hazards model, the procedure was re-run, with only the signiﬁcant variables
introduced in to the model. The following results were produced.
Table 4.4 Model Fit Statistics
Without With
Criterion Covariates Covariates
-2 LOG L 17816.219 17634.150
AIC 17816.219 17666.150
SBC 17816.219 17750.011
Table 4.5 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0
Chi- Pr >
Test Square DF ChiSq
Likelihood Ratio 182.0692 16 < .0001
Score 568.2930 16 < .0001
Wald 279.3875 16 < .0001
Table 4.6 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable DF Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
ABALCUR 1 -0.0000685 0.0000188 13.2089 0.0003 1.000
ALOANORIGNL 1 -0.0000699 0.0000177 15.5472 < .0001 1.000
BRRECOMY 1 0.34998 0.13095 7.1432 0.0075 1.419
STATACCTC 1 2.59117 0.21092 150.9181 < .0001 13.345
STATACCTN 1 5.27092 1.05580 24.9234 < .0001 194.594
FCRREPD 1 4.90683 1.03787 22.3520 < .0001 135.211
FPLACMPLCY 1 2.47180 1.00875 6.0043 0.0143 11.844
INTN 1 0.56747 0.82257 0.4759 0.4903 1.764
MULTAPPN 1 0.41308 0.54138 0.5822 0.4455 1.511
NTERM 1 -0.0004596 0.0002058 4.9899 0.0255 1.000
PCOVC 1 -0.47462 0.53566 0.7851 0.3756 0.622
SECTYPEB 1 5.74673 0.87902 42.7413 < .0001 313.166
SECTYPED 1 7.83606 1.35272 33.5567 < .0001 2530.216
SECURN 1 0.44076 0.07863 31.4243 < .0001 1.554
SECURY 1 -4.87947 1.11422 19.1781 < .0001 0.008
YVERIFDY 1 -0.62820 0.27795 5.1080 0.0238 0.534
We now have a predictive model to determine the estimated time to default
at application. Interpreting the above output, the model is:
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Time to Default = -0.0000685(Current Balance) - 0.0000699(Original Loan
Amount) + 0.34998(Recommended = 1) + 2.59117(Account Status C = 1) +
5.27092(Account Status N = 1) + 4.90683(FCRREP D= 1) + 2.47180(FPLACM-
PLC Y = 1) + 0.56747(Interest Only Loan Y = 1) + 0.41308(Multiple Appli-
cant Y = 1) - 0.0004596(Length of Term) - 0.47462(PCOV C) + 5.74673(Se-
curity Type B = 1) + 7.83606(Security Type D = 1) + 0.44076(Security
Indicator N = 1) - 4.87947(Security Indicator Y = 1) - 0.62820(YVERIFD
Y = 1).
Time to Repayment
Another concern for the lender is the risk of early payment of the loan, known
as pre-payment risk. When a customer pays out the balance of their loan
early, it deprives the lending institution of predicted earnings based on set
interest rates. The interest rates proportioned to particular loans are largely
based on the term of the loan, and the predicted return generated thus. The
prediction of the ’time to pay-out’ of a particular loan would enable lenders
to determine the likely return based on balance and estimated length of loan,
adjusting the interest rates accordingly to ensure forecasted proﬁts are far
more accurate.
The concept of modelling the time to pre-payment using survival analysis
techniques is exactly that of modelling for time to default. Here, the loans
that are paid oﬀ early (i.e. before their term is completed) are considered
failures, while others are considered censored observations.
Below, we look at modelling time to pre-payment in isolation, and then in
the following chapter, we will look at predicting ’time to default’ and ’time to
pre-payment’ using the Cox proportional hazards competing risks approach.
Using the loans dataset described above, I re-deﬁned the time variable to
correspond to time to pre-payment. Accounts that had paid oﬀ early in the
time period were identiﬁed via their account status and loan term. The time
to payment, T, was calculated as the time from the application date until
the account status was identiﬁed as paid oﬀ (P-O). 11,265 accounts were
found to have paid oﬀ early within the time period (30.27 percent of the
population). Thus, we consider 25,949 observations to be right-censored.
The lifetest procedure produced the following results:
Table 4.7 Summary Statistics for Time Variable
Quartile Estimates
Point Lower Upper
Percent Estimate 95 CI 95 CI
75 32.0000 32.0000 33.0000
50 28.0000 27.0000 28.5000
25 23.0000 22.5000 23.0000
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Standard
Mean Error
27.0296 0.0547
Table 4.8 Summary of the Number of Censored and Uncensored Values
Percent
Total Failed Censored Censored
37214 11265 25949 69.73
After data integrity and univariate characteristic analysis (see Appendix E
- F), the relevent variables were entered in to the Cox proportional hazards
regression model, with the following variables identiﬁed as signiﬁcant:
Current balance, Application channel, marital status, date of birth, date
open, FCRREPD, Loan renewal ﬂag, Interest only ﬂag, Multiple applicant
ﬂag, Product code, Security ﬂag, state, total assets, total deposits.
The maximum likelihood estimates for the variables identiﬁed as signiﬁcant
are given below. Estimates for all variables entered in to the ﬁrst regression
are listed in Appendix H.
Table 4.9 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable DF Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
ABALCUR 1 0.0000103 2.84505E-6 13.0421 0.0003 1.000
CHANNELR 1 0.71152 0.26847 7.0241 0.0080 2.037
MARITALS 1 -0.07754 0.03720 4.3448 0.0371 0.925
STATACCTN 1 -2.17947 1.06180 4.2132 0.0401 0.113
STATACCTM 1 -2.86917 0.15231 354.8711 < .0001 0.057
DOB 1 -2.7265E-9 1.38549E-9 3.8727 0.0491 1.000
DOPEN 1 -3.915E-9 8.8677E-10 19.4909 < .0001 1.000
FCRREPD 1 2.89198 1.04760 7.6208 0.0058 18.029
FRENEWALY 1 -0.24082 0.04868 24.4745 < .0001 0.786
INTN 1 -0.64249 0.32320 3.9517 0.0468 0.526
MULTAPPY 1 1.34536 0.44245 9.2458 0.0024 3.840
MULTAPPN 1 1.14704 0.28599 16.0860 < .0001 3.149
PCOVC 1 -1.10485 0.35361 9.7622 0.0018 0.331
PCSFC 1 -1.94756 0.53853 13.0787 0.0003 0.143
SECURN 1 0.18070 0.03549 25.9196 < .0001 1.198
STATE1 1 0.27236 0.11238 5.8732 0.0154 1.313
STATE2 1 0.10226 0.04907 4.3440 0.0371 1.108
STATE3 1 0.24022 0.10902 4.8550 0.0276 1.272
STATE6 1 0.13188 0.06384 4.2676 0.0388 1.141
STATE8 1 0.15629 0.04756 10.7990 0.0010 1.169
TOTASS 1 1.55742E-7 6.32684E-8 6.0595 0.0138 1.000
TOTDEP 1 4.43224E-6 9.02633E-7 24.1115 < .0001 1.000
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Input of the signiﬁcant variables in to the regression procedure produced
the following results:
Table 4.10 Model Fit Statistics
Without With
Criterion Covariates Covariates
−2 LOG L 86137.227 85733.807
AIC 86137.227 85777.807
SBC 86137.227 85923.389
Table 4.11 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0
Chi- Pr >
Test Square DF ChiSq
Likelihood Ratio 403.4207 22 < .0001
Score 1046.2567 22 < .0001
Wald 628.5942 22 < .0001
The new maximum likelihood estimates for the model using only signiﬁcant
variables in the regression are given below.
Table 4.12 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable DF Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
ABALCUR 1 6.06536E-6 1.85021E-6 10.7466 0.0010 1.000
CHANNELR 1 0.55259 0.23191 5.6775 0.0172 1.738
MARITALS 1 -0.05086 0.03097 2.6968 0.1005 0.950
STATACCTN 1 -2.48215 1.01417 5.9901 0.0144 0.084
STATACCTM 1 -2.92206 0.14745 392.7097 < .0001 0.054
DOB 1 -7.391E-11 4.383E-11 2.8436 0.0917 1.000
DOPEN 1 -4.3646E-9 8.5135E-10 26.2828 < .0001 1.000
FCRREPD 1 2.61122 1.00336 6.7729 0.0093 13.616
FRENEWALY 1 -0.20045 0.04616 18.8575 < .0001 0.818
INTN 1 -0.84283 0.30276 7.7496 0.0054 0.430
MULTAPPY 1 1.31414 0.38826 11.4562 0.0007 3.722
MULTAPPN 1 1.04643 0.19446 28.9577 < .0001 2.847
PCOVC 1 -0.84534 0.18463 20.9627 < .0001 0.429
PCSFC 1 -2.28737 0.48729 22.0339 < .0001 0.102
SECURN 1 0.19788 0.03225 37.6550 < .0001 1.219
STATE1 1 0.20836 0.10652 3.8263 0.0505 1.232
STATE2 1 0.06307 0.03625 3.0270 0.0819 1.065
STATE3 1 0.18698 0.10322 3.2810 0.0701 1.206
STATE6 1 0.08161 0.05440 2.2512 0.1335 1.085
STATE8 1 0.11630 0.03437 11.4511 0.0007 1.123
TOTASS 1 1.99571E-7 4.8038E-8 17.2595 < .0001 1.000
TOTDEP 1 4.70416E-6 8.83374E-7 28.3580 < .0001 1.000
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Interpreting the above hazard ratios, we can see that if an account is origi-
nated via a recommendation, and all other variables remain constant, then
the account is 73.8 percent more likely to repay early. If no security is
provided, then the account is 21.9 percent more likely to repay early. If the
account is originated within the ACT, then the account is 23.2 percent more
likely to repay early.
The model developed for predicting time to repayment was determined to
be:
Time to Repayment = 6.06536E-6(Current Balance) + 0.55259(Channel
Recommended = 1) - 0.05086(Marital Status Single = 1) - 2.48215(Ac-
count Status N = 1) - 2.92206(Account Status M = 1) - 7.391E-11(Date
of Birth) - 4.3646E-9(Date Account Opened) + 2.61122(FCRREP D = 1)
- 0.20045(Loan Renewal Y = 1) - 0.84283(Interest Only Loan N = 1) +
1.31414(Multiple Applicant Y = 1) + 1.04643(Multiple Applicant N = 1) -
0.84534(PC OVC = 1) - 2.28737(PV SFC = 1) + 0.19788(Security N = 1)
+ 0.20836(State 1 = 1) + 0.06307(State 2 = 1) + 0.18698(State 3 = 1) +
0.08161(State 6 = 1) + 0.11630(State 8 = 1) + 1.99571E-7(Total Assets) +
4.70416E-6(Total Dependents).
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Time to Recovery
After a delinquent account has been in collections for a certain period of
time with little or no response from the customer regarding recovery of the
loan, a decision is made as to whether to write-oﬀ the account, pass the
account over to a recovery agent, or simply give the account more time in
collections to return to a non-delinquent state.
This decision is based upon a number of factors, such as amount of money
owed, ability to contact the customer, number of payments made while in
collections etc, to determine the worth of selling the account to an agent,
writing oﬀ the account, or continued pursuit of the money by the lender.
Currently, modelling is being done to determine the characteristics indicative
of an account that is likely to be recovered. This would allow more eﬀort
to be focused on accounts with more recovery likelihood, and would save
money and eﬀort on accounts with little or no probability of recovery.
The real question for the bank in terms of recovery of loans, is the time until
recovery of the loan. So being able to predict the length of time a delinquent
account is in recoveries before payment is made would be very beneﬁcial.
Of course, this has strong similarities with the previous two examples, with
the event of interest being recovery of the loan, the model being time until
recovery of the loan, and the censored observations being accounts that are
never recovered. What I am really proposing, is to build a survival analysis
model to predict the time to cashﬂow.
I will be utilising the recovery data detailed in Chapter 2 to analyse the
eﬀectiveness of utilising survival analysis techniques to predict the time to
cashﬂow for accounts that are severely delinquent. A random sample of data
was derived, such that 963 accounts were analysed.
The time to recovery, T, was calculated as the time the account was trans-
ferred to an agent, to the time the full amount was recovered. 232 accounts
were found to have been fully recovered within the time period (24.09 per-
cent of the sample). Thus, we consider 731 observations to be right-censored.
The lifetest procedure produced the following results:
Table 4.13 Summary Statistics for Time Variable
Quartile Estimates
Point Lower Upper
Percent Estimate 95 CI 95 CI
75 12.0000 12.0000 12.0000
50 12.0000 12.0000 12.0000
25 10.0000 9.0000 12.0000
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Standard
Mean Error
10.8017 0.1451
Table 4.14 Summary of the Number of Censored and Uncensored Values
Percent
Total Failed Censored Censored
32788 7730 25058 76.42
Univariate analysis, as described above, was then conducted, with full results
displayed in Appendix E to G. The variables identiﬁed as possible predictors
were entered in to the Cox proportional hazards regression model, with the
following variables identiﬁed as signiﬁcant:
Age of Account, No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months,
No. months 4+ Cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months, No. months 2
Cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months, No. Months with interest charged
in the Last 9 Months, No. Months with interest charged in the Last 3
Months, Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months, Worst
Arrears in the Last 9 Months, Maximum percent (Balance/Credit Limit) in
the Last 9 Months, No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last
3 Months, No. Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 3 Months, Number
of payments in Last 9 months, Number of payments in Last 6 months,
Number of payments in Last 3 months, Number of cash advances in Last
9 months, Number of cash advances in Last 6 months, Current Balance,
Average balance in Last 6 months, Average balance in Last 3 months, No.
months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months, No. months 4+ Cycles
Delinquent in the Last 12 Months, Worst Arrears in the Last 12 Months,
No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 12 Months, No.
Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 12 Months, Number of payments
in Last 12 months, Number of cash advances in Last 12 months, Average
balance in Last 12 months, application score, number of cash advances in
month7, number of purchases in month4, number of purchases in month5,
delinquency status in month10, delinquency status in month11, delinquency
status in month12, credit limit in month3, credit limit in month9, credit
limit in month11, credit limit in month12, balance in month4, balance in
month6, balance in month10, balance in month11, balance in month12, value
of highest arrears in month7, Value of highest balance in month 3, Value of
highest balance in month 8, Value of highest balance in month 9, value of
interest in month3, value of interest in month5, value of interest in month7,
value of interest in month8, value of interest in month9, value of interest in
month11, value of payments in month12, value of purchases in month3
The maximum likelihood estimates for the signiﬁcant variables are listed in
Table 4.15. (See Appendix H for estimates for all variables entered in to the
regression).
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Table 4.15 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable DF Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
v002 1 -0.00268 0.0004067 43.4930 < .0001 0.997
v004 1 -0.33763 0.09509 12.6075 0.0004 0.713
V005 1 -0.35768 0.14157 6.3830 0.0115 0.699
v006 1 0.12126 0.05318 5.1985 0.0226 1.129
v012 1 -0.54360 0.04139 172.4505 < .0001 0.581
v018 1 0.91832 0.11292 66.1366 < .0001 2.505
v025 1 0.0000433 0.0000215 4.0469 0.0443 1.000
v030 1 -0.11592 0.03582 10.4721 0.0012 0.891
v045 1 0.49265 0.25103 3.8513 0.0497 1.637
v050 1 0.08835 0.02834 9.7153 0.0018 1.092
v053 1 0.34846 0.15579 5.0031 0.0253 1.417
v057 1 0.10546 0.03240 10.5932 0.0011 1.111
v058 1 0.12969 0.03206 16.3601 < .0001 1.138
v059 1 0.11335 0.02924 15.0285 0.0001 1.120
v060 1 0.08919 0.03108 8.2377 0.0041 1.093
v061 1 0.07276 0.03419 4.5288 0.0333 1.075
v066 1 -0.0009303 0.0003259 8.1451 0.0043 0.999
v074 1 0.00111 0.0002522 19.3759 < .0001 1.001
v075 1 0.00171 0.0007906 4.6991 0.0302 1.002
v129 1 0.16098 0.06546 6.0484 0.0139 1.175
v130 1 0.36920 0.09781 14.2489 0.0002 1.447
v137 1 0.07729 0.02061 14.0698 0.0002 1.080
v143 1 -0.09205 0.01721 28.6121 < .0001 0.912
v144 1 -0.10074 0.03930 6.5697 0.0104 0.904
v146 1 -0.28510 0.01909 223.0607 < .0001 0.752
v147 1 -0.09077 0.01995 20.6958 < .0001 0.913
v148 1 0.00105 0.0001606 43.0488 < .0001 1.001
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Table 4.15 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (cont.)
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable DF Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
CNAPPSCR 1 -9.4132E-7 3.39405E-7 7.6920 0.0055 1.000
CNCSHA7 1 -0.03380 0.00980 11.8923 0.0006 0.967
CNPURC4 1 0.01866 0.00822 5.1482 0.0233 1.019
CNPURC5 1 -0.02001 0.00676 8.7506 0.0031 0.980
vdels10 1 -0.08977 0.02071 18.7811 < .0001 0.914
vdels11 1 -0.07283 0.02705 7.2483 0.0071 0.930
vdels12 1 -0.07350 0.02031 13.0973 0.0003 0.929
VLCRDL3 1 0.0007068 0.0003410 4.2968 0.0382 1.001
VLCRDL9 1 0.0000714 0.0000325 4.8251 0.0280 1.000
VLCRDL11 1 -0.0001790 0.0000348 26.4917 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL12 1 -0.0000607 0.0000309 3.8657 0.0493 1.000
VLCRRB4 1 -0.0004945 0.0002189 5.1017 0.0239 1.000
VLCRRB6 1 -0.0004169 0.0001618 6.6348 0.0100 1.000
VLCRRB10 1 -0.0000976 0.0000409 5.6791 0.0172 1.000
VLCRRB11 1 -0.0002186 0.0000383 32.5629 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB12 1 0.0001200 0.0000297 16.2763 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHA7 1 -0.00198 0.0006061 10.7098 0.0011 0.998
VLHGHB3 1 -0.0003998 0.0001599 6.2551 0.0124 1.000
VLHGHB8 1 0.0001633 0.0000322 25.6571 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB9 1 0.0001605 0.0000283 32.1199 < .0001 1.000
vlint3 1 -0.00749 0.00297 6.3536 0.0117 0.993
vlint5 1 0.01018 0.00272 14.0257 0.0002 1.010
vlint7 1 0.0002651 0.0000530 25.0239 < .0001 1.000
vlint8 1 0.0002196 0.0000465 22.2507 < .0001 1.000
vlint9 1 0.0001461 0.0000393 13.7898 0.0002 1.000
vlint11 1 0.0000967 0.0000429 5.0811 0.0242 1.000
vlpay12 1 0.0000831 0.0000219 14.4615 0.0001 1.000
vlpur3 1 -0.0005362 0.0001990 7.2612 0.0070 0.999
The full model produced the following output:
Table 4.16 Model Fit Statistics
Without With
Criterion Covariates Covariates
−2 LOG L 132640.77 125398.44
AIC 132640.77 125866.44
SBC 132640.77 127493.41
Table 4.17 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0
Chi- Pr >
Test Square DF ChiSq
Likelihood Ratio 7242.3228 234 < .0001
Score 18936.9700 234 < .0001
Wald 6868.8529 234 < .0001
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When only signiﬁcant variables were entered in to the model, the following
output was produced:
Table 4.18 Model Fit Statistics
Without With
Criterion Covariates Covariates
−2 LOG L 132784.03 125926.64
AIC 132784.03 126036.64
SBC 132784.03 126419.11
Table 4.19 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: BETA=0
Chi- Pr >
Test Square DF ChiSq
Likelihood Ratio 6857.3853 55 < .0001
Score 11614.7313 55 < .0001
Wald 6653.8336 55 < .0001
Table 4.20 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable DF Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
v002 1 -0.00238 0.0003709 41.3126 < .0001 0.998
v004 1 -0.34493 0.05972 33.3565 < .0001 0.708
V005 1 -0.56254 0.06654 71.4790 < .0001 0.570
v006 1 -0.05058 0.02446 4.2765 0.0386 0.951
v012 1 -0.56011 0.01405 1589.0957 < .0001 0.571
v018 1 0.76225 0.07936 92.2659 < .0001 2.143
v025 1 0.0000251 0.0000124 4.1018 0.0428 1.000
v030 1 -0.13006 0.01592 66.7309 < .0001 0.878
v045 1 0.58768 0.06200 89.8491 < .0001 1.800
v050 1 0.14816 0.01714 74.6822 < .0001 1.160
v053 1 0.12650 0.10780 1.3770 0.2406 1.135
v057 1 0.17042 0.02678 40.4991 < .0001 1.186
v058 1 0.07084 0.02438 8.4451 0.0037 1.073
v059 1 0.15226 0.02330 42.6873 < .0001 1.164
v060 1 0.05893 0.02718 4.6994 0.0302 1.061
v061 1 0.09008 0.02535 12.6217 0.0004 1.094
v066 1 -0.0000680 0.0001101 0.3818 0.5366 1.000
v074 1 0.0006792 0.0001163 34.1181 < .0001 1.001
v075 1 -0.0005100 0.0001497 11.6006 0.0007 0.999
v129 1 0.23349 0.05652 17.0696 < .0001 1.263
v130 1 0.54354 0.06457 70.8569 < .0001 1.722
v137 1 0.12200 0.01521 64.3064 < .0001 1.130
v143 1 -0.06470 0.00703 84.7113 < .0001 0.937
v144 1 -0.12620 0.01511 69.7534 < .0001 0.881
v146 1 -0.31328 0.01706 337.2952 < .0001 0.731
v147 1 -0.06859 0.01805 14.4456 0.0001 0.934
v148 1 0.0006164 0.0000687 80.5868 < .0001 1.001
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Table 4.20 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (cont.)
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable DF Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
CNAPPSCR 1 -9.5403E-7 2.76329E-7 11.9198 0.0006 1.000
CNCSHA7 1 0.00102 0.0003142 10.5560 0.0012 1.001
CNPURC4 1 0.01283 0.00302 18.0146 < .0001 1.013
CNPURC5 1 -0.01276 0.00304 17.5763 < .0001 0.987
vdels10 1 -0.13323 0.01498 79.1016 < .0001 0.875
vdels11 1 -0.10868 0.01924 31.8962 < .0001 0.897
vdels12 1 -0.12017 0.01505 63.7833 < .0001 0.887
VLCRDL3 1 0.0001699 0.0000304 31.1768 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL9 1 0.0000154 0.0000201 0.5874 0.4434 1.000
VLCRDL11 1 -0.0002209 0.0000298 54.9856 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL12 1 -0.0000387 0.0000282 1.8799 0.1703 1.000
VLCRRB4 1 -0.0003137 0.0000416 56.7565 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB6 1 -0.0002508 0.0000295 72.2957 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB10 1 -0.0001502 0.0000244 37.8359 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB11 1 -0.0001536 0.0000241 40.7723 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB12 1 0.0001065 0.0000216 24.2464 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHA7 1 -0.0007223 0.0002507 8.3029 0.0040 0.999
VLHGHB3 1 -0.0002352 0.0000309 57.7940 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB8 1 0.0000835 0.0000182 21.1463 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB9 1 0.0002067 0.0000166 154.9371 < .0001 1.000
vlint3 1 -0.00324 0.00209 2.4006 0.1213 0.997
vlint5 1 0.00676 0.00193 12.3391 0.0004 1.007
vlint7 1 0.0000142 0.0000577 0.0606 0.8056 1.000
vlint8 1 0.0002202 0.0000401 30.0721 < .0001 1.000
vlint9 1 0.0001053 0.0000278 14.4083 0.0001 1.000
vlint11 1 0.0000742 0.0000314 5.5911 0.0181 1.000
vlpay12 1 0.0000442 0.0000164 7.2449 0.0071 1.000
vlpur3 1 -0.0002120 0.0000640 10.9841 0.0009 1.000
From the above output, we propose the following model for predicting time
to recovery:
Time to Recovery = -0.00238(Age of Account) - 0.34493(No. months 3
Cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months) - 0.56254(No. months 4+ Cycles
Delinquent in the Last 9 Months) - 0.05058(No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent
in the Last 6 Months) - 0.56011(No. Months with interest charged in the
Last 9 Months) + 0.76225(No. Months with interest charged in the Last 3
Months) + 0.0000251(Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last
6 Months) - 0.13006(Worst Arrears in the Last 9 Months) + 0.58768(Maxi-
mum percent (Balance/Credit Limit) in the Last 9 Months) + 0.14816(No.
Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 3 Months) + 0.12650(No.
Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 3 Months) + 0.17042(Number of
payments in Last 9 months) + 0.07084(Number of payments in Last 6
months) + 0.15226(Number of payments in Last 3 months) + 0.05893(Num-
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ber of cash advances in Last 9 months) + 0.09008(Number of cash ad-
vances in Last 6 months) - 0.0000680(Current Balance) + 0.0006792(Av-
erage balance in Last 6 months) - 0.0005100(Average balance in Last 3
months) + 0.23349(No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months)
+ 0.54354(No. months 4+ Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months) +
0.12200(Worst Arrears in the Last 12 Months) - 0.06470(No. Times Monthly
Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 12 Months) - 0.12620(No. Times Bal-
ance Paid in Full in the Last 12 Months) - 0.31328(Number of payments
in Last 12 months) - 0.06859(Number of cash advances in Last 12 months)
+ 0.0006164(Average balance in Last 12 months) - 9.5403E-7(Application
Score) + 0.00102(Number of cash advances in month 7) + 0.01283(Num-
ber of purchases in month 4) - 0.01276(Number of purchases in month 5) -
0.13323(Delinquency Status in Month 10) - 0.10868(Delinquency Status in
Month 11) - 0.12017(Delinquency Status in Month 12) + 0.0001699(Credit
limit in month 3) + 0.0000154(Credit limit in month 9) - 0.0002209(Credit
limit in month 11) - 0.0000387(Credit limit in month 12) - 0.0003137(Balance
in month 4) - 0.0002508(Balance in month 6) - 0.0001502(Balance in month
10) - 0.0001536(Balance in month 11) + 0.0001065(Balance in month 12) -
0.0007223(Value of highest arrears in month 7) - 0.0002352(Value of highest
balance in month 3) + 0.0000835(Value of highest balance in month 8) +
0.0002067(Value of highest balance in month 9) - 0.00324(Value of Interest in
Month 3) + 0.00676(Value of Interest in Month 5) + 0.0000142(Value of In-
terest in Month 7) + 0.0002202(Value of Interest in Month 8) + 0.0001053(Value
of Interest in Month 9) + 0.0000742(Value of Interest in Month 11) +
0.0000442(Value of Payments in Month 12) - 0.0002120(Value of Purchases
in Month 3).
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Risk-Based Pricing
The ability of a lender to judge a customers’ risk type, as well as model
the customers’ potential proﬁtability, allows for the introduction of accurate
risk-based pricing. Risk based pricing is the concept of classifying customers
into various risk categories, and thus pricing their loan according to how
likely they are to pay it back. Currently, most models deal with only the
risk of default, but with the application of survival analysis tools, it would
be possible to accurately model the risk of default, time to default, and pre-
payment risk among others, allowing more accurate, and if required, more
extensive classiﬁcation for the purpose of pricing the loan accordingly.
The objective of the model is to enable the acceptance of potentially prof-
itable customers, declined on the basis of risk, at an appropriate rate of
interest. It is hoped that this would increase proﬁts through increased vol-
umes of acceptance and/or margins charged.
Modelling Proﬁtability
The movement in lending is towards the ability to predict or model the
proﬁtability of a particular customer. This can be done by incorporating the
predicted credit and pre-payment risk of the applicant and thus determining
how proﬁtable that customer will be to the lending institution if the loan
goes ahead. By incorporating current models that predict the credit risk of
a particular customer, with models created with survival analysis techniques
which take into account pre-payment risk, early default, utilisation etc., it
is possible to predict the likely return to the lender if the loan were to
proceed. This allows decisions to not only be made upon risk, as they are
now, but to be largely based also on proﬁtability. The lender can then make
adjustments to interest rates, length of terms and loan amount to further
ensure that forecasted proﬁts are met far more consistently.
Proﬁtability modelling revolves around the concept of determining the ap-
propriate terms and conditions for any that applies for a lending product. It
can enable the determination of the cost of letting on a bad loan (break-even
point) to help facilitate the setting of cut-oﬀs and other lending strategies.
The ’proﬁt model’ would also beneﬁt from the inclusion of external economic
data to allow analysis of the impact of changes to the stockmarket, housing
market, interest rate, average earnings etc., to the proﬁtability of a particular
customer.
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Chapter 5
Competing Risks
5.1 Introduction
In the ideas presented thus far, we have looked at methods for survival
analysis when there is a single, censored failure time on each study subject.
However, in the application of these methods to the credit scoring context,
the failure on an individual may have one of several distinct causes, described
as having ‘competing risks’. There may also be more than one failure time on
each subject. These multivariate failure times may correspond to repeated
occurrences of some similar event or to the occurrence of events that are
entirely diﬀerent.
When looking at the concepts of early repayment, default etc. discussed so
far, we can see that the application of the competing risks approach could
be very beneﬁcial. When applied to the loan scenario, the competing risks
approach assumes that there are several reasons why the repayment of the
loan ﬁnishes before the original term.
For example, the two reasons discussed so far: default and early repayment,
could be analysed using competing risks where we look at reasons for default
and early repayment in turn and build survivor function models to estimate
the distribution of both the lifetime of the loan until default, and the lifetime
of the loan until early repayment.
We could also extend the concept of competing risks to the recovery scenario
discussed earlier - looking at diﬀerent reasons for non-recovery/recovery of
a delinquent account.
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5.2 Classical Competing Risks
The Model
The hazard function that has been used thus far can be generalised to permit
the inclusion of competing risks and multiple failures. In classical competing
risks, the observed outcome comprises T0, the time to failure, and C, the
cause, type, or mode of failure.
Suppose that the failure time is continuous, and the cause of the failure, C,
can take one of a ﬁxed number of values 1,...,p. Thus, the basic set-up is
that of a bivariate distribution where we have one discrete parametre, C,
and one continuous parametre, Ti.
In the context of credit scoring, C would be the cause of the loan term
ending early, while T0 would denote the length of the loan when the term
ended. Initially, we will consider only two possible causes: default and early
repayment, and an assumption is made that only one cause can be assigned
to every failure.
We can use the concept of competing risks to simultaneously model the dis-
tribution of the lifetime of the loan until default, and until early repayment,
by denoting T1 = the lifetime of a loan until default and T2 = the lifetime
of a loan until early repayment. If we let T3 = term of the loan, then the
time to failure is
T0 = min(T1, T2, T3) (5.1)
The estimation of T1 is done exactly as described in the previous chapters,
with this analysis replicated for T2. The only diﬀerence being the allocation
of failure times (defaulted loans in the ﬁrst case and early repaid loans in
the second) and the repayments of all other loans considered censored times.
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Estimation of Ti (for i = 1, 2, 3)
If we let Ti be the length of time before a loan defaults, there are three
standard ways of describing the randomness of Ti using survival analysis
methods.
Let h(t) be the Hazard function then
h(t) = f(t)/(1− F (t)) (5.2)
where f(t) is the density function and F (t) = P(T ≤ t) is the distribution
function. Since f(t) can be written as f(t)δt = P(t ≤ T ≤ t + δt), from 5.2
h(t)δt = P(t ≤ T ≤ t + δt|T ≥ t) (5.3)
The proportional hazards model assumes
h(t) = ψ(z)h0(t) = eb.zh0(t) (5.4)
so that the explanatory variables have a multiplier eﬀect on the base hazard
rate, as explored in (4.25).
Cox (1984) pointed out that in proportional hazards models one can estimate
the parametres b without any knowledge of h0(t) by just using the rank of
the failure times and the censored times. What is important for b is the
ordering of the times rather than the times themselves. He used the idea
of partial likelihoods and showed that if z(i), ti, i = 1, 2, ..., K are the
explanatory variables and the failure or censored times of the n observations
under test then the conditional probability that item i fails at time ti given
that the items R(i) are the items at risk, i.e. accounts that are still open
just before ti, is given by
exp(b · (z(i)))h0(ti)∑
kR(j) exp(b · (z(k)))h0(ti)
=
exp(b · (z(i)))∑
kR(i) exp(b · z(k))
(5.5)
hence the likelihood function can then be obtained.
The contribution of a failure time t with a diagnosed cause-subset s to the
likelihood function is
P(S = s, T = t) =
∑
jsP(C = j, T = t)P(S = s|C = j, T = t)
= P(S = s|C = j′, T = t)∑js f(j, t) (5.6)
under
P(S = s|C = j, T = t) = P(S = s|C = j′, T = t) (5.7)
for all j  s.
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The likelihood function then becomes
L =
∏
P(S = si|C = j′, T = ti)
∑
jsi
f(j, ti)
∏
C
F (ti) (5.8)
By analogy with proportional hazards model for univariate failure times, the
bivariate sub-hazard functions for the ith case are speciﬁed as
h(j, t, xi) = ψih0(j, t) (5.9)
where h0(j, t) (j = 1, ..., p) form a set of baseline sub-hazards and ex-
planatory variables and the associated vector of the regression coeﬃcient.
A common choice is
ψi = exp(xTi β), (5.10)
with β partitioned into sub-vectors as (β1, ..., βp).
Suppose there are K diﬀerent causes of failure labelled i = 1, 2, ..., K, and ti
is the net lifetime of the unit due to cause i. The net lifetime due to cause i
is the lifetime of the unit if only that cause of failure is possible. The actual
lifetime of the unit is T where
T = min(T1, T2, ..., TK) (5.11)
As described previously, we have deﬁned K = 3 diﬀerent causes of failure.
In this case, we can measure the crude lifetimes, Yi, that is there is a failure
at time t due to risk i. In this sense, they are called risks before failure and
causes afterwards: the risks compete to be the cause. One can connect the
two sets of variables by the equation
P(Yj) ≥ t = P(Yj ≥ t, Tj < T ) (5.12)
for all i = j
This assumes that the Ti are independent which is not unreasonable in this
context. The risk of default and that of early repayment are not dependent
and the drivers of these two causes have been found to be very diﬀerent,
due to the diﬀerent proﬁles displayed by customers displaying these risks.
Customers at risk of default tend to have diﬃculty managing their ﬁnances,
as displayed in their account behaviour, e.g. multiple excesses, payments
overdue, whereas customers at risk of early repayment tend to have ex-
emplary account performance, payments made on time, or early, amounts
greater than that owed paid. In this way, we can use competing risks to
simultaneously analyse the eﬀects of these risks on the proﬁt of a loan.
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Basic Probability Functions
To get an insight into the distribution of (C, T), we can take two diﬀerent
perspectives for time t. The ﬁrst looks at what has happened until this time
point, i.e. the probability of failure from cause j up to this time point. Thus,
the joint distribution functions of C and T can be speciﬁed in terms of the
sub-distribution functions
F (j, t) = P(C = j, T ≤ t) (5.13)
and f(j, t) = ddtF (j, t).
The second perspective looks at the probability of failure from cause j after
we have reached time t, where the sub-survivor functions are deﬁned as
F (j, t) = P(C = j, T > t) (5.14)
The above functions are related by
F (j, t) + F (j, t) = pj , (5.15)
where pj = P(C = j) = F (j,∞) = F (j, 0) gives the marginal distribution of
C. The sub-density function f (j, t) for a continuous T is given by − ddtF (j, t)
The marginal survivor function and marginal density of T can be calculated
from
1− F (t) (5.16)
and
f(t) =
d
dt
F (t) = − d
dt
F (t) =
∑
j
f(j, t) (5.17)
The related conditional probabilities are
P(T = t|C = j) = f(j, t)/pj (5.18)
and
P(C = j|T = t) = f(j, t)/f(t) (5.19)
where f(j, t)/pj gives the distribution of the lifetime of the loan at termina-
tion due to cause j. For a loan lifetime of at least t, the probability due to
cause j is
P(C = j|T > t) = F (j, t)/F (t) (5.20)
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5.3 Multivariate Failure Time with Competing Risks
Multivariate failure time analysis copes with situations where at least some
of the failure types under consideration have the property that the survival
of the study does not end at the time of their occurrence. The subject
may then be studied beyond the time of their ﬁrst failure for second and
subsequent failures.
In order to look at the probability of failure from cause j relative to the
length of the chosen time interval, we look at the limiting case where the
time interval ∆ t approached 0, deﬁning the cause-speciﬁc hazard function
for the kth failure on a subject as
λkj (t;Zk(t)) = lim
∆t−→0
P (t ≤ Tk < t+∆t, Jk = j|Tk ≥ t)
∆t
(5.21)
for j = 1,. . . ,p, and k = 2,. . .
The value of the cause speciﬁc hazard function is not a probability but a
rate. The unit of this value is probability per time unit, i.e. it depends on
the time scale we use to measure time T.
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5.4 Application of Competing Risk Theory
Time to Default and Early Repayment
The above competing risk methodology was applied to some real-life ﬁ-
nancial data in order to analyse the varying risks associated with ’failure’ of
personal loans accounts. The loan database of a leading Australian ﬁnancial
institution was used, including all application, behavioural and performance
data (see Dataset 1, Appendix A). This is the same data set utilised in the
single outcome analysis presented in Chapter 4.
As described at the beginning of the chapter, we let T1 be a random variable
representing time until failure 1, ie. time until default. Let T2 be a random
variable representing time until failure 2, ie. time until early repayment,
and let T3 = term of the loan.
The lifetest procedure produced the following results:
Table 5.1 Summary Statistics for Time Variables Ti
Quartile Estimates
Point Lower Upper
Percent Estimate 95 CI 95 CI
75 32.000 32.000 33.000
50 28.000 28.000 28.000
25 23.000 23.000 23.000
Standard
Mean Error
26.960 0.053
Table 5.2 Summary of the Number of Censored and Uncensored
Observations
Total Uncensored Censored Percent
Observations Obs Obs Censored
37214 12597 24617 66.15
The potential predictors identiﬁed via the univariate procedure were then
entered in to the model. The results of this analysis can be found in Ap-
pendix E to G. Cox proportional hazards regression, as explored in (4.26),
produced the following results.
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Table 5.3 Model Fit Statistics
Without With
Criterion Covariates Covariates
−2 log(L) 99051.230 98491.480
AIC 99051.230 98659.480
SBC 99051.230 99225.762
Table 5.4 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: β=0
Chi-Square
Test Statistic DF p-value
Likelihood Ratio 559.750 84 < .0001
Score 2857.187 84 < .0001
Wald 884.950 84 < .0001
Table 5.5 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi P- Hazard
Variable Estimate SE Square Value Ratio
Application score 0.001 0.000 4.358 0.037 1.001
Current balance 9 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 10.192 0.001 1.000
Application channel R 0.628 0.265 5.634 0.017 1.874
STATACCTN 4.579 1.117 16.793 < .0001 97.399
STATACCTM -2.891 0.152 364.078 < .0001 0.056
Date of Birth -3 ×10−9 1 ×10−9 3.860 0.050 1.000
Account open date -4 ×10−9 8 ×10−10 24.058 < .0001 1.000
FCRREPD 6.953 1.098 40.120 < .0001 1046.393
Loan renewal Y -0.228 0.045 25.457 < .0001 0.796
Interest only loan -0.690 0.322 4.602 0.032 0.502
Multiple applicants Y 1.334 0.435 9.385 0.002 3.796
Multiple applicants N 1.125 0.276 16.662 < .0001 3.082
PCOVC -0.742 0.294 6.381 0.012 0.476
PCSFC -1.924 0.508 14.336 0.000 0.146
Reﬁnance N 0.102 0.052 3.877 0.049 1.107
Security N 0.180 0.033 29.322 < .0001 1.197
State 1 0.272 0.110 6.111 0.013 1.312
State 2 0.097 0.046 4.447 0.035 1.102
State 3 0.267 0.101 6.942 0.008 1.306
State 6 0.134 0.060 5.037 0.025 1.143
State 8 0.127 0.045 8.094 0.004 1.135
Total assets 2 ×10−7 6 ×10−8 6.456 0.011 1.000
Total deposits 4 ×10−6 9 ×10−7 23.838 < .0001 1.000
The regression procedure was then re-run, utilising only the signiﬁcant vari-
ables identiﬁed in the ﬁrst run. The results are displayed below.
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Table 5.6 Model Fit Statistics
Without With
Criterion Covariates Covariates
−2 log(L) 99051.230 98563.407
AIC 99051.230 98609.407
SBC 99051.230 98764.461
Table 5.7 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: β=0
Chi-Square
Test Statistic DF p-value
Likelihood Ratio 487.823 23 < .0001
Score 2776.003 23 < .0001
Wald 812.162 23 < .0001
Table 5.8 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi
Variable Estimate SE Square p-value Hazard Sign
Application Score 2 ×10−4 2 ×10−4 1.089 0.297 1.000 ns
Current Balance 5 ×10−6 2 ×10−6 6.206 0.013 1.000 *
Channel R 0.414 0.227 3.342 0.068 1.513 ns
Account Status N 4.545 1.086 17.528 < .0001 94.160 **
Account Status M -2.997 0.132 518.871 < .0001 0.050 **
Date of Birth -8 ×10−11 4 ×10−11 4.571 0.033 1.000 *
Date Opened -4 ×10−9 8 ×10−10 30.742 < .0001 1.000 **
FCRREPD 7.043 1.071 43.230 < .0001 1145.218 **
Loan Renewal Y -0.185 0.043 18.730 < .0001 0.831 **
Interest N -0.812 0.303 7.202 0.007 0.444 **
Multiple Applicants Y 1.313 0.382 11.801 0.001 3.719 **
Multiple Applicants N 1.058 0.183 33.510 < .0001 2.882 **
PCOVC -0.881 0.174 25.661 < .0001 0.414 **
PCSFC -2.144 0.462 21.497 < .0001 0.117 **
Loan Reﬁnance N 0.089 0.051 3.066 0.080 1.093 ns
Security N 0.194 0.030 41.134 < .0001 1.213 **
State 1 0.207 0.105 3.909 0.048 1.230 *
State 2 0.056 0.034 2.729 0.099 1.058 ns
State 3 0.211 0.096 4.874 0.027 1.235 *
State 6 0.084 0.051 2.685 0.101 1.087 ns
State 8 0.086 0.032 7.076 0.008 1.089 **
Total Assets 2 ×10−7 5 ×10−8 12.595 0.000 1.000 **
Total Dependencies 5 ×10−6 9 ×10−7 27.347 < .0001 1.000 **
Note: ** signiﬁcant at α = 0.01; * signiﬁcant at α = 0.05; ns not signif-
icant.
Analysing the above results, we can see that the following variables are
signiﬁcant:
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Table 5.9 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Estimate Relative
Variable β1 Hazard
Current Balance 5 ×10−6 exp(5× 10−6)
Account Status N 4.545 exp(4.545)
Account Status M -2.997 exp(−2.997)
Date of Birth -8 ×10−11 exp(−8× 10−11)
Date Opened -4 ×10−9 exp(−4× 10−9)
FCRREPD 7.043 exp(7.043)
Loan Renewal Y -0.185 exp(−0.185)
Interest N -0.812 exp(−0.812)
Multiple Applicants Y 1.313 exp(1.313)
Multiple Applicants N 1.058 exp(1.058)
PCOVC -0.881 exp(−0.881)
PCSFC -2.144 exp(−2.144)
Security N 0.194 exp(0.194)
State 1 0.207 exp(0.207)
State 2 0.056 exp(0.056)
State 3 0.211 exp(0.211)
State 8 0.086 exp(0.086)
Total Assets 2 ×10−7 exp(2× 10−7)
Total Dependencies 5 ×10−6 exp(5× 10−6)
Interpreting the above for the signiﬁcant variable security status = N, the
hazard for a customer with no security is exp(0.194) higher than for others.
The model developed for predicting the competing risks of default and early
repayment was found to be:
Time to Default / Early Repayment = 4.455(Current Balance) + 4.545(Ac-
count Status N = 1) - 2.997(Account Status M = 1) - 8.333(Date of Birth)
- 4.410(Date Account Opened) + 7.043(FCRREP D = 1) - 0.185(Loan Re-
newal Y = 1) - 0.812(Interest Only Loan N = 1) + 1.313(Multiple Applicant
Y = 1) + 1.058(Multiple Applicant N = 1) - 0.881(PC OVC = 1) - 2.144(PV
SFC = 1) + 0.194(Security N = 1) + 0.207(State 1 = 1) + 0.056(State 2
= 1) + 0.211(State 3 = 1) + 0.086(State 8 = 1) + 1.747(Total Assets) +
4.584(Total Dependents).
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Time to recovery and write-oﬀ
We can also apply the concepts described above to the recovery data used
in early analysis (see Appendix A). Here, we let T1 be a random variable
representing time until failure 1, ie. time until recovery via repayment. Let
T2 be a random variable representing time until failure 2, ie. time until
write-oﬀ without full payment.
The credit card recovery variables were analysed utilising the univariate
procedure discussed in Chapter 4. The full univariate results can be found
in Appendix E to G. The following results were derived via the lifetest
procedure:
Table 5.10 Summary Statistics for Time Variables T0
Quartile Estimates
Point Lower Upper
Percent Estimate 95 CI 95 CI
75 12.000 12.000 13.000
50 9.000 9.000 10.000
25 6.000 6.000 7.000
Standard
Mean Error
9.012 0.021
Table 5.11 Summary of the Number of Censored and Uncensored Values
Percent
Total Observations Uncensored Censored Censored
32866 19853 13013 39.59
Upon entering the potential predictors identiﬁed via the univariate proce-
dure, in to the hazards model, the output detailed below resulted. The
associated maximum likelihood estimates for all regression variables can be
found in Appendix H.
Table 5.12 Model Fit Statistics
Without With
Criterion Covariates Covariates
-2 log(L) 363659.89 331864.00
AIC 363659.89 332338.00
SBC 363659.89 334208.45
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Table 5.13 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: β=0
Chi-Square
Test Statistic DF p-value
Likelihood Ratio 31795.893 237 < .0001
Score 45038.169 237 < .0001
Wald 27148.056 237 < .0001
Table 5.14 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
v002 -0.007 4 ×10−4 311.302 < .0001 0.994
v004 -0.345 0.077 20.007 < .0001 0.708
v006 0.087 0.036 5.887 0.015 1.091
v007 0.113 0.057 3.896 0.048 1.120
v009 -0.078 0.039 4.060 0.044 0.925
v010 -0.178 0.039 20.961 < .0001 0.837
v011 -0.148 0.043 11.881 0.001 0.862
v012 -0.579 0.026 487.803 < .0001 0.561
v015 -0.135 0.028 23.632 < .0001 0.874
v018 0.422 0.055 58.473 < .0001 1.526
v025 9 ×10−5 1 ×10−5 38.798 < .0001 1.000
v026 -6 ×10−5 3 ×10−4 5.267 0.022 1.000
v029 10 ×10−5 3 ×10−5 10.276 0.001 1.000
v030 -0.065 0.019 11.921 0.001 0.937
v033 -0.187 0.063 8.924 0.003 0.830
v045 0.489 0.197 6.155 0.013 1.630
v046 0.126 0.021 34.748 < .0001 1.134
v050 0.213 0.018 147.278 < .0001 1.237
v052 -0.142 0.040 12.402 0.000 0.867
v058 0.164 0.020 67.149 < .0001 1.178
v059 0.168 0.017 95.722 < .0001 1.183
v060 0.193 0.022 76.992 < .0001 1.212
v061 0.072 0.020 13.557 0.000 1.075
v067 -7 ×10−4 0.000 6.797 0.009 0.999
v073 -4 ×10−4 1 ×10−4 7.353 0.007 1.000
v074 0.001 10 ×10−5 25.171 < .0001 1.000
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Table 5.14 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (cont.)
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
v128 -0.124 0.041 9.307 0.002 0.883
v129 0.162 0.060 7.237 0.007 1.175
v130 0.246 0.086 8.215 0.004 1.278
v137 0.071 0.017 16.864 < .0001 1.074
v143 -0.175 0.014 148.192 < .0001 0.840
v144 -0.111 0.030 13.461 0.000 0.895
v146 -0.310 0.015 453.633 < .0001 0.733
v147 -0.180 0.016 131.391 < .0001 0.835
v148 0.001 0.000 66.777 < .0001 1.001
v149 -0.000 0.000 4.589 0.032 1.000
Totalpay 0.000 -5. ×10−6 71.521 < .0001 1.000
CNCSHA3 -0.031 0.009 10.713 0.001 0.970
CNCSHA7 -0.012 0.005 7.172 0.007 0.988
CNCSHA9 0.004 0.002 4.215 0.040 1.004
CNCSHA10 0.005 0.002 6.959 0.008 1.005
CNCSHA12 -0.003 0.001 6.246 0.012 0.997
CNPURC1 0.007 0.00371 3.948 0.047 1.007
INDELS7 -0.012 0.005 4.731 0.030 0.989
INDELS10 -0.072 0.017 17.953 < .0001 0.930
INDELS12 -0.064 0.017 13.840 0.000 0.938
VLCRDL3 -8 ×10−5 4 ×10−5 4.532 0.033 1.000
VLCRDL4 4 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 4.807 0.028 1.000
VLCRDL5 3 ×10−5 1 ×10−5 7.598 0.006 1.000
VLCRDL11 -1 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 51.615 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL12 -1 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 44.406 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB4 -1 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 11.410 0.001 1.000
VLCRRB6 -2 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 24.873 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB9 -1 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 6.659 0.010 1.000
VLCRRB11 -2 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 43.674 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB12 2 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 62.761 < .0001 1.000
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Table 5.14 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (cont.)
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
VLCSHA1 2 ×10−4 10 ×10−5 4.109 0.043 1.000
VLCSHA2 -3 ×10−5 6 ×10−5 20.255 < .0001 1.000
VLCSHA12 -4 ×10−5 1 ×10−5 11.088 0.001 1.000
VLHGHA2 -4 ×10−4 2 ×10−4 3.986 0.046 1.000
VLHGHA7 -3 ×10−3 4 ×10−4 47.523 < .0001 0.997
VLHGHA8 0.001 4 ×10−4 6.543 0.011 1.001
VLHGHA12 0.002 6 ×10−4 11.347 0.001 1.002
VLHGHB4 -1 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 5.853 0.016 1.000
VLHGHB6 8 ×10−5 4 ×10−5 4.935 0.026 1.000
VLHGHB7 -2 ×10−4 3 ×10−5 23.163 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB8 2 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 86.241 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB9 2 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 99.175 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB10 4 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 4.742 0.029 1.000
VLINTC1 -4 ×10−3 0.001 9.794 0.002 0.996
VLINTC4 0.004 0.001 9.3960 0.002 1.004
VLINTC5 0.005 0.001 14.0398 0.000 1.005
VLINTC6 0.007 0.001 25.9515 < .0001 1.007
VLINTC7 4 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 66.545 < .0001 1.000
VLINTC8 4 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 106.320 < .0001 1.000
VLINTC9 2 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 43.472 < .0001 1.000
VLINTC10 2 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 15.505 < .0001 1.000
VLINTC11 1 ×10−4 4 ×10−5 9.687 0.002 1.000
VLPAY12 2 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 45.986 < .0001 1.000
VLPSTD11 -3 ×10−3 4 ×10−4 41.442 < .0001 0.997
VLPSTD12 2 ×10−3 3 ×10−4 42.177 < .0001 1.002
VLPURC2 -2 ×10−4 6 ×10−5 12.977 3 ×10−4 1.000
VLPURC9 2 ×10−5 9 ×10−6 7.365 0.007 1.000
CPSA31 -2 0.421 19.508 < .0001 0.156
CPSAG1A31 0.179 0.021 74.389 < .0001 1.196
CPSAG3 0.053 0.022 5.477 0.019 1.054
CPSAG3A13 0.209 0.026 62.458 < .0001 1.232
CPSWJLAG9 0.264 0.090 8.650 0.003 1.301
The signiﬁcant variables, i.e. those contributing to time to recovery, T1, and
time to write oﬀ, T2, and identiﬁed via the regression output above, were
then entered in to the survival model, producing the following results:
Table 5.15 Model Fit Statistics
Without With
Criterion Covariates Covariates
-2 log(L) 364867.11 333510.12
AIC 364867.11 333686.12
SBC 364867.11 334380.90
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Table 5.16 Testing Global Null Hypothesis: β=0
Chi-Square
Test Statistic DF p-value
Likelihood Ratio 31356.999 88 < .0001
Score 35396.653 88 < .0001
Wald 27353.879 88 < .0001
Table 5.17 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi Pr >
Variable Estimate SE Square ChiSq Hazard Sign.
v002 -0.007 4 ×10−4 358.351 < .0001 0.993 **
v004 -0.393 0.066 35.250 < .0001 0.675 **
v006 0.121 0.026 21.336 < .0001 1.129 **
v007 0.211 0.049 18.446 < .0001 1.235 **
v009 -0.160 0.031 27.039 < .0001 0.852 **
v010 -0.1961 0.030 41.546 < .0001 0.822 **
v011 -0.166 0.0263 40.114 < .0001 0.847 **
v012 -0.581 0.014 1647.618 < .0001 0.559 **
v015 -0.161 0.025 41.914 < .0001 0.852 **
v018 0.384 0.043 81.638 < .0001 1.468 **
v025 5 ×10−5 8 ×10−6 46.252 < .0001 1.000 **
v026 -4 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 3.220 0.0728 1.000 ns
v029 -6 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 6.305 0.0120 1.000 **
v030 -0.058 0.012 24.269 < .0001 0.943 **
v031 -0.083 0.040 4.466 0.035 0.920 **
v045 0.321 0.027 138.137 < .0001 1.378 **
v046 0.135 0.017 64.934 < .0001 1.145 **
v050 0.179 0.014 173.918 < .0001 1.196 **
v052 -0.195 0.028 47.118 < .0001 0.823 **
v058 0.172 0.015 134.379 < .0001 1.188 **
v059 0.172 0.015 128.928 < .0001 1.188 **
v060 0.190 0.020 89.729 < .0001 1.209 **
v061 0.049 0.016 8.873 0.0029 1.050 **
v067 -0.001 1 ×10−4 56.864 < .0001 0.999 **
v073 -0.001 1 ×10−4 68.742 < .0001 0.999 **
v074 -9 ×10−5 5 ×10−5 2.768 0.096 1.000 ns
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Table 5.17 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (cont.)
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
v128 -0.193 0.019 103.361 < .0001 0.825
v129 0.149 0.051 8.453 0.004 1.161
v130 0.017 0.016 1.134 0.287 1.017
v137 0.039 0.012 11.320 0.001 1.039
v143 -0.182 0.014 177.505 < .0001 0.833
v144 -0.085 0.015 33.838 < .0001 0.919
v146 -0.293 0.009 1177.350 < .0001 0.746
v147 -0.171 0.015 132.807 < .0001 0.843
v148 0.001 9 ×10−5 233.165 < .0001 1.001
v149 9 ×10−6 10 ×10−6 0.762 0.383 1.000
Totalpay 4 ×10−5 5 ×10−6 66.525 < .0001 1.000
VLCSHA3 0.011 0.002 54.198 < .0001 1.011
VLCSHA7 -0.011 0.002 45.689 < .0001 0.989
VLCSHA9 0.005 0.001 18.531 < .0001 1.004
VLCSHA10 0.002 0.001 2.457 0.117 1.002
VLCSHA12 -0.003 8 ×10−4 18.066 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC1 0.001 1 ×10−4 20.954 < .0001 1.000
INDELS7 -0.018 0.004 19.243 < .0001 0.983
INDELS10 -0.034 0.010 11.284 0.001 0.966
INDELS12 -0.029 0.013 6.460 0.011 0.972
VLCRDL3 -3 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 2.262 0.133 1.000
VLCRDL4 -7 ×10−7 2 ×10−5 0.002 0.962 1.000
VLCRDL5 -2 ×10−5 1 ×10−5 2.472 0.116 1.000
VLCRDL11 -9 ×10−5 1 ×10−5 54.409 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL12 -7 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 22.228 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB4 -8 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 11.141 0.0008 1.000
VLCRRB6 -7 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 9.775 0.0018 1.000
VLCRRB9 -2 ×10−4 1 ×10−5 136.439 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB11 -2 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 93.473 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB12 9 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 32.333 < .0001 1.000
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Table 5.17 Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates (cont.)
Chi Pr > Hazard
Variable Estimate SE Square ChiSq Ratio
VLCSHA1 8 ×10−6 4 ×10−5 0.041 0.840 1.000
VLCSHA2 2 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 0.835 0.361 1.000
VLCSHA12 -2 ×10−5 8 ×10−6 6.046 0.014 1.000
VLHGHA2 -7 ×10−6 10 ×10−5 0.004 0.947 1.000
VLHGHA7 -0.003 3 ×10−4 83.816 < .0001 0.997
VLHGHA8 0.001 3 ×10−4 20.117 < .0001 1.001
VLHGHA12 0.002 3 ×10−4 30.112 < .0001 1.002
VLHGHB4 -1 ×10−4 2 ×10−4 22.612 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB6 -4 ×10−5 2 ×10−5 3.147 0.076 1.000
VLHGHB7 -1 ×10−4 2 ×10−5 43.617 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB8 1 ×10−4 1 ×10−5 79.807 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB9 2 ×10−4 1 ×10−5 215.908 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB10 2 ×10−5 1 ×10−5 3.359 0.067 1.000
VLINTC1 -0.008 9 ×10−4 76.020 < .0001 0.992
VLINTC4 0.003 9 ×10−4 8.481 0.004 1.003
VLINTC5 0.003 9 ×10−4 10.483 0.001 1.003
VLINTC6 0.010 0.001 79.848 < .0001 1.010
VLINTC7 3 ×10−4 5 ×10−5 38.718 < .0001 1.000
VLINTC8 4 ×10−4 3 ×10−5 216.446 < .0001 1.000
VLINTC9 2 ×10−4 3 ×10−5 58.177 < .0001 1.000
VLINTC10 2 ×10−4 3 ×10−5 43.822 < .0001 1.000
VLINTC11 1 ×10−4 3 ×10−4 18.910 < .0001 1.000
VLPAY12 9 ×10−5 1 ×10−5 50.623 < .0001 1.000
VLPSTD11 -0.003 3 ×10−4 91.146 < .0001 0.997
VLPSTD12 0.002 3 ×10−4 58.124 < .0001 1.002
VLPURC2 10 ×10−6 3 ×10−5 0.139 0.709 1.000
VLPURC9 -2 ×10−6 4 ×10−6 0.2458 0.6200 1.000
CPSA31 -1.704 0.402 17.988 < .0001 0.182
CPSAG1A31 0.175 0.020 74.953 < .0001 1.192
CPSAG3 0.054 0.022 6.079 0.014 1.056
CPSAG3A13 0.198 0.026 58.603 < .0001 1.219
CPSWJLAG9 0.229 0.089 6.650 0.010 1.257
Thus, the signiﬁcant variables are:
• Age of Account
• No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months
• No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
• No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
• No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
• No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
• No. months 4+ Cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
• No. Months with interest charged in the Last 9 Months
• No. Months with interest charged in the Last 6 Months
• No. Months with interest charged in the Last 3 Months
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• Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
• Average Balance at 4+ cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
• Worst Arrears in the Last 9 Months, Average Payments/Average
• Balance in the Last 6 Months
• Maximum Percent (Balance/Credit Limit) in the Last 9 Months
• No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 9 Months
• No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 3 Months
• No. Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 6 Months
• Number of payments in Last 6 months
• Number of payments in Last 3 months
• Number of cash advances in Last 9 months
• Number of cash advances in Last 6 months
• Amount Past Due
• Average balance in Last 9 months
• No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months
• No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months
• Worst Arrears in the Last 12 Months
• No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 12 Months
• No. Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 12 Months
• Number of payments in Last 12 months
• Number of cash advances in Last 12 months
• Average balance in Last 12 months
• Total payment
• Number of cash advances in month3
• Number of cash advances in month7
• Number of cash advances in month9
• Number of cash advances in month12
• Number of purchases in month1
• Delinquency status in month7
• Delinquency status in month10
• Delinquency status in month12
• Credit limit in month11
• Credit limit in month12
• Balance in month4
• Balance in month6
• Balance in month9
• Balance in month11
• Balance in month12
• Value of cash advances in month12
• Value of highest arrears in month7
• Value of highest arrears in month8
• Value of highest arrears in month12
• Value of highest balance in month 4
• Value of highest balance in month 7
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• Value of highest balance in month 8,9.
5.5 Further Work
There are many areas of the lending process where the application of sur-
vival analysis tools may be able to improve the current practice, due to its
ability to cope with both censored observations and conditional analysis.
More consistent and accurate classiﬁcation of customers, predicting occur-
rence of an overdraft or hitting a credit card ceiling, greater control of debt
provisioning, predicting economic factors and changes are just a few areas
where the trial of survival analysis techniques could prove beneﬁcial.
In the lending context, there may often be more than one ’time to event’
associated with each failure that need to be modelled by a separate time
function, such as modelling the ﬁrst time repayments fall behind as well as
the time to default. The developments of multi-stage models in survival
analysis to deal with these problems could prove beneﬁcial. Eventually, I
believe the ultimate goal is the development of a proﬁt model, to achieve a far
more complete outlook on a particular customers’ proﬁtable on application
for a loan or credit product, with the risk of default being only one input
into the model. Some other factor that contribute to a customers proﬁtable,
and may be useful inputs into a proﬁtability model include if a customer
is likely to pay oﬀ the loan early, or transfer their card/pay oﬀ the balance
and close the account, when a customer is likely to default, marketing costs
and considerations, and operational costs.
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5.6 Other methods currently being researched
Neural Networks
There has been a considerable amount of interest in neural networks over
the past few years in the lending industry, especially in developing eﬀective
classiﬁcation rules. Neural networks are far more ﬂexible than the original
linear model. If we think of score as being equal to
s =
∑
aixi (5.22)
for the simple linear model, and the logistic approach has the form
s = g
∑
aixi (5.23)
(if g is a logistic transformation). Taking this further, we can create sev-
eral linear combinations of the raw variables, transform each of them by
non-linear transformations, and then take a linear combinations as a result,
giving
s =
∑
bjgj
∑
aixi. (5.24)
This model is much more ﬂexible than the original linear model, having
more parameters, and not constrained to be linear. (g must be nonlinear).
Applying a ﬁnal nonlinear transformation (eg logistic again) so that the ﬁnal
form is constrained between 0 and 1 gives a neural network. The ﬂexibility
of these models allows for a very accurate ﬁt of the sample data, as shown
in models predicting good and bad risk customers, but there is the danger
of over ﬁtting, resulting in not so predictive models for new customers.
The concept of neural networks ﬁrst emerged in the early eighties, but be-
cause of the diﬃculty of estimating the parameters of such a complex nonlin-
ear model, little progress was made until the 80’s, when computer technology
advanced suﬃciently to ﬁt estimation algorithms to these models. And even
though the iterative nature of the estimation algorithms makes them rela-
tively slow, especially for large data sets, a great deal of research is underway
to improve neural network techniques for areas of classiﬁcation and model
building.
Stochastic Transition Models
Many banking applications involve modelling customer behaviour over time,
and as such stochastic transition models have been applied to achieve this.
The rating histories provided by the internal scoring systems of banks and
rating agencies can be used in order to predict the future risk of a set of
borrowers. An oversimpliﬁed example of where these ideas could be applied
is in the development process of a credit scorecard, where we analyse the
transition of a customer through diﬀerent levels of delinquency (0-30 dpd,
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30-60dpd, 69-90dpd, 90+dpd) and model the probability that they will move
from one state to another.
Both migration correlation and non-Markovian serial dependence can be
used to consider rating histories with stochastic transition matrices. Method-
ologies can then be developed to estimate both the number and dynamics
of the factors inﬂuencing the transitions.
Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms can be successfully employed to solve complex portfo-
lio choice problems, for example, the optimisation of realistic portfolios.
Genetic algorithms can optimise such portfolios eﬀectively and within rea-
sonable times, without extensive tailoring or ﬁne-tuning of the algorithm.
This approach is also ﬂexible in not relying on any assumed or restrictive
properties of the model and can easily cope with extensive modiﬁcations
such as the addition of complex new constraints, discontinuous variables
and changes in the objective function.
CHAID (Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detector)
Data mining uses existing data to predict category membership or nu-
meric values, to group like things (such as accounts / customers) together
based on their characteristics, to ﬁnd events that occur together, or in a
sequence to ﬁnd outliers and identify cases that don’t follow expected be-
havior. CHAID analysis could be much more widely used for exploring
ﬁnancial data. CHAID modelling is an exploratory data analysis method
used to study the relationships between a dependent measure and a large
series of possible predictor variables that themselves may interact. It is a
very powerful method for searching through certain kinds of data to ﬁnd in-
teresting relationships, especially when the relationships are more complex
than the linear or at least monotonic ones usually sought.
Because the goal of classiﬁcation trees is to predict or explain responses on a
categorical dependent variable, the technique has much in common with the
techniques used in the more traditional methods of Discriminant Analysis,
Cluster Analysis, Nonparametric Statistics, and Nonlinear Estimation. The
ﬂexibility of classiﬁcation trees make them a very attractive analysis option.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Lending institutions are getting a great deal smarter in the way that they
lend their money. They now utilise statistical techniques to enable them to
infer a risk category for each would be lender. This allows lenders to estimate
loss rates for any proposed approval rate. This technique has continued to
grow more sophisticated. However, the lenders have a major problem with
early payment, as they still use traditional timelines of loan repayment (i.e.
5 years for a personal loan) to forecast their projected proﬁts.
As more and more people are endeavoring to repay loans more quickly, the
lender ﬁnds their projected proﬁts shrinking. These lenders now feel it is
necessary to be able to estimate the length of time a certain subject is likely
to be paying oﬀ their loan before it is paid out. I believe that survival
analysis could very easily be adapted to enable these estimations to be
The credit and banking industries have undergone major changes to their
lending practices over the past decade, with new practices being trialled
all the time to cope with the ever increasing demands applied to lending.
Lenders want to become more consistent, accurate, and pro-active in their
lending strategies, and many areas of statistics have allowed some of these
aims to be realised.
There is strong evidence to suggest that survival analysis techniques could
be very useful in various areas of ﬁnancial lending. The ability of survival
analysis to incorporate censored observations, which are seen a great deal
in ﬁnancial lending analysis, allows far more accurate predictions on time
to speciﬁc events of interest. This gives lenders the freedom to model and
predict a greater number of events, gaining a far more accurate picture of
their customers.
The analysis that I have conducted, and the subsequent new models pro-
duced provide a platform for ﬁnancial institutions to gain a much greater
understanding of the potential proﬁtability of a customer when lending is
originated. It allows for accurate prediction of the margins necessary to
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provide a positive return on each new lending proposition.
The single risk models developed were:
Time to Default = -0.0000685(Current Balance) - 0.0000699(Original Loan
Amount) + 0.34998(Recommended = 1) + 2.59117(Account Status C = 1) +
5.27092(Account Status N = 1) + 4.90683(FCRREP D= 1) + 2.47180(FPLACM-
PLC Y = 1) + 0.56747(Interest Only Loan Y = 1) + 0.41308(Multiple Appli-
cant Y = 1) - 0.0004596(Length of Term) - 0.47462(PCOVC) + 5.74673(Se-
curity Type B = 1) + 7.83606(Security Type D = 1) + 0.44076(Security
Indicator N = 1) - 4.87947(Security Indicator Y = 1) - 0.62820(YVERIFD
Y = 1).
Time to Repayment = 6.06536E-6(Current Balance) + 0.55259(Channel
Recommended = 1) - 0.05086(Marital Status Single = 1) - 2.48215(Ac-
count Status N = 1) - 2.92206(Account Status M = 1) - 7.391E-11(Date
of Birth) - 4.3646E-9(Date Account Opened) + 2.61122(FCRREP D = 1)
- 0.20045(Loan Renewal Y = 1) - 0.84283(Interest Only Loan N = 1) +
1.31414(Multiple Applicant Y = 1) + 1.04643(Multiple Applicant N = 1) -
0.84534(PC OVC = 1) - 2.28737(PV SFC = 1) + 0.19788(Security N = 1)
+ 0.20836(State 1 = 1) + 0.06307(State 2 = 1) + 0.18698(State 3 = 1) +
0.08161(State 6 = 1) + 0.11630(State 8 = 1) + 1.99571E-7(Total Assets) +
4.70416E-6(Total Dependents).
Time to Recovery = -0.00238(Age of Account) - 0.34493(No. months 3
Cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months) - 0.56254(No. months 4+ Cycles
Delinquent in the Last 9 Months) - 0.05058(No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent
in the Last 6 Months) - 0.56011(No. Months with interest charged in the
Last 9 Months) + 0.76225(No. Months with interest charged in the Last 3
Months) + 0.0000251(Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last
6 Months) - 0.13006(Worst Arrears in the Last 9 Months) + 0.58768(Maxi-
mum percent (Balance/Credit Limit) in the Last 9 Months) + 0.14816(No.
Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 3 Months) + 0.12650(No.
Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 3 Months) + 0.17042(Number of
payments in Last 9 months) + 0.07084(Number of payments in Last 6
months) + 0.15226(Number of payments in Last 3 months) + 0.05893(Num-
ber of cash advances in Last 9 months) + 0.09008(Number of cash ad-
vances in Last 6 months) - 0.0000680(Current Balance) + 0.0006792(Av-
erage balance in Last 6 months) - 0.0005100(Average balance in Last 3
months) + 0.23349(No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months)
+ 0.54354(No. months 4+ Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months) +
0.12200(Worst Arrears in the Last 12 Months) - 0.06470(No. Times Monthly
Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 12 Months) - 0.12620(No. Times Bal-
ance Paid in Full in the Last 12 Months) - 0.31328(Number of payments
in Last 12 months) - 0.06859(Number of cash advances in Last 12 months)
+ 0.0006164(Average balance in Last 12 months) - 9.5403E-7(Application
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Score) + 0.00102(Number of cash advances in month 7) + 0.01283(Num-
ber of purchases in month 4) - 0.01276(Number of purchases in month 5) -
0.13323(Delinquency Status in Month 10) - 0.10868(Delinquency Status in
Month 11) - 0.12017(Delinquency Status in Month 12) + 0.0001699(Credit
limit in month 3) + 0.0000154(Credit limit in month 9) - 0.0002209(Credit
limit in month 11) - 0.0000387(Credit limit in month 12) - 0.0003137(Balance
in month 4) - 0.0002508(Balance in month 6) - 0.0001502(Balance in month
10) - 0.0001536(Balance in month 11) + 0.0001065(Balance in month 12) -
0.0007223(Value of highest arrears in month 7) - 0.0002352(Value of highest
balance in month 3) + 0.0000835(Value of highest balance in month 8) +
0.0002067(Value of highest balance in month 9) - 0.00324(Value of Interest in
Month 3) + 0.00676(Value of Interest in Month 5) + 0.0000142(Value of In-
terest in Month 7) + 0.0002202(Value of Interest in Month 8) + 0.0001053(Value
of Interest in Month 9) + 0.0000742(Value of Interest in Month 11) +
0.0000442(Value of Payments in Month 12) - 0.0002120(Value of Purchases
in Month 3).
The competing risks model is:
Time to Default / Early Repayment = 4.455(Current Balance) + 4.545(Ac-
count Status N = 1) - 2.997(Account Status M = 1) - 8.333(Date of Birth)
- 4.410(Date Account Opened) + 7.043(FCRREP D = 1) - 0.185(Loan Re-
newal Y = 1) - 0.812(Interest Only Loan N = 1) + 1.313(Multiple Applicant
Y = 1) + 1.058(Multiple Applicant N = 1) - 0.881(PC OVC = 1) - 2.144(PV
SFC = 1) + 0.194(Security N = 1) + 0.207(State 1 = 1) + 0.056(State 2
= 1) + 0.211(State 3 = 1) + 0.086(State 8 = 1) + 1.747(Total Assets) +
4.584(Total Dependents).
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Appendices
Appendix A - Overview of Variables
Appendix A.1 Credit Cards Recovery Dataset
Raw Variables
Variable Description
ACCTNUM Account number
AGENTREF Agent reference
CNAPPSCR Application score
CNCSHA1− 13 Number of cash advances in month 1− 13
CNPURC1− 13 Number of purchases in month 1− 13
CPERM12 Amount recovered over 12 months
DTACCDEL Date account delinquent
DTACCOPN Date account opened
DTACCTRN Date account relationship managed
DTFRSACT Date ﬁrst actioned
DTLSTACT Date last actioned
DTLSTCLL Date last collected
INDELS1− 13 Delinquency status in month 1− 13
MONTHREF Month reference
ORIGAMT Original amount
ORIGDTE1 Original date
TOTALPAY Total Payment
V LCRDL1− 13 Credit limit in month 1− 13
V LCRRB1− 13 Balance in month 1− 13
V LCSHA1− 13 Value of cash advances in month 1− 13
V LHGHA1− 13 Value of highest arrears in month 1− 13
V LHGHB1− 13 Value of highest balance in month 1− 13
V LINTC1− 13 Value of interest charged in month 1− 13
V LINTP1− 13 Value of interest paid in month 1− 13
V LPAY 1− 13 Value of payments in month 1− 13
V LPSTD1− 13 Amount past due in month 1− 13
V LPURC1− 13 Value of purchases in month 1− 13
V LWRTO1− 13 Value of write-oﬀ
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Created Variables
Variable Description
recovery Recovery Flag
v001 Delinquency Status
v002 Age of Account
v003 No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months
v004 No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months
v005 No. months 4+ Cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months
V006 No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
v007 No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
v008 No. months 4+ Cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
v009 No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
v010 No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
v011 No. months 4+ Cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
v012 No. Months with interest charged in the Last 9 Months
v013 Average Monthly Purchases in the Last 9 Months
v014 Average Monthly Cash Advances in the Last 9 Months
v015 No. Months with interest charged in the Last 6 Months
v016 Average Monthly Purchases in the Last 6 Months
v017 Average Monthly Cash Advances in the Last 6 Months
v018 No. Months with interest charged in the Last 3 Months
v019 Average Monthly Purchases in the Last 3 Months
v020 Average Monthly Cash Advances in the Last 3 Months
v021 Average Balance at 2 cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months
v022 Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months
v023 Average Balance at 4+ cycles Delinquent in the Last 9 Months
v024 Average Balance at 2 cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
v025 Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
v026 Average Balance at 4+ cycles Delinquent in the Last 6 Months
v027 Average Balance at 2 cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
v028 Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
v029 Average Balance at 4+ cycles Delinquent in the Last 3 Months
v030 Worst Arrears in the Last 9 Months
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Variable Description
v031 Average Payments/Average Balance in the Last 9 Months
v032 Worst Arrears in the Last 6 Months
v033 Average Payments/Average Balance in the Last 6 Months
v034 Worst Arrears in the Last 3 Months
v035 Average Payments/Average Balance in the Last 3 Months
v036 Value of Cash Advances in the Last 9 Months
v037 Value of Purchases in the Last 9 Months
v038 Total value Cash Advances/Total value purchases in the Last 9 Months
v039 Value of Cash Advances in the Last 6 Months
v040 Value of Purchases in the Last 6 Months
v041 Total value Cash Advances/Total value purchases in the Last 6 Months
v042 Value of Cash Advances in the Last 3 Months
v043 Value of Purchases in the Last 3 Months
v044 Total value Cash Advances/Total value purchases in the Last 3 Months
v045 Maximum percent (Balance/Credit Limit) in the Last 9 Months
v046 No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 9 Months
v047 Maximum percent (Balance/Credit Limit) in the Last 6 Months
v048 No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 6 Months
v049 Maximum percent (Balance/Credit Limit) in the Last 3 Months
v050 No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 3 Months
v051 No. Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 9 Months
v052 No. Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 6 Months
v053 No. Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 3 Months
v054 No. Months with (2+ cycles) Delinquency in Last 9 Months
v055 No. Months with (2+ cycles) Delinquency in Last 6 Months
v056 No. Months with (2+ cycles) Delinquency in Last 3 Months
v057 Number of payments in Last 9 months
v058 Number of payments in Last 6 months
v059 Number of payments in Last 3 months
v060 Number of cash advances in Last 9 months
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Variable Description
v061 Number of cash advances in Last 6 months
v062 Number of cash advances in Last 3 months
v063 High Statement Arrears (Since Opening Date)
v064 Current Balance/Last Statement Balance
v065 Current Balance/Credit Limit
v066 Current Balance
v067 Amount Past Due
v069 Current Balance/Credit Limit in the Previous Cycle
v070 Current Balance in the Previous Cycle
v071 Amount Past Due in the Previous Cycle
v072 Delinquency Status in the Previous Cycle
v073 Average balance in Last 9 months
v074 Average balance in Last 6 months
v075 Average balance in Last 3 months
v076 Average payments in Last 9 months
v077 Average payments in Last 6 months
v078 Average payments in Last 3 months
v079 Proportion in value of cash advances L6 : L9 months
v080 Proportion in value of cash advances L3 : L6 months
v081 Proportion in value of purchases L6 : L9 months
v082 Proportion in value of purchases L3 : L6 months
v087 Proportion in average balance L6 : L9 months
v088 Proportion in average balance L3 : L6 months
v089 Proportion in total value cash advances/total value purchases L3 : L6 months
v090 Proportion in total value cash advances/total value purchases L3 : L9 months
v091 Proportion in total value cash advances/total value purchases L6 : L9 months
v092 Proportion in worst arrears L3 : L6 months
v093 Proportion in worst arrears L3 : L9 months
v094 Proportion in worst arrears L6 : L9 months
v095 Proportion in maximum percent (balance/credit limit) L3 : L6 months
v096 Proportion in maximum percent (balance/credit limit) L6 : L9 months
v097 Proportion in maximum percent (balance/credit limit) L3 : L9 months
v098 Proportion in no. times balance paid in full L3 : L6 months
v099 Proportion in no. times balance paid in full L6 : L9 months
v100 Proportion in no. times balance paid in full L3 : L9 months
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Variable Description
v101 Proportion in no. months with (2+ cycles) delinquent L3 : L6 months
v102 Proportion in no. months with (2+ cycles) delinquent L3 : L9 months
v103 Proportion in no. months with (2+ cycles) delinquent L6 : L9 months
v104 Proportion in no. payments L3 : L9 months
v105 Proportion in no. payments L3 : L6 months
v106 Proportion in no. payments L6 : L9 months
v107 Proportion in no. cash advances L3 : L9 months
v108 Proportion in no. cash advances L3 : L6 months
v109 Proportion in no. cash advances L6 : L9 months
v110 Proportion in average payments L3 : L9 months
v111 Proportion in average payments L3 : L6 months
v112 Proportion in average payments L6 : L9 months
v113 Proportion in average payments/average balance L3 : L6 months
v114 Proportion in average payments/average balance L3 : L9 months
v115 Proportion in average payments/average balance L6 : L9 months
v116 Proportion in no. times monthly balance > credit limit L3 : L6 months
v117 Proportion in no. times monthly balance > credit limit L3 : L9 months
v118 Proportion in no. times monthly balance > credit limit L6 : L9 months
v119 Proportion in average cash advances L3 : L9 months
v120 Proportion in average purchases L3 : L9 months
v121 Proportion in average balance L3 : L9 months
v122 Proportion in value of payments L3 : L6 months
v123 Proportion in value of payments L3 : L9 months
v124 Proportion in value of payments L6 : L9 months
v125 Proportion in number of purchases L3 : L6 months
v126 Proportion in number of purchases L3 : L9 months
v127 Proportion in number of purchases L6 : L9 months
v128 No. months 2 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months
v129 No. months 3 Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months
v130 No. months 4+ Cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months
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Variable Description
v131 No. Months with interest charged in the Last 12 Months
v132 Average Monthly Purchases in the Last 12 Months
v133 Average Monthly Cash Advances in the Last 12 Months
v134 Average Balance at 2 cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months
v135 Average Balance at 3 cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months
v136 Average Balance at 4+ cycles Delinquent in the Last 12 Months
v137 Worst Arrears in the Last 12 Months
v138 Average Payments/Average Balance in the Last 12 Months
v139 Value of Cash Advances in the Last 12 Months
v140 Value of Purchases in the Last 12 Months
v141 Total value Cash Advances/Total value purchases in the Last 12 Months
v142 Maximum percent (Balance/Credit Limit) in the Last 12 Months
v143 No. Times Monthly Balance > Credit Limit in the Last 12 Months
v144 No. Times Balance Paid in Full in the Last 12 Months
v145 No. Months with (2+ cycles) Delinquency in Last 12 Months
v146 Number of payments in Last 12 months
v147 Number of cash advances in Last 12 months
v148 Average balance in Last 12 months
v149 Average payments in Last 12 months
vdels1− 12 Delinquency Status in Month 1− 12
vlcsh1− 12 Value of Cash Advances in Month 1− 12
vlint1− 12 Value of Interest in Month 1− 12
vlpay1− 12 Value of payments in Month 1− 12
vlpur1− 12 Value of Purchases in Month 1− 12
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Appendix A.2 Loans Dataset
Application Variables
Variable Description
AGE Applicant age
APPCOD Application code
APPSCORE Application credit score
ABALCUR Current balance
ALOANORIGNL Original loan amount
BRRECOM Recommended
BSB Branch code
BURSC Bureau score
CHANNEL Application channel
COMBSC Combined application / bureau score
CUSTUMI Uncommitted monthly income
CGRPPROD Group product code
CICC Industry code
CMARITAL Marital Status
COCCPN Occupation code
CPOST Controlling post
CPROD Product code
CPURP Loan purpose
CRG Risk Grade
CRLNSHP Account relationship
CSTATACCT Account status
DOB Date of Birth
DOPEN Account open date
EMPLOYER Employer name
EXISCUST Existing customer ﬂag
FCRREP
FPLACMPLC
FRENEWAL Loan renewal ﬂag
GENDER Gender
HMPHONE Home phone number
IDPOSTGRP Controlling post group
INTONLY Interest only loan
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Variable Description
KDAYPDU120 120+ Days delinquent
KDAYPDU1029 10-29 Days delinquent
KDAYPDU3059 30-59 Days delinquent
KDAYPDU6089 60-89 Days delinquent
KDAYPDU90119 90 - 119 Days delinquent
KRESUB
KTOTDPT Total days past due
LOANAMT Loan amount
MULTAPP Multiple applicants
NACCT Account number
NAPPLN Application number
NCLG Customer lending group
NCUST Customer number
NDAYCDM
NDPNDNTS Number of dependents
NINQ Number of inquiries
NTERM Length of term
ORG Organisation / Individual
OTHYMT
PCOVC
PCSFC
PERMRES Permanent resident ﬂag
PRODCODE Product code
Variable Description
REFERREAS1 Refer reason 1
REFERREAS2 Refer reason 2
REFERREAS3 Refer reason 3
REFERREAS4 Refer reason 4
REFIN Reﬁnance ﬂag
REGUL
RESCNTY
RESSTAT Residentual status
SCOREID Scorecard identiﬁcation
SECTYPE1 Security type
SECUR Security ﬂag
SELFEMP Self employed ﬂag
SPSIGN Statement of position
STATE State
SURNAME Surname
TIMEWBANK Time with bank (months)
TOTASS Total assets
TOTDEP Total deposits
TOTLIAB Total liabilities
TOTMORT Total mortgage
TOTSURP Total surplus
TOTYMT
YVERIFD Documents veriﬁed
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Account Variables
Variable Description
ABALCUR Current balance
BSB Branch code
CGRPPROD Group product code
CPOST Controlling post
CRLNSHP Account relationship
DOPEN Account open date
IDPOSTGRP Controlling post group
NACCT Account number
NAPPLN Application number
NCLG Customer lending group
NCUST Customer number
NDAYCDM
ORG Organisation / Individual
Performance Variables
Variable Description
CSTATACCT Account status
KDAYPDU120 120+ Days delinquent
KDAYPDU1029 10-29 Days delinquent
KDAYPDU3059 30-59 Days delinquent
KDAYPDU6089 60-89 Days delinquent
KDAYPDU90119 90 - 119 Days delinquent
amtdum1 Amount past due month 1
amtdum35 Amount past due month 35
dysdum1 Days past due month 1
dysdum35 Days past due month 35
status1 Account status month 1
status35 Account status month 35
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Appendix B - Data Integrity Variable Anal-
ysis
Appendix B.1 Credit Cards Recovery Dataset
Categorical Variables
AgentRef Frequency Percent
CPSA13 7 0.02
CPSA31 38 0.12
CPSAG1 11948 36.35
CPSAG1A12 1 0.00
CPSAG1A13 3 0.01
CPSAG1A31 10327 31.42
CPSAG1A31A13 2 0.01
CPSAG1A31AG3A13 1 0.00
CPSAG1A31AG4 2 0.01
CPSAG1A31AG5 1 0.00
CPSAG1A41 1 0.00
CPSAG1AG3 14 0.04
CPSAG1AG3A13 4 0.01
CPSAG1AG4 9 0.03
CPSAG1AG5 3 0.01
CPSAG1AG9 3 0.01
CPSAG1WJL 8 0.02
CPSAG1WJLA31 1 0.00
CPSAG1WJLAG9 2 0.01
CPSAG2 60 0.18
CPSAG2A12 13 0.04
CPSAG2A32 15 0.05
CPSAG2AG3A13 1 0.00
CPSAG2AG9 3 0.01
CPSAG3 5163 15.71
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AgentRef Frequency Percent
CPSAG3A12 4 0.01
CPSAG3A13 4522 13.76
CPSAG3A13AG1 21 0.06
CPSAG3A13AG4 1 0.00
CPSAG3AG1 84 0.26
CPSAG3AG1A13 1 0.00
CPSAG3AG1A31 2 0.01
CPSAG3AG4 5 0.02
CPSAG3WJLA13 2 0.01
CPSAG3WJLAG1 1 0.00
CPSAG3WJLAG9 1 0.00
CPSWJL 169 0.51
CPSWJLA13 12 0.04
CPSWJLA31 4 0.01
CPSWJLAG1 97 0.30
CPSWJLAG1A31 41 0.12
CPSWJLAG1AG9 1 0.00
CPSWJLAG2A32 1 0.00
CPSWJLAG3 39 0.12
CPSWJLAG3A13 12 0.04
CPSWJLAG3AG1 2 0.01
CPSWJLAG5 1 0.00
CPSWJLAG9 207 0.63
CPSWJLAG9A13 1 0.00
CPSWJLAG9AG1 3 0.01
CPSWJLAG9AG1A31 2 0.01
MonthRef Frequency Percent
APR00 2394 7.28
AUG00 2781 8.46
DEC00 1983 6.03
FEB01 2317 7.05
JAN01 2256 6.86
JUL00 3064 9.32
JUN00 3734 11.36
MAR01 3276 9.97
MAY00 4330 13.17
NOV00 2272 6.91
OCT00 2077 6.32
SEP00 2382 7.25
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Numeric Variables
Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Missing
CNAPPSCR 0 99999.00 64241.27 0
CNCSHA1 0 1184.00 20.7649242 0
CNCSHA2 0 1184.00 20.7259478 0
CNCSHA3 0 1184.00 20.5546157 0
CNCSHA4 0 1184.00 20.0197773 0
CNCSHA5 0 1174.00 19.0463093 0
CNCSHA6 0 1144.00 18.2012718 0
CNCSHA7 0 1132.00 17.3653320 0
CNCSHA8 0 1093.00 15.4191870 0
CNCSHA9 0 1063.00 12.8722388 0
CNCSHA10 0 1028.00 10.6726404 0
CNCSHA11 0 1017.00 8.9070468 0
CNCSHA12 0 1004.00 7.2857056 0
CNCSHA13 0 993.0000000 4.9407594 0
CNPURC1 0 2361.00 70.6195460 0
CNPURC2 0 2361.00 70.2100347 0
CNPURC3 0 2361.00 69.4250289 0
CNPURC4 0 2361.00 67.9995132 0
CNPURC5 -1.0000000 2361.00 65.8839834 0
CNPURC6 -1.0000000 2361.00 63.7552790 0
CNPURC7 -1.0000000 2358.00 61.5679426 0
CNPURC8 -1.0000000 2351.00 59.3914988 0
CNPURC9 -1.0000000 2341.00 53.9912067 0
CNPURC10 -1.0000000 2194.00 45.3277551 0
CNPURC11 -1.0000000 2194.00 37.9895941 0
CNPURC12 0 2186.00 32.0638350 0
CNPURC13 0 2186.00 26.2904217 0
CPERM12 0 4152.66 43.2318847 0
DTACCDEL 0 20010301.00 326795.91 0
DTACCOPN 0 20010220.00 19976549.94 0
DTFRSACT 0 20010220.00 19929345.03 0
DTLSTACT 19990820.00 20010228.00 20002407.25 0
ORIGAMT -23.5400000 162352.26 2951.80 0
TOTALPAY 0 49560.00 1149.10 0
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Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Missing
VLCRDL1 0 150000.00 2918.75 0
VLCRDL2 0 150000.00 2915.88 0
VLCRDL3 0 150000.00 2906.95 0
VLCRDL4 0 150000.00 2852.83 0
VLCRDL5 0 150000.00 2708.44 0
VLCRDL6 0 150000.00 2541.15 0
VLCRDL7 0 150000.00 2381.92 0
VLCRDL8 0 150000.00 2238.82 0
VLCRDL9 0 150000.00 2102.95 0
VLCRDL10 0 150000.00 1981.47 0
VLCRDL11 0 150000.00 1865.49 0
VLCRDL12 0 150000.00 1759.01 0
VLCRDL13 0 150000.00 1561.30 0
VLCRRB1 0 162353.00 2941.43 0
VLCRRB2 0 159816.00 2882.54 0
VLCRRB3 0 157245.00 2785.37 0
VLCRRB4 0 154845.00 2605.53 0
VLCRRB5 0 145304.00 2371.55 0
VLCRRB6 0 135394.00 2180.03 0
VLCRRB7 0 142680.00 2006.63 0
VLCRRB8 0 147606.00 1865.39 0
VLCRRB9 0 131519.00 1735.81 0
VLCRRB10 0 108685.00 1614.45 0
VLCRRB11 0 132702.00 1505.91 0
VLCRRB12 0 130678.00 1408.60 0
VLCRRB13 0 54937.00 1316.78 0
VLHGHA1 0 8907.00 25.0078196 0
VLHGHA2 0 8907.00 78.5335301 0
VLHGHA3 0 5907.00 75.1633603 0
VLHGHA4 0 3568.00 64.2313941 0
VLHGHA5 0 3568.00 58.8399866 0
VLHGHA6 0 2976.00 53.5645956 0
VLHGHA7 0 2976.00 51.9163269 0
VLHGHA8 0 2976.00 46.2971764 0
VLHGHA9 0 2976.00 38.4660439 0
VLHGHA10 0 2976.00 31.5916449 0
VLHGHA11 0 2976.00 26.2511410 0
VLHGHA12 0 2976.00 20.9383253 0
VLHGHA13 0 1712.00 14.3808799 0
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Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Missing
VLHGHB1 0 162353.00 3234.35 0
VLHGHB2 0 159816.00 3184.12 0
VLHGHB3 0 157245.00 3103.89 0
VLHGHB4 0 154845.00 2950.62 0
VLHGHB5 0 147606.00 2702.79 0
VLHGHB6 0 147606.00 2506.59 0
VLHGHB7 0 147606.00 2327.71 0
VLHGHB8 0 147606.00 2041.66 0
VLHGHB9 0 132702.00 1673.32 0
VLHGHB10 0 132702.00 1356.33 0
VLHGHB11 0 132702.00 1118.03 0
VLHGHB12 0 130678.00 902.9963488 0
VLHGHB13 0 40534.00 605.4014179 0
VLPSTD1 0 13679.00 190.7578957 0
VLPSTD2 0 14179.00 144.1750745 0
VLPSTD3 0 14179.00 100.0544940 0
VLPSTD4 0 14179.00 67.6210065 0
VLPSTD5 0 14179.00 56.9421591 0
VLPSTD6 0 14179.00 46.7861620 0
VLPSTD7 0 14179.00 39.2226009 0
VLPSTD8 0 14179.00 31.7760908 0
VLPSTD9 0 14179.00 24.0407412 0
VLPSTD10 0 14179.00 18.1869409 0
VLPSTD11 0 14179.00 14.0040467 0
VLPSTD12 0 14179.00 10.6349723 0
VLPSTD13 0 4085.00 6.5112578 0
v001 1.0000000 100.0000000 4.5277186 0
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Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Missing
v002 0 323.0000000 29.4864141 1
v003 0 7.0000000 1.4311446 0
v004 0 9.0000000 0.9846042 0
v006 0 6.0000000 1.1989898 0
V005 0 9.0000000 0.9067425 0
v007 0 6.0000000 0.9162661 0
v008 0 6.0000000 0.8086472 0
v009 0 3.0000000 0.8328059 0
v010 0 3.0000000 0.7743869 0
v011 0 3.0000000 0.6155906 0
v012 0 9.0000000 7.5687945 0
v013 0 147954.00 446.1737878 0
v014 0 207688.00 628.9922673 0
v015 0 6.0000000 5.5950222 0
v016 0 17221.00 256.9334738 0
v017 0 30450.00 405.1167970 0
v018 0 3.0000000 2.9661656 0
v019 -213.0000000 15479.00 107.4897716 0
v020 0 15640.00 114.7045173 0
v021 0 1393605.00 5019.71 0
v022 0 457785.00 3025.28 0
v023 0 183339.00 1052.97 0
v024 0 157245.00 2673.24 0
v025 0 159816.00 2401.33 0
v026 0 162353.00 1133.88 0
v027 0 157245.00 2226.67 0
v028 0 159816.00 2131.69 0
v029 0 162353.00 1094.64 0
v030 1.0000000 100.0000000 4.7703402 0
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Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Missing
v031 0 5.9821788 0.0820563 16
v032 1.0000000 100.0000000 4.7241222 0
v033 0 11.6756152 0.0645351 16
v034 1.0000000 100.0000000 4.6190592 0
v035 0 8.6964924 0.0246645 16
v036 6.0000000 272355.00 2527.65 9870
v037 1.0000000 375692.00 2739.90 6398
v038 54.9148819 1080000000 849693.28 12026
v039 1.0000000 84916.00 1442.65 16618
v040 1.0000000 48999.00 1106.49 12087
v041 229.8586369 500000000 905552.40 19240
v042 3.0000000 40472.00 757.4640523 26746
v043 1.0000000 21706.00 496.2555109 20663
v044 502.3863351 205000000 786709.97 28690
v045 0 16.0740000 1.0985307 0
v046 0 9.0000000 4.1522546 0
v047 0 16.0740000 1.0823173 1
v048 0 6.0000000 3.2918518 0
v049 0 10.4440000 1.0595051 1
v050 0 3.0000000 2.0217246 0
v051 0 9.0000000 0.1975294 0
v052 0 6.0000000 0.0910363 0
v053 0 3.0000000 0.0094018 0
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Appendix B.2 Loans Dataset
Categorical Variables
AppCod Frequency Percent
AR20 37214 100.00
BRRecom Frequency Percent
N 36477 98.02
Y 737 1.98
Channel Frequency Percent
A 802 2.16
B 23955 64.37
C 6381 17.15
D 2516 6.76
I 2977 8.00
M 73 0.20
O 1 0.00
P 14 0.04
R 196 0.53
S 6 0.02
T 4 0.01
Z 289 0.78
GrpProd Frequency Percent
ILS 37214 100.00
CIcc Frequency Percent
37212 99.99
7349 1 0.00
9900 1 0.00
CMarital Frequency Percent
155 0.42
D 1178 3.17
M 15843 42.57
P 516 1.39
S 19390 52.10
W 132 0.35
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CProd Frequency Percent
300 1 0.00
HBC 1 0.00
HFC 2 0.01
HIC 1 0.00
HVC 68 0.18
IVC 2 0.01
OAC 1 0.00
OFC 43 0.12
OIC 1857 4.99
OVB 1 0.00
OVC 34940 93.89
SCC 168 0.45
SFC 70 0.19
SVC 59 0.16
CPurp Frequency Percent
111 0.30
100 1148 3.08
101 11321 30.42
102 702 1.89
103 1073 2.88
104 903 2.43
120 194 0.52
130 1155 3.10
131 153 0.41
140 5275 14.17
145 197 0.53
150 5773 15.51
155 182 0.49
160 1299 3.49
170 2089 5.61
180 245 0.66
185 737 1.98
199 4657 12.51
CRg Frequency Percent
8 0.02
00 36800 98.89
01 17 0.05
03 1 0.00
04 9 0.02
05 313 0.84
06 11 0.03
07 19 0.05
08 35 0.09
10 1 0.00
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CRlnshp Frequency Percent
JNT 9300 24.99
SOL 27914 75.01
StatAcct Frequency Percent
37098 99.69
CAN 29 0.08
NON 1 0.00
PO 86 0.23
TypeRlnshp Frequency Percent
CUAC 37214 100.00
Decision Frequency Percent
A 37214 100.00
ExistCust Frequency Percent
N 2835 7.62
Y 34379 92.38
CrRep Frequency Percent
35670 95.85
D 14 0.04
Y 1530 4.11
OrgIndvdlAiw Frequency Percent
I 37214 100.00
PlaCmplc Frequency Percent
N 37153 99.84
Y 61 0.16
FRenewal Frequency Percent
29376 78.94
Y 7838 21.06
Gender Frequency Percent
3 0.01
F 13329 35.82
M 23882 64.17
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IdPost Frequency Percent
A0023 1 0.00
A0102 1 0.00
A0119 1 0.00
F0020 6374 17.13
F0022 4564 12.26
F0023 7679 20.63
F0044 8432 22.66
F0047 2884 7.75
F0048 4318 11.60
F0065 19 0.05
F0068 96 0.26
F0069 45 0.12
F0071 9 0.02
F0072 560 1.50
F0073 6 0.02
F0076 1561 4.19
F0077 1 0.00
F0079 1 0.00
F0105 1 0.00
F0144 108 0.29
F0148 4 0.01
F0152 376 1.01
F0153 80 0.21
F0155 1 0.00
F0160 3 0.01
L0806 1 0.00
L0808 2 0.01
L0823 1 0.00
L0830 1 0.00
L0841 1 0.00
L0931 2 0.01
L1021 1 0.00
L1051 1 0.00
L1131 3 0.01
L2046 1 0.00
L2122 1 0.00
L2155 1 0.00
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IdPost Frequency Percent
L2220 5 0.01
L2314 2 0.01
L2483 1 0.00
L2529 1 0.00
M0087 3 0.01
M0179 2 0.01
M0373 1 0.00
M0891 1 0.00
P0029 1 0.00
P0031 2 0.01
P0055 1 0.00
P0072 2 0.01
P0074 2 0.01
R0566 1 0.00
R0636 1 0.00
R0656 1 0.00
R0685 1 0.00
R0693 1 0.00
R0736 4 0.01
R0738 27 0.07
R0762 1 0.00
R0826 1 0.00
R0828 1 0.00
R2045 1 0.00
R2091 1 0.00
R2148 1 0.00
R2172 1 0.00
R2273 2 0.01
R2329 1 0.00
R2513 1 0.00
R2521 1 0.00
S0131 1 0.00
IdPostGrp Frequency Percent
37214 100.00
IdSys Frequency Percent
10 37214 100.00
IdSysAcct Frequency Percent
10 37214 100.00
IntOnly Frequency Percent
N 37089 99.66
Y 125 0.34
Matrix Frequency Percent
A 34085 91.59
D 1164 3.13
R 1965 5.28
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MidInit Frequency Percent
37201 99.97
N 9 0.02
Y 4 0.01
MultApp Frequency Percent
1982 5.33
N 35172 94.51
Y 60 0.16
Org Frequency Percent
2 37214 100.00
PermRes Frequency Percent
N 13 0.03
Y 37201 99.97
ProdCode Frequency Percent
OIC 1816 4.88
OVC 35066 94.23
SCC 166 0.45
SFC 79 0.21
SVC 87 0.23
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ReferReas1 Frequency Percent
DA01 29592 79.52
DD01 1092 2.93
FJ01 261 0.70
FJ06 486 1.31
FJ14 1 0.00
FJ15 1 0.00
FJ16 1 0.00
FJ24 683 1.84
FJ26 25 0.07
FJ37 2 0.01
FJ40 12 0.03
FJ42 275 0.74
FJ44 2 0.01
FJ45 138 0.37
FJ50 24 0.06
FJ79 61 0.16
FJ95 480 1.29
FJ96 1374 3.69
FR01 34 0.09
FR02 10 0.03
FR03 8 0.02
FR04 14 0.04
FR05 9 0.02
FR06 3 0.01
FR07 4 0.01
FR50 15 0.04
FR51 4 0.01
FR52 2 0.01
FR53 10 0.03
FR54 4 0.01
FR56 2 0.01
FR57 4 0.01
PV16 1 0.00
PV20 7 0.02
PV24 2 0.01
PV26 2 0.01
PV30 2 0.01
PV37 3 0.01
SR01 594 1.60
SR03 1268 3.41
XC04 702 1.89
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ReferReas2 Frequency Percent
15445 41.50
DA01 3700 9.94
DD01 62 0.17
DD02 12 0.03
DD03 16 0.04
DD04 9 0.02
DR01 1480 3.98
FJ01 35 0.09
FJ06 169 0.45
FJ14 3 0.01
FJ16 2 0.01
FJ24 123 0.33
FJ26 3 0.01
FJ37 1 0.00
FJ40 31 0.08
FJ42 228 0.61
FJ44 2 0.01
FJ45 194 0.52
FJ50 2 0.01
FJ79 2 0.01
FJ95 144 0.39
FJ96 637 1.71
FR01 20 0.05
FR02 10 0.03
ReferReas2 Frequency Percent
FR03 3 0.01
FR04 12 0.03
FR05 6 0.02
FR06 4 0.01
FR07 10 0.03
FR50 8 0.02
FR51 6 0.02
FR52 3 0.01
FR53 10 0.03
FR54 2 0.01
FR56 1 0.00
FR57 6 0.02
MLT0 199 0.53
PV05 1 0.00
PV06 2 0.01
PV16 1 0.00
PV20 3 0.01
PV24 4 0.01
PV30 3 0.01
PV45 1 0.00
RAAA 14507 38.98
SR01 23 0.06
SR03 69 0.19
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ReferReas3 Frequency Percent
30121 80.94
DA01 667 1.79
DD01 5 0.01
DD02 31 0.08
DD03 71 0.19
DD04 2 0.01
DR01 364 0.98
FJ01 2 0.01
FJ06 25 0.07
FJ14 24 0.06
FJ24 2 0.01
FJ40 3 0.01
FJ42 21 0.06
FJ45 34 0.09
FJ49 214 0.58
FJ54 10 0.03
FJ95 52 0.14
FJ96 175 0.47
FR01 3 0.01
FR02 3 0.01
FR04 3 0.01
FR05 1 0.00
FR07 1 0.00
FR50 2 0.01
FR52 1 0.00
FR53 2 0.01
FR54 1 0.00
MLT0 498 1.34
MLT3 238 0.64
MLT4 774 2.08
MLT5 123 0.33
MLTV 732 1.97
PV05 1 0.00
PV06 1 0.00
PV20 2 0.01
PV30 1 0.00
RAAA 3000 8.06
SR01 2 0.01
SR03 2 0.01
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ReferReas4 Frequency Percent
32555 87.48
DA01 105 0.28
DD01 4 0.01
DD02 1 0.00
DD03 3 0.01
DD04 2 0.01
DR01 93 0.25
FJ06 1 0.00
FJ14 2 0.01
FJ15 8 0.02
FJ40 1 0.00
FJ42 4 0.01
FJ45 5 0.01
FJ49 363 0.98
FJ54 6 0.02
FJ95 13 0.03
FJ96 54 0.15
FR01 1 0.00
FR02 1 0.00
FR53 2 0.01
FR54 1 0.00
MLT0 287 0.77
MLT3 649 1.74
MLT4 737 1.98
MLT5 84 0.23
MLTV 1477 3.97
PV20 1 0.00
PV22 1 0.00
PV30 1 0.00
PV45 1 0.00
RAAA 746 2.00
SR01 1 0.00
SR03 4 0.01
Reﬁn Frequency Percent
N 34535 92.80
Y 2679 7.20
Regul Frequency Percent
N 976 2.62
Y 36238 97.38
ResCnty Frequency Percent
37080 99.64
AU 128 0.34
GB 1 0.00
IT 1 0.00
NZ 3 0.01
WS 1 0.00
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ResStat Frequency Percent
B 1769 4.75
C 64 0.17
L 7088 19.05
M 10953 29.43
O 3964 10.65
R 12118 32.56
X 1258 3.38
ScoreId Frequency Percent
37210 99.99
PL1 4 0.01
Sectype1 Frequency Percent
36830 98.97
A 10 0.03
B 286 0.77
C 1 0.00
D 75 0.20
O 12 0.03
Secur Frequency Percent
6324 16.99
N 30545 82.08
Y 345 0.93
SelfEmp Frequency Percent
N 35535 95.49
Y 1679 4.51
SpSign Frequency Percent
N 30 0.08
Y 37184 99.92
State Frequency Percent
ACT 403 1.08
NSW 7848 21.09
NT 839 2.25
OS 1 0.00
QLD 9815 26.37
SA 2421 6.51
TAS 1817 4.88
VIC 8912 23.95
WA 5158 13.86
Type Frequency Percent
220 37214 100.00
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YVerifd Frequency Percent
N 298 0.80
Y 36916 99.20
Status1 Frequency Percent
5438 14.61
. 31775 85.38
NON 1 0.00
Status2 Frequency Percent
5630 15.13
. 31583 84.87
NON 1 0.00
Status3 Frequency Percent
5787 15.55
. 31424 84.44
NON 3 0.01
Status4 Frequency Percent
5972 16.05
. 31239 83.94
NON 3 0.01
Status5 Frequency Percent
6160 16.55
. 31052 83.44
NON 2 0.01
Status6 Frequency Percent
6346 17.05
. 30866 82.94
NON 2 0.01
Status7 Frequency Percent
6554 17.61
. 30658 82.38
NON 2 0.01
Status8 Frequency Percent
6735 18.10
. 30478 81.90
NON 1 0.00
Status9 Frequency Percent
6947 18.67
. 30266 81.33
NON 1 0.00
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Status10 Frequency Percent
8926 23.99
. 28277 75.98
CAN 3 0.01
NON 1 0.00
P-O 7 0.02
Status11 Frequency Percent
10791 29.00
. 26391 70.92
CAN 2 0.01
NON 1 0.00
P −O 29 0.08
Status12 Frequency Percent
12779 34.34
. 24379 65.51
CAN 2 0.01
P −O 54 0.15
Status13 Frequency Percent
14851 39.91
. 22274 59.85
C −O 1 0.00
CAN 5 0.01
NON 1 0.00
P −O 82 0.22
Status14 Frequency Percent
16919 45.46
. 20179 54.22
C −O 2 0.01
CAN 2 0.01
NON 1 0.00
P −O 111 0.30
Status15 Frequency Percent
18811 50.55
. 18255 49.05
C −O 3 0.01
NON 6 0.02
P −O 139 0.37
Status16 Frequency Percent
20914 56.20
. 16082 43.21
C −O 9 0.02
NON 7 0.02
P −O 202 0.54
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Status17 Frequency Percent
22548 60.59
. 14418 38.74
C −O 14 0.04
CAN 3 0.01
NON 13 0.03
P −O 218 0.59
Status18 Frequency Percent
24562 66.00
. 12331 33.14
C −O 24 0.06
CAN 4 0.01
NON 22 0.06
P −O 271 0.73
Status19 Frequency Percent
26774 71.95
. 10071 27.06
C −O 40 0.11
CAN 2 0.01
NON 36 0.10
P −O 291 0.78
Status20 Frequency Percent
28828 77.47
. 7955 21.38
C −O 65 0.17
CAN 2 0.01
NON 29 0.08
P −O 335 0.90
Status21 Frequency Percent
31284 84.07
. 5347 14.37
C −O 86 0.23
CAN 1 0.00
NON 49 0.13
P −O 447 1.20
Status22 Frequency Percent
33544 90.14
. 3085 8.29
C −O 122 0.33
CAN 3 0.01
NON 43 0.12
P −O 417 1.12
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Status23 Frequency Percent
33890 91.07
. 2629 7.06
C −O 152 0.41
NON 36 0.10
P −O 507 1.36
Status24 Frequency Percent
33310 89.51
. 3137 8.43
C −O 178 0.48
NON 43 0.12
P −O 546 1.47
Status25 Frequency Percent
32769 88.06
. 3683 9.90
C −O 202 0.54
NON 62 0.17
P −O 498 1.34
Status26 Frequency Percent
32077 86.20
. 4181 11.24
C −O 244 0.66
NON 109 0.29
P −O 603 1.62
Status27 Frequency Percent
31460 84.54
. 4784 12.86
C −O 245 0.66
NON 159 0.43
P −O 566 1.52
Status28 Frequency Percent
30669 82.41
. 5350 14.38
C −O 255 0.69
NON 199 0.53
P −O 741 1.99
Status29 Frequency Percent
29996 80.60
. 6092 16.37
C −O 370 0.99
NON 169 0.45
P −O 587 1.58
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Status30 Frequency Percent
29210 78.49
. 6679 17.95
C −O 496 1.33
NON 125 0.34
P −O 704 1.89
Status31 Frequency Percent
28446 76.44
. 7383 19.84
C −O 563 1.51
NON 110 0.30
P −O 712 1.91
Status32 Frequency Percent
27461 73.79
. 8094 21.75
C −O 644 1.73
NON 123 0.33
P −O 892 2.40
Status33 Frequency Percent
26606 71.49
. 8986 24.15
C −O 704 1.89
NON 116 0.31
P −O 802 2.16
Status34 Frequency Percent
25857 69.48
. 9788 26.30
C −O 762 2.05
NON 124 0.33
P −O 683 1.84
Status35 Frequency Percent
24978 67.12
. 10470 28.13
C −O 828 2.22
NON 114 0.31
P −O 824 2.21
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Numeric Variables
Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Missing
AGE 18.0000000 102.0000000 33.7596335 0
APPSCORE 264.0000000 654.0000000 517.0425109 0
ABALCUR -221000.00 0.0100000 -10775.28 0
ALOANORIGNL 0 221000.00 13108.03 0
BURSC -267.0000000 0 -20.4966948 0
COMBSC 116.0000000 654.0000000 496.5458161 0
CUSTUMI -1464.00 43096.00 1181.99 0
KDAYPDU120 0 9.0000000 0.0413521 34167
KDAYPDU1029 1.0000000 75.0000000 6.8385297 34167
KDAYPDU3059 0 24.0000000 1.0774532 34167
KDAYPDU6089 0 18.0000000 0.3239252 34167
KDAYPDU90119 0 6.0000000 0.1145389 34167
KRESUB 0 16.0000000 1.2770194 0
KTOTDPT 0 12.0000000 0.4775622 0
LOANAMT 2535.00 112662.00 13117.68 0
MISSCORE 0 7.0000000 0.0096200 0
NDAYCDM 0 1245.00 15.7238405 0
NDPNDNTS 0 8.0000000 0.5010480 0
NINQ 0 77.0000000 7.6086957 0
NTERM 5.0000000 1700.00 504.6809534 0
OTHYMT 0 19928.00 249.5321653 0
TIMEWBANK 0 8211.00 618.5626377 0
TOTASS 0 16425000.00 143762.19 0
TOTDEP 0 930000.00 585.0235127 0
TOTLIAB 0 3488000.00 58938.86 0
TOTMORT 0 1800000.00 43276.41 0
TOTSURP -619553.00 16425000.00 84823.34 0
TOTYMT 1.0000000 45914.00 3060.80 0
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Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Missing
amtdum1 27.2900000 4658.69 260.2763585 36684
amtdum2 23.6700000 5152.71 271.2715931 36693
amtdum3 28.2300000 5888.34 263.9223421 36565
amtdum4 23.5200000 6375.02 266.8327749 36641
amtdum5 21.7000000 12250.00 300.8415060 36716
amtdum6 23.1700000 4322.44 243.9122632 36644
amtdum7 21.7000000 4839.64 246.6969655 36779
amtdum8 24.8000000 5356.84 256.2318571 36794
amtdum9 26.9300000 6003.34 238.3728444 36764
amtdum10 23.3900000 28453.06 321.9369250 36814
amtdum11 21.5400000 7166.29 227.7988576 36610
amtdum12 26.5200000 3590.49 210.7008931 36531
amtdum13 0 3588.07 215.8073691 36393
amtdum14 26.5600000 3578.86 223.4489722 36280
amtdum15 26.5600000 35367.36 250.5218069 35919
amtdum16 21.4900000 35648.54 301.3104305 36006
amtdum17 21.4900000 35975.49 363.7636501 35825
amtdum18 22.7400000 36301.27 326.2119931 35478
amtdum19 21.6200000 36735.32 410.6638736 35505
amtdum20 21.6200000 37058.65 329.1986440 35068
amtdum21 23.7200000 37364.46 304.8347826 35006
amtdum22 22.0500000 37364.46 307.4012254 34880
amtdum23 3.3100000 5688.56 286.7390992 34128
amtdum24 0.2300000 5037.41 319.8929012 34005
amtdum25 3.3600000 6281.43 337.6108354 33934
amtdum26 0.1100000 7525.45 341.5069480 33577
amtdum27 0.0800000 8769.47 366.8415245 33370
amtdum28 0.0800000 10286.91 419.5093465 33710
amtdum29 0.1600000 19999.17 409.1086250 33585
amtdum30 1.8200000 10595.09 410.4250554 33877
amtdum31 2.3400000 10718.52 419.4847100 34214
amtdum32 0.7400000 15000.00 387.5406192 33871
amtdum33 2.9800000 20000.00 428.6221889 34249
amtdum34 0.1200000 15000.00 438.2516302 34337
amtdum35 0.1300000 11890.44 363.4658818 34050
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Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Missing
dysdum1 0 264.0000000 1.7907704 31775
dysdum2 0 294.0000000 1.6313266 31583
dysdum3 0 325.0000000 1.9963731 31424
dysdum4 0 356.0000000 1.7116318 31239
dysdum5 0 385.0000000 1.3956508 31052
dysdum6 0 228.0000000 1.3952426 30866
dysdum7 0 259.0000000 0.9409701 30658
dysdum8 0 287.0000000 0.9089964 30478
dysdum9 0 320.0000000 0.9601324 30266
dysdum10 0 351.0000000 0.6705830 28277
dysdum11 0 382.0000000 0.7694724 26391
dysdum12 0 360.0000000 0.6901441 24379
dysdum13 0 388.0000000 0.7605087 22274
dysdum14 0 163.0000000 0.9580276 20179
dysdum15 0 162.0000000 1.0546442 18255
dysdum16 0 177.0000000 0.9852357 16082
dysdum17 0 207.0000000 1.2959291 14418
dysdum18 0 174.0000000 1.3155568 12331
dysdum19 0 205.0000000 1.3342298 10071
dysdum20 0 235.0000000 1.4312861 7955
dysdum21 0 266.0000000 1.4275269 5347
dysdum22 0 281.0000000 1.4903162 3085
dysdum23 0 286.0000000 1.8800925 2629
dysdum24 0 317.0000000 2.1736068 3137
dysdum25 0 345.0000000 2.4090543 3683
dysdum26 0 376.0000000 2.8122786 4181
dysdum27 0 406.0000000 3.3151711 4784
dysdum28 0 437.0000000 3.6656101 5350
dysdum29 0 467.0000000 3.5883619 6092
dysdum30 0 498.0000000 3.3108891 6679
dysdum31 0 529.0000000 3.3157789 7383
dysdum32 0 559.0000000 3.3017170 8094
dysdum33 0 590.0000000 3.2725308 8986
dysdum34 0 620.0000000 3.6005980 9788
dysdum35 0 651.0000000 3.7567305 10470
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Appendix C - Visual Representation of Char-
acteristics
Appendix C.1 Credit Cards Recovery Dataset
Note: Given the large volume of variables analysed, where two or more
correlated have a similar visual representation, and thus no further insights
would be gained in viewing all graphs, only one is displayed in the following
section. This is particularly relevent for the created variables, for example
v016 - Average Monthly Purchases in the Last 6 Months and v019 - Average
Monthly Purchases in the Last 3 Months.
Univariate Graphs of Raw Variables
CPS#A31#CPS#AG1#CPS#AG1#A31#CPS#AG2#CPS#AG3#CPS#AG3#A13#CPS#AG3#AG1#CPS#WJL#CPS#WJL#A13#CPS#WJL#AG1#CPS#WJL#AG1#A31#CPS#WJL#AG1#AG9#CPS#WJL#AG3#CPS#WJL#AG9#
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charprep.minus.propvars$AGENTREF
Figure 1. Agent Reference.
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charprep.minus.propvars$CNPURC1
Figure 2. cncsha1.
The majority of accounts have the number of cash advances between 0 and
200.
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charprep.minus.propvars$CNPURC1
Figure 3. cnpurc1.
The majority of accounts have the number of purchases between 0 and 200.
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charprep.minus.propvars$ORIGAMT
Figure 4. origamt.
The original amount owed to the lending institution is spread between 0
and 21,000 dollars, with the majority of accounts having an original amount
value less than 10,000 dollars. As can be seen, more than 50 percent of
accounts have an original amount value less than 4000 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$TOTALPAY
Figure 5. Total Payment.
The total payment has minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of ap-
proximately 17,000, with a mean value of approximately 1200 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$VLCRDL1
Figure 6. vlcrdl1.
The credit limit value in month 1 has a range up to 20,000 dollars, with the
majority of accounts having a credit limit of less than 10,000 dollars, and
more than 50 percent of accounts have a credit limit less than 4000 dollars.
Similar characteristics are seen for vlcrdl2-13.
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charprep.minus.propvars$VLCRRB1
Figure 7. vlcrrb1.
The current balance in month 1 has a range up to 24,000 dollars, with the
majority of accounts having a current balance of less than 10,000 dollars,
and more than 50 percent of accounts have a current balance less than 4000
dollars. vlcrrb2-13 show similar attributes.
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charprep.minus.propvars$vlint1
Figure 8. vlint1.
The value of interest in month 1 has an average value of approximately 39
dollars, and a range of values from 0 to 400 dollars. vlint2-13 are similarly
distributed.
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charprep.minus.propvars$VLHGHB1
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Figure 9. vlhghb1.
The highest balance value in month 1 has a range up to 22,000 dollars,
with the majority of accounts having a highest balance of less than 10,000
dollars, and more than 50 percent of accounts having a highest balance less
than 4000 dollars. Similar results were found for vlhghb2-13.
Univariate Graphs of Created Variables
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charprep.minus.propvars$v002
Figure 10. v002.
The age of the account, v002, has a range from 0 to 305 months, with an
average age of account of approximately 30 months.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v013
Figure 11. v013.
The vast majority of average monthly purchases in the last 9 months, v013,
are below 4000 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v014
Figure 12. v014.
Average monthly cash advances in the last 9 months, v014, is generally
below 1000 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v017
Figure 13. v017.
The average monthly cash advances in the last 6 months, V017, has a range
from 0 to 7,400 dollars, with a mean value of approximately 370 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v024
Figure 14. v024.
The average balance at 2 cycles delinquent in the last 6 months, V024, has
an approximate mean value of 2,600 dollars, with values ranging up to 22,000
dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v025
Figure 15. v025.
The average balance at 3 cycles delinquent in the last 6 months, V025, has
a mean value of 2,400 and an interquartile range of approximately 2,600
dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v027
Figure 16. v027.
The average balance at 2 cycles delinquent in the last 3 months ranges in
values from 0 to 22,300, with the majority of accounts having a balance
below 3,200 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v028
Figure 17. v028.
The average balance at 3 cycles delinquent in the last 3 months has a range
of approximately 23,000, with a mean value of 2,200 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v030
Figure 18. v030.
Worst arrears in last 9 months has an average value of 5 months, with a
range from 1 to 100.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v031
Figure 19. v031.
The ratio of average payments to average balance in last 9 months has a
mean value of 0.08, indicating that for the majority of accounts, the pay-
ments made did not make a big indent on the average balance.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v036
Figure 20. v036.
The value of cash advances in last 9 months has an average value of 2,400
dollars with values ranging from 20 to 26,500 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v037
Figure 21. v037.
The value of purchases in last 9 months has a mean value of 2,900 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v039
Figure 22. v039.
The value of cash advances in last 6 months has an average value of 1,400
and a range of 13,500 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v065
Figure 23. v065.
The ratio of current balance / credit limit has a mean value of approximately
1, indicating that for many accounts the balance is close to the limit on the
card.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v066
Figure 24. v066.
Current balance has an average value of approximately 3000 dollars, with a
range of 23,000, although more than 75 percent of accounts have a current
balance less than 4000 dollars.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v067
Figure 25. v067.
The amount past due has a mean value of just under 5000 dollars, with a
quartile range of 166.
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charprep.minus.propvars$v070
Figure 26. v070.
The current balance in the previous cycle has a range in values of 23,000
(although the quartile range is only 2,600) and a mean value of 2,900.
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Figure 27. v073.
The average balance in the last 9 months ranges in values from 100 to 22,000,
with an average balance of 2,700.
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Figure 28. v074.
The average balance in the last 6 months ranges in values from 100 to 22,000,
with an average balance of 2,800.
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Figure 29. v075.
The average balance in the last 3 months ranges in values from 100 to 23,000,
with an average balance of 2,900.
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Figure 30. v079.
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Figure 31. v080.
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Figure 32. v081.
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Figure 33. v082.
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Figure 34. v087.
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Figure 35. v088.
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Figure 36. v089.
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Figure 37. v090.
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Figure 38. v091.
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Figure 39. v092.
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Figure 40. v093.
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Figure 41. v094.
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Figure 42. v095.
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Figure 43. v096.
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Figure 44. v097.
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Figure 45. v098.
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Figure 46. v099.
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Figure 47. v100.
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Figure 48. v101.
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Figure 49. v102.
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Figure 50. v103.
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Figure 51. v104.
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Figure 52. v105.
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Figure 53. v106.
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Figure 54. v107.
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Figure 55. v108.
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Figure 56. v109.
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Figure 57. v110.
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Figure 58. v111.
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Figure 59. v112.
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Figure 60. v113.
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Figure 61. v114.
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Figure 62. v115.
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Figure 63. v116.
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Figure 64. v117.
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Figure 65. v118.
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Figure 66. v119.
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Figure 67. v120.
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Figure 68. v121.
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Figure 69. v122.
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Figure 70. v123.
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Figure 71. v124.
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Figure 72. v125.
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Figure 73. v126.
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Figure 74. v127.
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Figure 75. v128.
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Figure 76. v129.
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Figure 77. v130.
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Figure 78. v131.
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Figure 79. v132.
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Figure 80. v133.
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Figure 81. v134.
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Figure 82. v135.
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Figure 83. v136.
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Figure 84. v137.
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Figure 85. v138.
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Figure 86. v139.
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Figure 87. v140.
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Figure 88. v141.
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Figure 89. v142.
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Figure 90. v143.
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Figure 91. v144.
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Figure 92. v145.
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Figure 93. v146.
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Figure 94. v147.
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Figure 95. v148.
The average balance in the last 12 months ranges in values from 100 to
22,000, with an average balance of 2,600.
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Figure 96. v149.
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Appendix D - Chi-Square and Power Statis-
tics
Appendix D.1 Credit Cards Recovery Dataset
Variable Power Chi Square
V001 1.03831 2.38
V002 1.38186 151.56
V003 1.29533 109.62
V004 1.13844 56.9
V005 1.00496 0.13
V006 1.1988 64.76
V007 1.09299 36.27
V008 1.00436 0.11
V009 1.02427 5.38
V010 1.04501 11.11
V011 1.0134 0.31
V012 1.266 88.41
V013 1.13464 31.99
V014 1.4773 208.9
V015 1.22842 71.49
V016 1.19284 52.89
V017 1.5055 203.87
V018 1.03513 10.45
V019 1.12761 25.44
V020 1.18269 53.94
V021 1.1128 59.12
V022 0.036 16.066
V023 0.02027 5.345
V024 0.42662 191.685
V025 0.44033 228.617
V026 0.14185 72.867
V027 0.40597 211.203
V028 0.42126 230.45
V029 0.13506 64.177
V030 0.06505 9.561
V031 0.31195 112.676
V032 0.06171 8.354
V033 0.2816 99.943
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Variable Power Chi Square
V034 0.05074 4.907
V035 0.18843 57.951
V036 0.39133 161.413
V037 0.12932 25.838
V038 0.33642 123.75
V039 0.49323 198.715
V040 0.1871 46.15
V041 0.37068 134.568
V042 0.20397 60.759
V043 0.12959 25.935
V044 0.13902 40.514
V045 0.24382 123.091
V046 0.26482 115.618
V047 0.27317 141.959
V048 0.27853 118.993
V049 0.32899 181.708
V050 0.33279 142.268
V051 0.03617 4.055
V052 0.01322 0.938
V053 0.00258 0.256
V054 0.24185 70.172
V055 0.18488 46.921
V056 0.04659 5.661
V057 0.28641 106.803
V058 0.21586 72.963
V059 0.11622 20.476
V060 0.34519 133.706
V061 0.38572 142.842
V062 0.16847 44.627
V063 0.28842 113.075
V064 0.34663 136.496
V065 0.40492 215.527
V066 0.50636 274.794
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Variable Power Chi Square
V067 0.40613 183.032
V069 0.34521 177.557
V070 0.46083 239.105
V071 0.32227 130.007
V072 0.04441 4.391
V073 0.437 212.375
V074 0.44231 224.613
V075 0.47661 254.553
V076 0.23121 82.513
V077 0.23723 86.717
V078 0.11971 21.869
V079 0.41785 167.106
V080 0.17252 47.355
V081 0.27328 92.622
V082 0.15005 37.788
V087 0.32659 150.253
V088 0.14802 54.153
V089 0.14458 42.04
V090 0.14738 42.502
V091 0.35638 127.468
V092 0.03244 11.746
V093 0.0362 11.108
V094 0.00631 1.129
V095 0.17973 67.481
V096 0.16409 61.502
V097 0.26604 116.596
V098 0.0159 1.73
V099 0.03818 5.363
V100 0.03889 5.103
V101 0.22395 67.825
V102 0.29089 97.626
V103 0.22503 75.902
V104 0.26479 96.397
V105 0.23887 86.98
V106 0.32548 113.348
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Variable Power Chi Square
V107 0.35991 144.569
V108 0.39059 146.096
V109 0.41554 179.135
V110 0.221 77.459
V111 0.19693 68.563
V112 0.28465 96.523
V113 0.19574 68.479
V114 0.20486 71.593
V115 0.32696 122.114
V116 0.33404 144.044
V117 0.32613 153.054
V118 0.30821 141.106
V119 0.18207 51.833
V120 0.15759 44.539
V121 0.18344 74.916
V122 0.1996 71.8
V123 0.22874 81.631
V124 0.29821 99.18
V125 0.2001 57.928
V126 0.16751 56.745
V127 1.24329 83.335
V128 1.34401 141.965
V129 1.15255 60.752
V130 1.01224 0.556
V131 1.26737 95.068
V132 1.14995 45.919
V133 1.29051 107.426
V134 1.11915 64.754
V135 1.03719 17.952
V136 1.02169 6
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Variable Power Chi Square
V137 1.06732 10.534
V138 1.32558 121.23
V139 1.30798 118.446
V140 1.14078 36.807
V141 1.30756 108.559
V142 1.22988 114.53
V143 1.23623 106.847
V144 1.05882 8.452
V145 1.27172 88.367
V146 1.33381 124.355
V147 1.21215 77.41
V148 1.42737 205.583
V149 1.21365 76.11
VLHGHB1 1.33096 135.745
VLHGHB2 1.31202 119.272
VLHGHB3 1.29218 102.552
VLHGHB4 1.24916 91.767
VLHGHB5 1.36558 150.935
VLHGHB6 1.39664 166.972
VLHGHB7 1.40414 171.356
VLHGHB8 1.33514 137.892
VLHGHB9 1.24939 85.192
VLHGHB10 1.16622 53.889
VLHGHB11 1.11155 28.01
VLHGHB12 1.08415 24.03
CNPURC1 1.18534 53.61
CNPURC2 1.194 57.73
CNPURC3 1.20885 64.55
CNPURC4 1.23751 78.3
CNPURC5 1.28412 100.39
CNPURC6 1.30183 109.35
CNPURC7 1.31268 114.69
CNPURC8 1.31918 114.07
CNPURC9 1.27328 88.68
CNPURC10 1.17729 43.64
CNPURC11 1.09542 15.89
CNPURC12 1.06986 10.1
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Variable Power Chi Square
VLCRDL1 1.28422 101.496
VLCRDL2 1.28325 100.96
VLCRDL3 1.28034 98.486
VLCRDL4 1.26223 89.815
VLCRDL5 1.26979 93.39
VLCRDL6 1.40996 175.73
VLCRDL7 1.42818 189.687
VLCRDL8 1.40981 180.226
VLCRDL9 1.40419 180.776
VLCRDL10 1.39884 179.693
VLCRDL11 1.39033 176.498
VLCRDL12 1.39496 179.769
VLCRRB1 1.50636 274.794
VLCRRB2 1.46083 239.105
VLCRRB3 1.43304 210.81
VLCRRB4 1.3678 152.233
VLCRRB5 1.45313 221.791
VLCRRB6 1.45099 217.579
VLCRRB7 1.45525 223.429
VLCRRB8 1.42486 206.906
VLCRRB9 1.41844 200.674
VLCRRB10 1.41698 200.161
VLCRRB11 1.41456 195.571
VLCRRB12 1.40393 189.422
ORIGAMT 1.52989 297.84
CNCSHA1 1.15373 53.98
CNCSHA2 1.15023 51.12
CNCSHA3 1.14488 43.63
CNCSHA4 1.10279 19.94
CNCSHA5 1.05407 7.53
CNCSHA6 1.08878 16.44
CNCSHA7 1.11404 23.91
CNCSHA8 1.1158 19.59
CNCSHA9 1.0823 11.67
CNCSHA10 1.03807 2.94
CNCSHA11 1.02911 2.15
CNCSHA12 1.01198 0.47
CNAPPSCR 1.1622 35.57
TOTALPAY 9.22279 2206.91
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Variable Power Chi Square
VLCSH1 1.01433 3.281
VLCSH2 1.03943 7.413
VLCSH3 1.15972 47.182
VLCSH4 1.27754 91.028
VLCSH5 1.16309 44.109
VLCSH6 1.14142 35.785
VLCSH7 1.09433 19.33
VLCSH8 1.07268 13.247
VLCSH9 1.04173 5.701
VLCSH10 1.0186 0.869
VLCSH11 1.02861 2.553
VLCSH12 1.00405 0.043
VLHGHA1 1.03896 6.554
VLHGHA2 1.20284 72.371
VLHGHA3 1.16022 42.315
VLHGHA4 1.21537 60.975
VLHGHA5 1.24325 75.033
VLHGHA6 1.2694 84.33
VLHGHA7 1.27726 87.647
VLHGHA8 1.279 91.091
VLHGHA9 1.19799 58.448
VLHGHA10 1.1226 26.092
VLHGHA11 1.08393 16.286
VLHGHA12 1.06006 10.493
VLINT1 1.42725 202.795
VLINT2 1.40935 189.054
VLINT3 1.37436 153.007
VLINT4 1.29465 115.248
VLINT5 1.39033 167.538
VLINT6 1.39907 182.321
VLINT7 1.38678 174.989
VLINT8 1.31396 120.292
VLINT9 1.22227 74.758
VLINT10 1.12354 38.497
VLINT11 1.09485 22.926
VLINT12 1.06839 18.487
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Variable Power Chi Square
VLPAY1 1.12554 27.443
VLPAY2 1.06558 9.07
VLPAY3 1.03852 4.588
VLPAY4 1.09746 13.906
VLPAY5 1.04501 5.777
VLPAY6 1.05494 7.063
VLPAY7 1.0779 12.003
VLPAY8 1.06765 11.951
VLPAY9 1.09713 14.398
VLPAY10 1.12137 20.625
VLPAY11 1.11423 18.76
VLPAY12 1.13287 23.469
VLPSTD1 1.40613 183.032
VLPSTD2 1.32227 130.007
VLPSTD3 1.27951 109.302
VLPSTD4 1.16488 47.235
VLPSTD5 1.24637 84.771
VLPSTD6 1.23452 85.993
VLPSTD7 1.19729 63.902
VLPSTD8 1.20113 70.614
VLPSTD9 1.13901 49.153
VLPSTD10 1.08402 26.781
VLPSTD11 1.06323 18.117
VLPSTD12 1.04638 8.56
VLPUR1 1.02926 2.659
VLPUR2 1.04332 5.787
VLPUR3 1.10212 16.841
VLPUR4 1.10629 16.625
VLPUR5 1.04086 2.698
VLPUR6 1.02272 1.878
VLPUR7 1.02218 1.062
VLPUR8 1.04988 4.169
VLPUR9 1.07406 8.399
VLPUR10 1.13786 33.825
VLPUR11 1.08258 18.785
VLPUR12 1.04319 6.61
AGENTREF 7.09777 1728.97
iniagent 1.11364 21.33
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Appendix D.2 Loans Default Dataset
Chi Power Chi-square
Variable Power square Rank Rank
COMBSC 2.58401 395.073 1 1
TOTSURP 1.70103 316.934 5 2
TOTASS 1.77924 314.106 3 3
APPSCORE 1.97882 261.664 2 4
RESSTAT 1.72152 226.073 4 5
COCCPN 1.52184 214.013 10 6
TOTLIAB 1.68544 205.754 7 7
TOTMORT 1.69628 192.932 6 8
TIMEWBANK 1.56095 181.778 9 9
TOTYMT 1.51356 157.308 11 10
BURSC 1.36216 157.225 13 11
ABALCUR 1.66796 141.570 8 12
CRLNSHP 1.50693 122.245 12 13
NINQ 1.24126 82.534 19 14
REFERREAS1 1.17021 75.431 22 15
CUSTUMI 1.28079 67.379 15 16
IDPOST 1.17270 67.157 21 17
ALOANORIGNL 1.25792 61.672 17 18
CMARITAL 1.28661 61.561 14 19
AGE 1.20669 61.135 20 20
LOANAMT 1.25875 60.205 16 21
CPURP 1.24305 56.614 18 22
REFERREAS4 1.04817 49.420 40 23
CPROD 1.10112 42.382 29 24
REFERREAS2 1.15794 40.900 23 25
PRODCODE 1.09435 39.903 30 26
REFERREAS3 1.08500 39.160 31 27
RESCNTY 1.00569 32.806 52 28
CHANNEL 1.15360 31.229 24 29
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Chi Power Chi-square
Variable Power square Rank Rank
MULTAPP 1.06968 25.330 36 30
EXISCUST 1.08011 22.077 33 31
STATE 1.13683 20.039 25 32
NTERM 1.12479 16.603 26 33
OTHYMT 1.06986 15.921 35 34
SECUR 1.11770 14.668 28 35
NDAYCDM 1.12220 14.230 27 36
BRRECOM 1.03177 12.817 43 37
MATRIX 1.05708 12.078 37 38
REGUL 1.05289 9.839 39 39
CRG 1.02911 9.707 45 40
SECTYPE1 1.07155 7.881 34 41
KRESUB 1.08220 7.189 32 42
SELFEMP 1.04100 6.229 41 43
NDPNDNTS 1.05359 5.487 38 44
INTONLY 1.01275 3.667 49 45
MISSCORE 1.00741 3.519 51 46
FCRREP 1.01973 2.860 47 47
KTOTDPT 1.03293 2.322 42 48
FPLACMPLC 1.00306 1.786 54 49
TOTDEP 1.02207 1.250 46 50
GENDER 1.03124 1.07606 44 51
SPSIGN 1.00092 0.87780 57 52
FRENEWAL 1.01770 0.46326 48 53
MIDINIT 1.00180 0.38020 55 54
PERMRES 1.00090 0.38020 58 55
YVERIFD 1.00364 0.33929 53 56
REFIN 1.00888 0.30081 50 57
SCOREID 1.00090 0.11696 59 58
CICC 1.00179 0.05848 56 59
APPCOD 1.00000 0.00000 60 60
GRPPROD 1.00000 0.00000 61 61
TYPERLNSHP 1.00000 0.00000 62 62
DECISION 1.00000 0.00000 63 63
ORGINDVDLAI 1.00000 0.00000 64 64
IDPOSTGRP 1.00000 0.00000 65 65
IDSYS 1.00000 0.00000 66 66
IDSYSACCT 1.00000 0.00000 67 67
ORG 1.00000 0.00000 68 68
TYPE 1.00000 0.00000 69 69
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Appendix D.3 Loans Early Repayment Dataset
Chi Power Chi-square
Variable Power square Rank Rank
COCCPN 1.31388 84.7956 4 1
IDPOST 1.20323 81.5814 9 2
REFERREAS3 1.12233 81.4431 16 3
REFERREAS2 1.11385 80.9803 17 4
TOTLIAB 1.33329 76.9706 1 5
TOTMORT 1.31562 73.7582 3 6
RESSTAT 1.32030 68.8974 2 7
COMBSC 1.29260 66.1603 6 8
APPSCORE 1.29711 64.2072 5 9
NTERM 1.15958 60.1185 12 10
TOTASS 1.28271 58.4028 7 11
TOTSURP 1.23298 48.4693 8 12
ABALCUR 1.16112 40.9904 11 13
REFERREAS1 1.13104 29.3597 14 14
TOTYMT 1.18994 27.4587 10 15
STATE 1.12581 22.5105 15 16
NINQ 1.14373 17.5698 13 17
CHANNEL 1.08456 12.5006 23 18
CRLNSHP 1.11118 12.0138 18 19
NDPNDNTS 1.10266 11.2767 19 20
KTOTDPT 1.09485 11.0063 20 21
CPURP 1.06913 9.7367 28 22
MIDINIT 1.00330 9.5791 50 23
MATRIX 1.07699 9.3903 26 24
CUSTUMI 1.08080 7.4750 24 25
TIMEWBANK 1.08784 7.0831 21 26
REFERREAS4 1.05941 6.3325 32 27
AGE 1.07907 6.2927 25 28
CPROD 1.01836 5.7795 39 29
KRESUB 1.08654 5.6009 22 30
NDAYCDM 1.06063 5.5510 30 31
CMARITAL 1.07571 4.4618 27 32
CRG 1.00972 3.7590 41 33
FRENEWAL 1.06018 3.7120 31 34
LOANAMT 1.05336 3.2173 33 35
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Chi Power Chi-square
Variable Power square Rank Rank
MISSCORE 1.00745 3.0682 42 36
ALOANORIGNL 1.06176 3.0655 29 37
PRODCODE 1.00653 2.1666 44 38
PERMRES 1.00182 1.7625 55 39
OTHYMT 1.01916 1.7248 38 40
GENDER 1.04360 1.5641 34 41
FPLACMPLC 1.00230 1.3529 53 42
BRRECOM 1.01265 1.1661 40 43
TOTDEP 1.02297 1.1447 36 44
BURSC 1.02873 0.9780 35 45
SECTYPE1 1.00576 0.8427 46 46
SPSIGN 1.00120 0.6648 58 47
SECUR 1.01997 0.5869 37 48
FCRREP 1.00599 0.4201 45 49
RESCNTY 1.00725 0.3795 43 50
INTONLY 1.00227 0.21370 54 51
REGUL 1.00416 0.12330 49 52
MULTAPP 1.00290 0.11032 51 53
SELFEMP 1.00453 0.09364 47 54
SCOREID 1.00119 0.08858 59 55
YVERIFD 1.00156 0.05470 57 56
EXISCUST 1.00447 0.05422 48 57
CICC 1.00237 0.04429 52 58
REFIN 1.00169 0.00843 56 59
APPCOD 1.00000 0.00000 60 60
GRPPROD 1.00000 0.00000 61 61
TYPERLNSHP 1.00000 0.00000 62 62
DECISION 1.00000 0.00000 63 63
FORGINDVDLAI 1.00000 0.00000 64 64
IDPOSTGRP 1.00000 0.00000 65 65
IDSYS 1.00000 0.00000 66 66
IDSYSACCT 1.00000 0.00000 67 67
ORG 1.00000 0.00000 68 68
TYPE 1.00000 0.00000 69 69
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Appendix E - Kaplan-Meier Curves for Cat-
egorical Predictors
Appendix E.1 Credit Card Recovery
Figure Kaplan-Meier Curve: Reference Month.
Figure Kaplan-Meier Curve: Agent Reference.
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Appendix F - Log-rank Test of Equality for
Categorical Predictors
Appendix F.1 Credit Card Recovery
Test of Equality over Strata
Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
monthref Log-Rank 13.4763 11 0.2633
Wilcoxon 14.2468 11 0.2196
-2Log(LR) 0.8417 11 1.0000
agentref Log-Rank 127.7206 15 < .0001
Wilcoxon 127.1321 15 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
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Appendix F.2 Loans Default
Test of Equality over Strata
Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
BRRECOM Log-Rank 5.1486 1 0.0233
Wilcoxon 5.7628 1 0.0164
-2Log(LR) 0.9882 1 0.3202
CHANNEL Log-Rank 26.3357 8 0.0009
Wilcoxon 27.0113 8 0.0007
-2Log(LR) . . .
CICC Log-Rank 0.0000 0 .
Wilcoxon 0.0000 0 .
-2Log(LR) . . .
CMARITAL Log-Rank 5.8832 4 0.2080
Wilcoxon 4.7393 4 0.3151
-2Log(LR) 0.2580 4 0.9924
CPROD Log-Rank 10.1067 4 0.0387
Wilcoxon 8.5061 4 0.0747
-2Log(LR) . . .
CPURP Log-Rank 17.9507 16 0.3268
Wilcoxon 16.5846 16 0.4130
-2Log(LR) 1.4040 16 1.0000
CRG Log-Rank 189.5123 5 < .0001
Wilcoxon 235.7711 5 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
CRLNSHP Log-Rank 0.4219 1 0.5160
Wilcoxon 1.1750 1 0.2784
-2Log(LR) 0.0130 1 0.9091
EXISCUST Log-Rank 2.9128 1 0.0879
Wilcoxon 2.5131 1 0.1129
-2Log(LR) 0.2426 1 0.6223
FCRREP Log-Rank 71.0000 1 < .0001
Wilcoxon 71.0000 1 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 3.2947 1 0.0695
FPLACMPLC Log-Rank 5.6691 1 0.0173
Wilcoxon 5.0911 1 0.0240
-2Log(LR) 0.1006 1 0.7512
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Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
GENDER Log-Rank 1.3762 1 0.2408
Wilcoxon 1.6179 1 0.2034
-2Log(LR) 0.0466 1 0.8291
IDPOST Log-Rank 371.0472 20 < .0001
Wilcoxon 376.7622 20 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
INTONLY Log-Rank 9.4243 1 0.0021
Wilcoxon 8.2871 1 0.0040
-2Log(LR) 0.1962 1 0.6578
MIDINIT Log-Rank 0.0000 0 .
Wilcoxon 0.0000 0 .
-2Log(LR) . . .
MULTAPP Log-Rank 24.9508 1 < .0001
Wilcoxon 24.1986 1 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 0.4099 1 0.5220
PERMRES Log-Rank 0.0000 0 .
Wilcoxon 0.0000 0 .
-2Log(LR) . . .
PRODCODE Log-Rank 12.6582 3 0.0054
Wilcoxon 11.2460 3 0.0105
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS1 Log-Rank 123.8352 18 < .0001
Wilcoxon 132.2905 18 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS2 Log-Rank 122.5281 18 < .0001
Wilcoxon 125.6632 18 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS3 Log-Rank 118.3604 19 < .0001
Wilcoxon 121.1683 19 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS4 Log-Rank 126.5071 15 < .0001
Wilcoxon 122.6805 15 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
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Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
REFIN Log-Rank 1.3331 1 0.2483
Wilcoxon 1.5343 1 0.2155
-2Log(LR) 0.1429 1 0.7054
REGUL Log-Rank 0.2789 1 0.5975
Wilcoxon 1.3430 1 0.2465
-2Log(LR) 0.2240 1 0.6360
RESCNTY Log-Rank 0.9813 1 0.3219
Wilcoxon 0.9412 1 0.3320
-2Log(LR) . . .
RESSTAT Log-Rank 3.8781 6 0.6932
Wilcoxon 5.7811 6 0.4482
-2Log(LR) 0.4657 6 0.9982
SECTYPE1 Log-Rank 0.5355 1 0.4643
Wilcoxon 0.2105 1 0.6464
-2Log(LR) . . .
SECUR Log-Rank 2.7404 1 0.0978
Wilcoxon 2.2733 1 0.1316
-2Log(LR) 0.0844 1 0.7714
SELFEMP Log-Rank 0.2315 1 0.6304
Wilcoxon 0.2639 1 0.6075
-2Log(LR) 0.0262 1 0.8715
SPSIGN Log-Rank 26.7088 1 < .0001
Wilcoxon 27.9490 1 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 1.8846 1 0.1698
STATE Log-Rank 13.7138 7 0.0565
Wilcoxon 11.5107 7 0.1178
-2Log(LR) . . .
YVERIFD Log-Rank 6.7901 1 0.0092
Wilcoxon 8.5686 1 0.0034
-2Log(LR) 0.6803 1 0.4095
The following variables were not able to be analysed as they have only 1
strata: APPCOD, CGRPPROD, CTYPERLNSHP, DECISION, FORGIND-
VDLAIW, FRENEWAL, IDSYS, IDSYSACCT, ORG, ScoreId, TYPE
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Appendix F.3 Loans Early Repayment
Test of Equality over Strata
Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
BRRECOM Log-Rank 1.1776 1 0.2778
Wilcoxon 3.1151 1 0.0776
-2Log(LR) 0.1843 1 0.6677
CHANNEL Log-Rank 106.0588 10 < .0001
Wilcoxon 126.3331 10 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
CICC Log-Rank 0.0000 0 .
Wilcoxon 0.0000 0 .
-2Log(LR) . . .
CMARITAL Log-Rank 28.6758 4 < .0001
Wilcoxon 39.3941 4 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 2.0112 4 0.7337
CPROD Log-Rank 43.3499 7 < .0001
Wilcoxon 55.2426 7 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
CPURP Log-Rank 92.2664 16 < .0001
Wilcoxon 129.1624 16 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 6.3859 16 0.9834
CRG Log-Rank 5.0687 8 0.7502
Wilcoxon 7.8234 8 0.4509
-2Log(LR) 0.3908 8 0.9999
CRLNSHP Log-Rank 0.7762 1 0.3783
Wilcoxon 1.2235 1 0.2687
-2Log(LR) 0.0580 1 0.8096
EXISCUST Log-Rank 5.8755 1 0.0154
Wilcoxon 8.6804 1 0.0032
-2Log(LR) 0.4757 1 0.4904
FCRREP Log-Rank 4.9189 1 0.0266
Wilcoxon 8.4811 1 0.0036
-2Log(LR) 0.4497 1 0.5025
FPLACMPLC Log-Rank 0.0636 1 0.8009
Wilcoxon 0.0022 1 0.9622
-2Log(LR) 0.0004 1 0.9841
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Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
GENDER Log-Rank 0.0603 1 0.8061
Wilcoxon 0.0000 1 0.9969
-2Log(LR) 0.0158 1 0.9000
IDPOST Log-Rank 215.1779 36 < .0001
Wilcoxon 284.5168 36 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
INTONLY Log-Rank 0.1834 1 0.6685
Wilcoxon 1.8277 1 0.1764
-2Log(LR) 0.1845 1 0.6675
MIDINIT Log-Rank 2.4860 1 0.1149
Wilcoxon 2.1333 1 0.1441
-2Log(LR) 0.1441 1 0.7042
MULTAPP Log-Rank 0.9387 1 0.3326
Wilcoxon 0.7072 1 0.4004
-2Log(LR) 0.0370 1 0.8474
PERMRES Log-Rank 0.1489 1 0.6996
Wilcoxon 0.9441 1 0.3312
-2Log(LR) 0.0715 1 0.7891
PRODCODE Log-Rank 36.9163 4 < .0001
Wilcoxon 48.0905 4 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 2.5205 4 0.6410
REFERREAS1 Log-Rank 68.1071 33 0.0003
Wilcoxon 83.5140 33 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS2 Log-Rank 125.0287 37 < .0001
Wilcoxon 119.4018 37 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS3 Log-Rank 37.3488 24 0.0404
Wilcoxon 44.6204 24 0.0065
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS4 Log-Rank 86.9748 23 < .0001
Wilcoxon 99.6656 23 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
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Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
REFIN Log-Rank 15.4893 1 < .0001
Wilcoxon 28.5260 1 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 1.5204 1 0.2176
REGUL Log-Rank 5.7927 1 0.0161
Wilcoxon 9.0443 1 0.0026
-2Log(LR) 0.4885 1 0.4846
RESCNTY Log-Rank 0.0000 0 .
Wilcoxon 0.0000 0 .
-2Log(LR) . . .
RESSTAT Log-Rank 30.0401 6 < .0001
Wilcoxon 48.8530 6 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 2.4097 6 0.8784
SECTYPE1 Log-Rank 6.8451 4 0.1443
Wilcoxon 10.2515 4 0.0364
-2Log(LR) 0.5433 4 0.9692
SECUR Log-Rank 6.0554 1 0.0139
Wilcoxon 3.7074 1 0.0542
-2Log(LR) 0.1842 1 0.6678
SELFEMP Log-Rank 0.0982 1 0.7540
Wilcoxon 0.0059 1 0.9388
-2Log(LR) 0.0001 1 0.9932
SPSIGN Log-Rank 4.5475 1 0.0330
Wilcoxon 6.9586 1 0.0083
-2Log(LR) 0.4504 1 0.5021
STATE Log-Rank 50.3132 7 < .0001
Wilcoxon 55.3342 7 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
YVERIFD Log-Rank 2.6138 1 0.1059
Wilcoxon 6.1016 1 0.0135
-2Log(LR) 0.4432 1 0.5056
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Appendix F.4 Competing Risks - Default Versus Repayment
Test of Equality over Strata
Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
BRRECOM Log-Rank 0.2696 1 0.6036
Wilcoxon 0.0001 1 0.9916
-2Log(LR) 0.0437 1 0.8344
CHANNEL Log-Rank 108.9503 10 < .0001
Wilcoxon 135.9429 10 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
CICC Log-Rank 0.0000 0 .
Wilcoxon 0.0000 0 .
-2Log(LR) . . .
CMARITAL Log-Rank 22.6984 4 0.0001
Wilcoxon 29.3448 4 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 1.3820 4 0.8473
CPROD Log-Rank 36.5391 7 < .0001
Wilcoxon 41.2454 7 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
CPURP Log-Rank 85.7756 16 < .0001
Wilcoxon 116.8003 16 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 5.8037 16 0.9901
CRG Log-Rank 1064.8368 8 < .0001
Wilcoxon 1089.9591 8 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 12.8606 8 0.1167
CRLNSHP Log-Rank 0.1627 1 0.6867
Wilcoxon 0.3370 1 0.5616
-2Log(LR) 0.0130 1 0.9093
EXISCUST Log-Rank 2.1165 1 0.1457
Wilcoxon 3.6519 1 0.0560
-2Log(LR) 0.1480 1 0.7004
FCRREP Log-Rank 5.4574 1 0.0195
Wilcoxon 10.4838 1 0.0012
-2Log(LR) 0.8886 1 0.3459
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Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
FPLACMPLC Log-Rank 0.2726 1 0.6016
Wilcoxon 0.1164 1 0.7329
-2Log(LR) 0.0039 1 0.9500
GENDER Log-Rank 0.2730 1 0.6014
Wilcoxon 0.0994 1 0.7526
-2Log(LR) 0.0053 1 0.9420
IDPOST Log-Rank 2300.1704 40 < .0001
Wilcoxon 2376.1374 40 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
INTONLY Log-Rank 0.7901 1 0.3741
Wilcoxon 4.2223 1 0.0399
-2Log(LR) 0.3125 1 0.5762
MIDINIT Log-Rank 2.4860 1 0.1149
Wilcoxon 2.1333 1 0.1441
-2Log(LR) 0.1441 1 0.7042
MULTAPP Log-Rank 1.3972 1 0.2372
Wilcoxon 1.3849 1 0.2393
-2Log(LR) 0.0846 1 0.7712
PERMRES Log-Rank 0.1279 1 0.7207
Wilcoxon 0.8912 1 0.3452
-2Log(LR) 0.0672 1 0.7955
PRODCODE Log-Rank 28.4338 4 < .0001
Wilcoxon 31.2489 4 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 1.5100 4 0.8249
REFERREAS1 Log-Rank 804.5477 33 < .0001
Wilcoxon 827.5210 33 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS2 Log-Rank 158.7783 37 < .0001
Wilcoxon 168.0859 37 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS3 Log-Rank 695.0126 26 < .0001
Wilcoxon 710.7055 26 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
REFERREAS4 Log-Rank 778.3190 26 < .0001
Wilcoxon 789.6170 26 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
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Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
REFIN Log-Rank 17.1559 1 < .0001
Wilcoxon 29.8849 1 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 1.6601 1 0.1976
REGUL Log-Rank 5.6067 1 0.0179
Wilcoxon 9.7299 1 0.0018
-2Log(LR) 0.5915 1 0.4419
RESCNTY Log-Rank 0.3280 1 0.5668
Wilcoxon 0.5858 1 0.4440
-2Log(LR) . . .
RESSTAT Log-Rank 28.3672 6 < .0001
Wilcoxon 49.1007 6 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 2.4429 6 0.8748
SECTYPE1 Log-Rank 5.4255 4 0.2464
Wilcoxon 7.4127 4 0.1156
-2Log(LR) 0.3953 4 0.9829
SECUR Log-Rank 6.2866 1 0.0122
Wilcoxon 4.0804 1 0.0434
-2Log(LR) 0.1967 1 0.6574
SELFEMP Log-Rank 0.0614 1 0.8043
Wilcoxon 0.0030 1 0.9565
-2Log(LR) 0.0007 1 0.9792
SPSIGN Log-Rank 10.3921 1 0.0013
Wilcoxon 18.6900 1 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 1.4043 1 0.2360
STATE Log-Rank 41.9083 7 < .0001
Wilcoxon 45.1859 7 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
YVERIFD Log-Rank 5.1594 1 0.0231
Wilcoxon 10.8246 1 0.0010
-2Log(LR) 0.8202 1 0.3651
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Appendix F.5 Competing Risks - Recovery Versus Write Oﬀ
Test of Equality over Strata
Chi- Pr >
Variable Test Square DF Chi-square
monthref Log-Rank 99.7011 11 < .0001
Wilcoxon 135.0482 11 < .0001
-2Log(LR) 14.4415 11 0.2095
agentref Log-Rank 3058.7528 41 < .0001
Wilcoxon 3161.4021 41 < .0001
-2Log(LR) . . .
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Appendix G - Univariate Cox Proportional
Hazard Regression for Continuous Predic-
tors
Appendix G.1 Credit Card Recovery
Univariate Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v001 1 -0.02719 0.00769 12.4908 0.0004 0.973
v002 1 -0.00507 0.0003456 215.6136 < .0001 0.995
v003 1 -0.16682 0.01331 157.0450 < .0001 0.846
v004 1 -0.14711 0.01805 66.4433 < .0001 0.863
V005 1 -0.03634 0.00639 32.3360 < .0001 0.964
v006 1 -0.10148 0.01690 36.0423 < .0001 0.904
v007 1 -0.10371 0.01985 27.3058 < .0001 0.901
v008 1 -0.04090 0.00769 28.3065 < .0001 0.960
v009 1 0.02620 0.02288 1.3120 0.2520 1.027
v010 1 -0.02158 0.02260 0.9119 0.3396 0.979
v011 1 -0.04493 0.01131 15.7905 < .0001 0.956
v012 1 -0.45746 0.00690 4391.1750 < .0001 0.633
v013 1 4 ×10−6 4 ×10−6 1.3280 0.2492 1.000
v014 1 0.0000124 4 ×10−6 10.0843 0.0015 1.000
v015 1 -0.56200 0.01184 2251.2609 < .0001 0.570
v016 1 0.0004209 0.0000224 352.3577 < .0001 1.000
v017 1 0.0001280 9 ×10−6 228.5858 < .0001 1.000
v018 1 -0.30335 0.05679 28.5361 < .0001 0.738
v019 1 0.0004840 0.0000412 138.0484 < .0001 1.000
v020 1 0.0003868 0.0000347 124.5748 < .0001 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v021 1 4 ×10−7 1 ×10−6 0.1150 0.7346 1.000
v022 1 -1 ×10−6 1 ×10−6 0.7956 0.3724 1.000
v023 1 -7 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 5.2202 0.0223 1.000
v024 1 3 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.3136 0.5755 1.000
v025 1 -6 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.9849 0.3210 1.000
v026 1 -0.0000194 7 ×10−6 8.8129 0.0030 1.000
v027 1 7 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 1.5026 0.2203 1.000
v028 1 -1 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.0357 0.8502 1.000
v029 1 -0.0000169 7 ×10−6 6.5254 0.0106 1.000
v030 1 -0.01885 0.00582 10.4882 0.0012 0.981
v031 1 -0.05043 0.06368 0.6272 0.4284 0.951
v032 1 -0.01981 0.00615 10.3769 0.0013 0.980
v033 1 0.00462 0.04439 0.0108 0.9171 1.005
v034 1 -0.03583 0.00801 19.9846 < .0001 0.965
v035 1 0.07583 0.06999 1.1741 0.2786 1.079
v045 1 0.43797 0.04092 114.5453 < .0001 1.550
v046 1 0.00891 0.00370 5.8138 0.0159 1.009
v047 1 0.46706 0.03943 140.3025 < .0001 1.595
v048 1 0.04384 0.00489 80.2775 < .0001 1.045
v049 1 0.48146 0.03886 153.5148 < .0001 1.618
v050 1 0.11524 0.00843 186.9010 < .0001 1.122
v051 1 0.00175 0.01599 0.0120 0.9128 1.002
v052 1 0.07135 0.02773 6.6210 0.0101 1.074
v053 1 0.21527 0.09011 5.7071 0.0169 1.240
v054 1 -0.09698 0.00659 216.3050 < .0001 0.908
v055 1 -0.10063 0.00875 132.2347 < .0001 0.904
v056 1 -0.10086 0.01668 36.5562 < .0001 0.904
v057 1 -0.14601 0.00643 515.6467 < .0001 0.864
v058 1 -0.07831 0.00851 84.7675 < .0001 0.925
v059 1 -0.00887 0.01213 0.5349 0.4646 0.991
v060 1 0.04096 0.00620 43.6448 < .0001 1.042
v061 1 0.13192 0.00951 192.2142 < .0001 1.141
v062 1 0.26339 0.02362 124.3478 < .0001 1.301
v063 1 -0.0004324 0.0001112 15.1257 0.0001 1.000
v064 1 -0.0002470 0.0009707 0.0647 0.7992 1.000
v065 1 0.49996 0.04079 150.2101 < .0001 1.649
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v066 1 -3 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.2732 0.6012 1.000
v067 1 -0.0001901 0.0000629 9.1501 0.0025 1.000
v069 1 0.45270 0.04066 123.9792 < .0001 1.573
v070 1 -4 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.4780 0.4893 1.000
v071 1 -0.0002655 0.0000729 13.2764 0.0003 1.000
v072 1 -0.03651 0.00748 23.8047 < .0001 0.964
v073 1 -0.0000120 6 ×10−6 3.8793 0.0489 1.000
v074 1 -9.5643E-6 6 ×10−6 2.6157 0.1058 1.000
v075 1 -4 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.6004 0.4384 1.000
v076 1 -0.0000156 0.0000199 0.6142 0.4332 1.000
v077 1 9 ×10−7 0.0000174 0.0026 0.9592 1.000
v078 1 0.0000938 0.0000419 5.0135 0.0251 1.000
v128 1 -0.18005 0.01126 255.6115 < .0001 0.835
v129 1 -0.15844 0.01688 88.1370 < .0001 0.853
v130 1 -0.03314 0.00578 32.8869 < .0001 0.967
v131 1 -0.24989 0.00556 2021.0342 < .0001 0.779
v132 1 -0.0000122 3.20243E-6 14.5049 0.0001 1.000
v133 1 -8 ×10−6 4 ×10−6 3.9775 0.0461 1.000
v134 1 1 ×10−6 9 ×10−7 1.2115 0.2710 1.000
v135 1 -7 ×10−7 9 ×10−7 0.5768 0.4476 1.000
v136 1 -5 ×10−6 2 ×10−6 5.2000 0.0226 1.000
v137 1 -0.01184 0.00402 8.6591 0.0033 0.988
v138 1 -0.13770 0.06384 4.6519 0.0310 0.871
v142 1 0.39362 0.04180 88.6558 < .0001 1.482
v143 1 -0.00985 0.00310 10.0698 0.0015 0.990
v144 1 -0.03865 0.01154 11.2117 0.0008 0.962
v145 1 -0.09075 0.00562 260.2912 < .0001 0.913
v146 1 -0.17513 0.00512 1172.2179 < .0001 0.839
v147 1 -0.01119 0.00510 4.8154 0.0282 0.989
v148 1 -10 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 2.5567 0.1098 1.000
v149 1 -0.0000326 0.0000205 2.5339 0.1114 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
CNAPPSCR 1 2 ×10−7 3 ×10−7 0.4222 0.5158 1.000
ORIGAMT 1 -3 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.2618 0.6089 1.000
TOTALPAY 1 -3 ×10−6 5 ×10−6 0.2289 0.6323 1.000
CNCSHA1 1 -0.00233 0.0003192 53.1022 < .0001 0.998
CNCSHA2 1 -0.00233 0.0003196 53.3461 < .0001 0.998
CNCSHA3 1 -0.00237 0.0003209 54.4812 < .0001 0.998
CNCSHA4 1 -0.00249 0.0003256 58.4355 < .0001 0.998
CNCSHA5 1 -0.00272 0.0003341 66.0384 < .0001 0.997
CNCSHA6 1 -0.00294 0.0003436 73.2752 < .0001 0.997
CNCSHA7 1 -0.00315 0.0003529 79.6512 < .0001 0.997
CNCSHA8 1 -0.00334 0.0003791 77.6066 < .0001 0.997
CNCSHA9 1 -0.00317 0.0003998 62.9170 < .0001 0.997
CNCSHA10 1 -0.00304 0.0004320 49.5241 < .0001 0.997
CNCSHA11 1 -0.00294 0.0004706 39.0630 < .0001 0.997
CNCSHA12 1 -0.00276 0.0005038 29.9686 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC1 1 -0.0009644 0.0000989 95.1584 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC2 1 -0.0009716 0.0000991 96.0549 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC3 1 -0.0009889 0.0000997 98.3320 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC4 1 -0.00103 0.0001009 103.4998 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC5 1 -0.00108 0.0001027 110.7859 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC6 1 -0.00114 0.0001047 117.9860 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC7 1 -0.00119 0.0001068 124.1636 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC8 1 -0.00123 0.0001088 128.4722 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC9 1 -0.00121 0.0001108 118.2913 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC10 1 -0.00112 0.0001160 92.7904 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC11 1 -0.0009840 0.0001209 66.2235 < .0001 0.999
CNPURC12 1 -0.0009002 0.0001271 50.1270 < .0001 0.999
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
vdels1 1 -0.02719 0.00769 12.4908 0.0004 0.973
vdels2 1 -0.03651 0.00748 23.8047 < .0001 0.964
vdels3 1 -0.04205 0.00712 34.8946 < .0001 0.959
vdels4 1 -0.03934 0.00670 34.4274 < .0001 0.961
vdels5 1 -0.06123 0.00757 65.4003 < .0001 0.941
vdels6 1 -0.07595 0.00834 82.9000 < .0001 0.927
vdels7 1 -0.09959 0.00928 115.1360 < .0001 0.905
vdels8 1 -0.11027 0.01000 121.5253 < .0001 0.896
vdels9 1 -0.13199 0.01105 142.7282 < .0001 0.876
vdels10 1 -0.11758 0.01142 105.9545 < .0001 0.889
vdels11 1 -0.14216 0.01245 130.3077 < .0001 0.867
vdels12 1 -0.08589 0.01202 51.0889 < .0001 0.918
VLCRDL1 1 -0.0000197 6 ×10−6 12.7820 0.0003 1.000
VLCRDL2 1 -0.0000201 6 ×10−6 13.1803 0.0003 1.000
VLCRDL3 1 -0.0000208 6 ×10−6 14.0918 0.0002 1.000
VLCRDL4 1 -0.0000239 6 ×10−6 18.2737 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL5 1 -0.0000362 6 ×10−6 38.7285 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL6 1 -0.0000562 6. ×10−6 83.2111 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL7 1 -0.0000744 7 ×10−6 131.9167 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL8 1 -0.0000989 7 ×10−6 207.4128 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL9 1 -0.0001228 7 ×10−6 285.2534 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL10 1 -0.0001465 8 ×10−6 366.4736 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL11 1 -0.0001691 8 ×10−6 448.4877 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL12 1 -0.0001709 8 ×10−6 459.4861 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB1 1 -3 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.2732 0.6012 1.000
VLCRRB2 1 -4 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.4780 0.4893 1.000
VLCRRB3 1 -8 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 2.0690 0.1503 1.000
VLCRRB4 1 -0.0000200 6 ×10−6 11.0093 0.0009 1.000
VLCRRB5 1 -0.0000466 7 ×10−6 51.3787 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB6 1 -0.0000738 7 ×10−6 112.9096 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB7 1 -0.0001021 7 ×10−6 190.0454 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB8 1 -0.0001278 8 ×10−6 265.7523 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB9 1 -0.0001585 8 ×10−6 359.9893 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB10 1 -0.0001843 9 ×10−6 435.2340 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB11 1 -0.0002019 9 ×10−6 481.3124 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB12 1 -0.0001816 9 ×10−6 414.4339 < .0001 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
vlcsh1 1 0.00142 0.0002322 37.3945 < .0001 1.001
vlcsh2 1 0.0002749 0.0000577 22.6686 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh3 1 0.0003735 0.0000353 111.8904 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh4 1 0.0003212 0.0000203 249.9065 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh5 1 0.0002042 0.0000199 105.7970 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh6 1 0.0000760 0.0000141 28.9369 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh7 1 0.0000466 0.0000172 7.3090 0.0069 1.000
vlcsh8 1 0.0000447 0.0000186 5.7725 0.0163 1.000
vlcsh9 1 -6 ×10−6 4 ×10−6 1.9769 0.1597 1.000
vlcsh10 1 -0.0000249 6 ×10−6 15.0434 0.0001 1.000
vlcsh11 1 -0.0000216 6 ×10−6 12.7100 0.0004 1.000
vlcsh12 1 -0.0000271 8 ×10−6 12.4796 0.0004 1.000
VLHGHA1 1 -0.0000954 0.0001492 0.4088 0.5226 1.000
VLHGHA2 1 -0.0002852 0.0001069 7.1198 0.0076 1.000
VLHGHA3 1 -0.0007417 0.0001329 31.1468 < .0001 0.999
VLHGHA4 1 -0.00137 0.0001574 76.1064 < .0001 0.999
VLHGHA5 1 -0.00193 0.0001736 123.8256 < .0001 0.998
VLHGHA6 1 -0.00255 0.0001860 187.8149 < .0001 0.997
VLHGHA7 1 -0.00289 0.0001904 230.7641 < .0001 0.997
VLHGHA8 1 -0.00290 0.0001938 224.2075 < .0001 0.997
VLHGHA9 1 -0.00249 0.0001944 164.5377 < .0001 0.998
VLHGHA10 1 -0.00220 0.0002033 116.8398 < .0001 0.998
VLHGHA11 1 -0.00192 0.0002113 82.1900 < .0001 0.998
VLHGHA12 1 -0.00176 0.0002275 59.7028 < .0001 0.998
VLHGHB1 1 -0.0000192 5 ×10−6 12.8585 0.0003 1.000
VLHGHB2 1 -0.0000213 5 ×10−6 15.4982 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB3 1 -0.0000264 6 ×10−6 22.8391 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB4 1 -0.0000382 6 ×10−6 44.0373 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB5 1 -0.0000624 6 ×10−6 101.8735 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB6 1 -0.0000877 7 ×10−6 175.2769 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB7 1 -0.0001135 7 ×10−6 259.2634 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB8 1 -0.0001171 7 ×10−6 288.8484 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB9 1 -0.0001062 7 ×10−6 254.7836 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB10 1 -0.0000962 7 ×10−6 201.3016 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB11 1 -0.0000892 7 ×10−6 162.7253 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB12 1 -0.0000797 7 ×10−6 117.0204 < .0001 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
vlint1 1 -0.0001259 0.0004171 0.0911 0.7627 1.000
vlint2 1 -0.0002650 0.0004228 0.3928 0.5308 1.000
vlint3 1 -0.0007174 0.0004312 2.7676 0.0962 0.999
vlint4 1 -0.00236 0.0004632 25.9619 < .0001 0.998
vlint5 1 -0.00427 0.0004931 74.9611 < .0001 0.996
vlint6 1 -0.00649 0.0005368 146.3713 < .0001 0.994
vlint7 1 -0.0001773 0.0000475 13.9282 0.0002 1.000
vlint8 1 -0.0001901 0.0000367 26.8925 < .0001 1.000
vlint9 1 -0.0001592 0.0000346 21.1125 < .0001 1.000
vlint10 1 -0.0001653 0.0000467 12.5317 0.0004 1.000
vlint11 1 -0.0001335 0.0000405 10.8900 0.0010 1.000
vlint12 1 -0.0001373 0.0000369 13.8108 0.0002 1.000
vlpay1 1 0.0001146 0.0000849 1.8236 0.1769 1.000
vlpay2 1 0.0000624 0.0000621 1.0119 0.3144 1.000
vlpay3 1 0.0000704 0.0000448 2.4665 0.1163 1.000
vlpay4 1 0.0000159 0.0000216 0.5431 0.4611 1.000
vlpay5 1 -0.0000257 0.0000198 1.6817 0.1947 1.000
vlpay6 1 -0.0000412 0.0000195 4.4569 0.0348 1.000
vlpay7 1 -0.0000677 0.0000182 13.7701 0.0002 1.000
vlpay8 1 -0.0000922 0.0000193 22.8916 < .0001 1.000
vlpay9 1 -0.0001488 0.0000216 47.3501 < .0001 1.000
vlpay10 1 -0.0001800 0.0000219 67.3127 < .0001 1.000
vlpay11 1 -0.0001647 0.0000213 59.9723 < .0001 1.000
vlpay12 1 -0.0001378 0.0000208 43.6874 < .0001 1.000
VLPSTD1 1 -0.0001901 0.0000629 9.1501 0.0025 1.000
VLPSTD2 1 -0.0002655 0.0000729 13.2764 0.0003 1.000
VLPSTD3 1 -0.0003454 0.0000828 17.3763 < .0001 1.000
VLPSTD4 1 -0.0004403 0.0000932 22.2919 < .0001 1.000
VLPSTD5 1 -0.0005988 0.0001092 30.0816 < .0001 0.999
VLPSTD6 1 -0.0007281 0.0001204 36.5852 < .0001 0.999
VLPSTD7 1 -0.0008600 0.0001362 39.8719 < .0001 0.999
VLPSTD8 1 -0.00102 0.0001571 41.7418 < .0001 0.999
VLPSTD9 1 -0.0009053 0.0001734 27.2580 < .0001 0.999
VLPSTD10 1 -0.0008304 0.0001925 18.6139 < .0001 0.999
VLPSTD11 1 -0.0007837 0.0002137 13.4453 0.0002 0.999
VLPSTD12 1 -0.0006204 0.0002183 8.0793 0.0045 0.999
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
vlpur1 1 0.0006200 0.0000931 44.3181 < .0001 1.001
vlpur2 1 0.0002927 0.0000498 34.5564 < .0001 1.000
vlpur3 1 0.0004406 0.0000388 129.1436 < .0001 1.000
vlpur4 1 0.0002467 0.0000226 119.5289 < .0001 1.000
vlpur5 1 0.0001261 0.0000197 41.1179 < .0001 1.000
vlpur6 1 0.0001026 0.0000197 27.0767 < .0001 1.000
vlpur7 1 0.0000449 0.0000219 4.2095 0.0402 1.000
vlpur8 1 7 ×10−6 0.0000214 0.0926 0.7608 1.000
vlpur9 1 -0.0000112 5 ×10−6 5.9985 0.0143 1.000
vlpur10 1 -0.0000114 3 ×10−6 16.1613 < .0001 1.000
vlpur11 1 -0.0000151 3 ×10−6 21.5497 < .0001 1.000
vlpur12 1 -0.0000153 4 ×10−6 14.1437 0.0002 1.000
CPSA31 0 0 . . . .
CPSAG1A31 1 0.14423 0.06810 4.4854 0.0342 1.155
CPSAG2 1 -0.03032 0.25021 0.0147 0.9035 0.970
CPSAG3 1 -0.08050 0.02654 9.1998 0.0024 0.923
CPSAG3A13 1 0.03593 0.08439 0.1812 0.6703 1.037
CPSAG3AG1 1 -0.25540 0.57734 0.1957 0.6582 0.775
CPSWJL 1 -0.03267 0.10843 0.0908 0.7632 0.968
CPSWJLA13 1 2.82451 1.00041 7.9713 0.0048 16.853
CPSWJLAG1 1 0.05575 0.22954 0.0590 0.8081 1.057
CPSWJLAG1A31 0 0 . . . .
CPSWJLAG1AG9 0 0 . . . .
CPSWJLAG3 1 -0.19617 0.26749 0.5378 0.4633 0.822
CPSWJLAG9 1 -0.21767 0.50021 0.1894 0.6634 0.804
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Appendix G.2 Loans Default
Univariate Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
AGE 1 -0.0007117 0.00255 0.0777 0.7804 0.999
APPSCORE 1 0.0005619 0.0004830 1.3533 0.2447 1.001
ABALCUR 1 0.0000107 4 ×10−6 6.0911 0.0136 1.000
ALOANORIGNL 1 -0.0000117 4 ×10−6 7.6678 0.0056 1.000
BURSC 1 -0.0005042 0.0007774 0.4207 0.5166 0.999
COMBSC 1 0.0003190 0.0004511 0.5001 0.4795 1.000
CUSTUMI 1 -0.0000114 0.0000419 0.0745 0.7849 1.000
KRESUB 1 -0.01391 0.01974 0.4967 0.4809 0.986
KTOTDPT 1 0.01129 0.02829 0.1592 0.6899 1.011
LOANAMT 1 -9 ×10−6 4 ×10−6 4.2572 0.0391 1.000
MISSCORE 1 -0.07662 0.12634 0.3678 0.5442 0.926
NDAYCDM 1 -0.0000551 0.0002686 0.0421 0.8375 1.000
NDPNDNTS 1 0.00285 0.02722 0.0109 0.9167 1.003
NINQ 1 -0.00385 0.00340 1.2816 0.2576 0.996
NTERM 1 -0.0004552 0.0001832 6.1736 0.0130 1.000
OTHYMT 1 0.0000408 0.0000435 0.8767 0.3491 1.000
TIMEWBANK 1 0.0000368 0.0000582 0.3993 0.5275 1.000
TOTASS 1 -2 ×10−7 2 ×10−7 1.5287 0.2163 1.000
TOTDEP 1 6 ×10−6 0.0000203 0.0988 0.7533 1.000
TOTLIAB 1 -7 ×10−7 4 ×10−7 4.0093 0.0453 1.000
TOTMORT 1 -7 ×10−7 5 ×10−7 2.3094 0.1286 1.000
TOTSURP 1 -4 ×10−8 2 ×10−7 0.0262 0.8713 1.000
TOTYMT 1 -0.0000414 0.0000233 3.1385 0.0765 1.000
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Appendix G.3 Loans Early Repayment
Univariate Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
AGE 1 0.00376 0.0008332 20.3651 < .0001 1.004
APPSCORE 1 0.00101 0.0001507 45.2051 < .0001 1.001
ABALCUR 1 10 ×10−6 1 ×10−6 58.4052 < .0001 1.000
ALOANORIGNL 1 -3 ×10−6 1 ×10−6 4.6753 0.0306 1.000
BURSC 1 -0.0004563 0.0003265 1.9529 0.1623 1.000
COMBSC 1 0.0008088 0.0001413 32.7704 < .0001 1.001
CUSTUMI 1 0.0000434 0.0000114 14.6019 0.0001 1.000
KRESUB 1 -0.01334 0.00707 3.5592 0.0592 0.987
KTOTDPT 1 0.00634 0.00981 0.4180 0.5179 1.006
LOANAMT 1 -2 ×10−6 1 ×10−6 1.7409 0.1870 1.000
MISSCORE 1 0 0.06213 0.0000 1.0000 1.000
NDAYCDM 1 0.0000977 0.0001094 0.7976 0.3718 1.000
NDPNDNTS 1 0.00624 0.00975 0.4096 0.5222 1.006
NINQ 1 0.00227 0.00147 2.4047 0.1210 1.002
NTERM 1 3 ×10−6 0.0000538 0.0038 0.9511 1.000
OTHYMT 1 0.0000443 0.0000153 8.3753 0.0038 1.000
TIMEWBANK 1 0.0000156 0.0000168 0.8635 0.3528 1.000
TOTASS 1 3 ×10−7 3 ×10−8 73.3997 < .0001 1.000
TOTDEP 1 3 ×10−6 6 ×10−7 34.6834 < .0001 1.000
TOTLIAB 1 4 ×10−7 9 ×10−8 15.7931 < .0001 1.000
TOTMORT 1 4 ×10−7 1 ×10−7 12.5276 0.0004 1.000
TOTSURP 1 3 ×10−7 4 ×10−8 67.4818 < .0001 1.000
TOTYMT 1 0.0000285 6 ×10−6 21.4487 < .0001 1.000
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Appendix G.4 Competing Risks - Default Versus Repayment
Univariate Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
AGE 1 0.00321 0.0007915 16.4493 < .0001 1.003
APPSCORE 1 0.0008715 0.0001403 38.5869 < .0001 1.001
ABALCUR 1 10 ×10−6 1 ×10−6 61.2634 < .0001 1.000
ALOANORIGNL 1 -4 ×10−6 1 ×10−6 8.4377 0.0037 1.000
BURSC 1 -0.0005178 0.0003003 2.9730 0.0847 0.999
COMBSC 1 0.0006628 0.0001308 25.6822 < .0001 1.001
CUSTUMI 1 0.0000384 0.0000110 12.2622 0.0005 1.000
KRESUB 1 -0.01227 0.00665 3.4011 0.0652 0.988
KTOTDPT 1 0.00797 0.00930 0.7356 0.3911 1.008
LOANAMT 1 -2 ×10−6 1 ×10−6 3.4777 0.0622 1.000
MISSCORE 1 -0.01666 0.05623 0.0878 0.7670 0.983
NDAYCDM 1 0.0000670 0.0001019 0.4329 0.5106 1.000
NDPNDNTS 1 0.00699 0.00921 0.5766 0.4476 1.007
NINQ 1 0.00142 0.00135 1.1074 0.2927 1.001
NTERM 1 -0.0000270 0.0000517 0.2728 0.6015 1.000
OTHYMT 1 0.0000443 0.0000145 9.3588 0.0022 1.000
TIMEWBANK 1 0.0000148 0.0000161 0.8476 0.3572 1.000
TOTASS 1 3 ×10−7 3 ×10−8 59.6813 < .0001 1.000
TOTDEP 1 3 ×10−6 6 ×10−7 34.1436 < .0001 1.000
TOTLIAB 1 3 ×10−7 9 ×10−8 8.8532 0.0029 1.000
TOTMORT 1 3 ×10−7 1 ×10−7 7.8033 0.0052 1.000
TOTSURP 1 3 ×10−7 4 ×10−8 60.4680 < .0001 1.000
TOTYMT 1 0.0000224 6 ×10−6 14.2655 0.0002 1.000
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Appendix G.5 Competing Risks - Recovery Versus Write Oﬀ
Univariate Analysis of Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v001 1 -0.09204 0.00532 299.3788 < .0001 0.912
v002 1 -0.01412 0.0003978 1259.0857 < .0001 0.986
v003 1 -0.39329 0.01029 1459.8834 < .0001 0.675
v004 1 -0.37250 0.01324 791.1019 < .0001 0.689
V005 1 -0.10136 0.00501 408.6760 < .0001 0.904
v006 1 -0.24760 0.01187 435.0416 < .0001 0.781
v007 1 -0.27991 0.01377 413.3930 < .0001 0.756
v008 1 -0.11123 0.00556 399.7708 < .0001 0.895
v009 1 0.08527 0.01489 32.8074 < .0001 1.089
v010 1 -0.07918 0.01447 29.9512 < .0001 0.924
v011 1 -0.13409 0.00754 316.2275 < .0001 0.875
v012 1 -0.58205 0.00364 25510.0896 < .0001 0.559
v013 1 10 ×10−6 2 ×10−6 19.3267 < .0001 1.000
v014 1 0.0000322 2 ×10−6 440.3537 < .0001 1.000
v015 1 -0.68358 0.00526 16911.8338 < .0001 0.505
v016 1 0.0002144 6 ×10−6 1151.5863 < .0001 1.000
v017 1 0.0001789 3 ×10−6 3082.6596 < .0001 1.000
v018 1 -0.55692 0.02365 554.5377 < .0001 0.573
v019 1 0.0001925 8 ×10−6 552.5126 < .0001 1.000
v020 1 0.0003028 8 ×10−6 1619.1171 < .0001 1.000
v021 1 1 ×10−6 6 ×10−7 6.1066 0.0135 1.000
v022 1 -3 ×10−6 7 ×10−7 16.7580 < .0001 1.000
v023 1 -0.0000234 2 ×10−6 104.9040 < .0001 1.000
v024 1 0.0000226 3 ×10−6 61.4461 < .0001 1.000
v025 1 5 ×10−7 3 ×10−6 0.0251 0.8741 1.000
v026 1 -0.0000301 4 ×10−6 69.7250 < .0001 1.000
v027 1 0.0000373 3 ×10−6 165.8458 < .0001 1.000
v028 1 0.0000160 3 ×10−6 28.0307 < .0001 1.000
v029 1 -0.0000258 4 ×10−6 51.7599 < .0001 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v030 1 -0.04816 0.00492 95.8710 < .0001 0.953
v031 1 -0.64397 0.05679 128.5661 < .0001 0.525
v032 1 -0.05637 0.00513 120.6159 < .0001 0.945
v033 1 -0.24045 0.05107 22.1709 < .0001 0.786
v034 1 -0.08330 0.00537 240.2056 < .0001 0.920
v035 1 0.02964 0.05177 0.3278 0.5670 1.030
v045 1 0.27144 0.00968 786.6687 < .0001 1.312
v046 1 -0.01821 0.00250 53.2006 < .0001 0.982
v047 1 0.28465 0.00890 1023.7275 < .0001 1.329
v048 1 0.04479 0.00330 184.3073 < .0001 1.046
v049 1 0.57915 0.01588 1330.2903 < .0001 1.785
v050 1 0.20293 0.00608 1112.4138 < .0001 1.225
v051 1 -0.08929 0.01136 61.8149 < .0001 0.915
v052 1 0.00228 0.01759 0.0168 0.8970 1.002
v053 1 0.22872 0.05466 17.5088 < .0001 1.257
v054 1 -0.22119 0.00483 2094.1559 < .0001 0.802
v055 1 -0.23264 0.00584 1585.8226 < .0001 0.792
v056 1 -0.27604 0.01004 755.5823 < .0001 0.759
v057 1 -0.31700 0.00412 5926.7698 < .0001 0.728
v058 1 -0.24362 0.00551 1954.7448 < .0001 0.784
v059 1 -0.10887 0.00797 186.8061 < .0001 0.897
v060 1 0.02624 0.00380 47.6115 < .0001 1.027
v061 1 0.17189 0.00530 1051.2715 < .0001 1.188
v062 1 0.39623 0.01171 1145.7516 < .0001 1.486
v063 1 -0.0004126 0.0000693 35.4950 < .0001 1.000
v064 1 -0.0003826 0.0008393 0.2078 0.6485 1.000
v065 1 0.61853 0.01626 1447.5492 < .0001 1.856
v066 1 0.0000207 3 ×10−6 55.3737 < .0001 1.000
v067 1 -0.0002248 0.0000381 34.8053 < .0001 1.000
v069 1 0.55684 0.01850 906.4384 < .0001 1.745
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v070 1 0.0000167 3 ×10−6 34.1412 < .0001 1.000
v071 1 -0.0004492 0.0000485 85.7555 < .0001 1.000
v072 1 -0.09806 0.00521 354.8729 < .0001 0.907
v073 1 0.0000148 3 ×10−6 22.1612 < .0001 1.000
v074 1 0.0000125 3 ×10−6 16.9258 < .0001 1.000
v075 1 0.0000173 3 ×10−6 36.5686 < .0001 1.000
v076 1 -0.0000449 0.0000108 17.1824 < .0001 1.000
v077 1 -10 ×10−6 9 ×10−6 1.2589 0.2619 1.000
v078 1 8 ×10−6 4 ×10−6 3.4644 0.0627 1.000
v128 1 -0.40540 0.00926 1917.1821 < .0001 0.667
v129 1 -0.38813 0.01285 912.1433 < .0001 0.678
v130 1 -0.09564 0.00478 400.8245 < .0001 0.909
v131 1 -0.44979 0.00363 15379.2671 < .0001 0.638
v132 1 -0.0000314 3 ×10−6 83.9487 < .0001 1.000
v133 1 8 ×10−6 2 ×10−6 11.8397 0.0006 1.000
v134 1 2 ×10−6 4 ×10−7 13.7711 0.0002 1.000
v135 1 -2 ×10−6 5 ×10−7 15.4469 < .0001 1.000
v136 1 -0.0000174 2 ×10−6 104.5427 < .0001 1.000
v137 1 -0.03766 0.00436 74.4933 < .0001 0.963
v138 1 -0.86868 0.05790 225.1213 < .0001 0.420
v142 1 0.26188 0.01030 646.4713 < .0001 1.299
v143 1 -0.04472 0.00219 417.3298 < .0001 0.956
v144 1 -0.13760 0.00913 226.9058 < .0001 0.871
v145 1 -0.21083 0.00442 2275.3952 < .0001 0.810
v146 1 -0.32212 0.00340 8977.4949 < .0001 0.725
v147 1 -0.05306 0.00341 242.6688 < .0001 0.948
v148 1 0.0000213 3 ×10−6 44.7348 < .0001 1.000
v149 1 -0.0000686 0.0000117 34.5861 < .0001 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
CNAPPSCR 1 -2 ×10−7 2 ×10−7 2.4566 0.1170 1.000
ORIGAMT 1 0.0000221 3 ×10−6 64.7404 < .0001 1.000
TOTALPAY 1 -0.0001266 5 ×10−6 716.3191 < .0001 1.000
CNCSHA1 1 -0.00610 0.0003304 340.5219 < .0001 0.994
CNCSHA2 1 -0.00616 0.0003318 344.8069 < .0001 0.994
CNCSHA3 1 -0.00646 0.0003380 364.7450 < .0001 0.994
CNCSHA4 1 -0.00754 0.0003602 438.7513 < .0001 0.992
CNCSHA5 1 -0.00963 0.0004016 574.7914 < .0001 0.990
CNCSHA6 1 -0.01115 0.0004339 660.0456 < .0001 0.989
CNCSHA7 1 -0.01238 0.0004627 716.1073 < .0001 0.988
CNCSHA8 1 -0.01309 0.0005005 683.7053 < .0001 0.987
CNCSHA9 1 -0.01227 0.0005322 531.6183 < .0001 0.988
CNCSHA10 1 -0.01134 0.0005659 401.3065 < .0001 0.989
CNCSHA11 1 -0.01047 0.0006024 301.9957 < .0001 0.990
CNCSHA12 1 -0.00892 0.0006131 211.7558 < .0001 0.991
CNPURC1 1 -0.00276 0.0001070 666.5713 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC2 1 -0.00283 0.0001083 684.7702 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC3 1 -0.00297 0.0001106 719.2408 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC4 1 -0.00319 0.0001145 774.5460 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC5 1 -0.00348 0.0001200 843.3904 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC6 1 -0.00370 0.0001246 884.3006 < .0001 0.996
CNPURC7 1 -0.00386 0.0001285 903.4168 < .0001 0.996
CNPURC8 1 -0.00391 0.0001309 892.9865 < .0001 0.996
CNPURC9 1 -0.00371 0.0001323 784.7565 < .0001 0.996
CNPURC10 1 -0.00335 0.0001375 594.2766 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC11 1 -0.00288 0.0001422 410.7832 < .0001 0.997
CNPURC12 1 -0.00252 0.0001457 300.0650 < .0001 0.997
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Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
vdels1 1 -0.09204 0.00532 299.3788 < .0001 0.912
vdels2 1 -0.09806 0.00521 354.8729 < .0001 0.907
vdels3 1 -0.09500 0.00501 359.0755 < .0001 0.909
vdels4 1 -0.10252 0.00501 418.4742 < .0001 0.903
vdels5 1 -0.15823 0.00592 713.1890 < .0001 0.854
vdels6 1 -0.18898 0.00689 751.9187 < .0001 0.828
vdels7 1 -0.22513 0.00795 801.7671 < .0001 0.798
vdels8 1 -0.28413 0.00918 958.8942 < .0001 0.753
vdels9 1 -0.34800 0.01067 1063.2222 < .0001 0.706
vdels10 1 -0.34235 0.01154 879.8775 < .0001 0.710
vdels11 1 -0.34792 0.01265 756.9179 < .0001 0.706
vdels12 1 -0.27323 0.01253 475.2159 < .0001 0.761
VLCRDL1 1 -5 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 2.5083 0.1132 1.000
VLCRDL2 1 -6 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 3.3814 0.0659 1.000
VLCRDL3 1 -8 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 7.1476 0.0075 1.000
VLCRDL4 1 -0.0000235 3 ×10−6 50.7832 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL5 1 -0.0000676 4 ×10−6 327.1472 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL6 1 -0.0001261 4 ×10−6 865.8307 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL7 1 -0.0001882 5 ×10−6 1503.2878 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL8 1 -0.0002449 5 ×10−6 2097.1969 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL9 1 -0.0003011 6 ×10−6 2644.3836 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL10 1 -0.0003473 6 ×10−6 3010.8630 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL11 1 -0.0003940 7 ×10−6 3304.6747 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL12 1 -0.0003681 7 ×10−6 2977.4332 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB1 1 0.0000207 3 ×10−6 55.3737 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB2 1 0.0000167 3 ×10−6 34.1412 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB3 1 7 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 4.7979 0.0285 1.000
VLCRRB4 1 -0.0000231 3 ×10−6 46.8428 < .0001 1.000
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Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
VLCRRB5 1 -0.0000979 4 ×10−6 559.0815 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB6 1 -0.0001684 5 ×10−6 1204.3224 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB7 1 -0.0002413 6 ×10−6 1890.9631 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB8 1 -0.0003037 6 ×10−6 2423.6359 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB9 1 -0.0003705 7 ×10−6 2884.2180 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB10 1 -0.0004400 8 ×10−6 3230.2238 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB11 1 -0.0004819 9 ×10−6 3238.7102 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB12 1 -0.0003928 8 ×10−6 2325.7637 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh1 1 0.0002569 0.0000274 87.9540 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh2 1 0.0003190 0.0000146 478.5738 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh3 1 0.0002929 8 ×10−6 1369.7389 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh4 1 0.0002085 5 ×10−6 1903.3780 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh5 1 0.0001337 6 ×10−6 459.7605 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh6 1 0.0000826 7 ×10−6 145.1150 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh7 1 7 ×10−6 5 ×10−6 2.2379 0.1347 1.000
vlcsh8 1 -0.0000260 0.0000104 6.2349 0.0125 1.000
vlcsh9 1 -0.0000404 6 ×10−6 40.0036 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh10 1 -0.0001039 8 ×10−6 184.7446 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh11 1 -0.0001290 9 ×10−6 210.3523 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh12 1 -0.0001463 0.0000114 163.5888 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHA1 1 0.0000479 0.0000903 0.2820 0.5954 1.000
VLHGHA2 1 -0.0002269 0.0000673 11.3496 0.0008 1.000
VLHGHA3 1 -0.00129 0.0000941 187.5723 < .0001 0.999
VLHGHA4 1 -0.00321 0.0001233 679.6805 < .0001 0.997
VLHGHA5 1 -0.00499 0.0001457 1173.9701 < .0001 0.995
VLHGHA6 1 -0.00668 0.0001659 1623.3092 < .0001 0.993
VLHGHA7 1 -0.00747 0.0001758 1805.6831 < .0001 0.993
VLHGHA8 1 -0.00750 0.0001852 1642.1194 < .0001 0.993
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Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
VLHGHA9 1 -0.00685 0.0001983 1191.4789 < .0001 0.993
VLHGHA10 1 -0.00604 0.0002149 788.7115 < .0001 0.994
VLHGHA11 1 -0.00515 0.0002281 509.3903 < .0001 0.995
VLHGHA12 1 -0.00466 0.0002466 357.7338 < .0001 0.995
VLHGHB1 1 1 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 0.2504 0.6168 1.000
VLHGHB2 1 -4 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 1.9113 0.1668 1.000
VLHGHB3 1 -0.0000162 3 ×10−6 27.3975 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB4 1 -0.0000506 4 ×10−6 209.4079 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB5 1 -0.0001281 4 ×10−6 913.5322 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB6 1 -0.0002002 5 ×10−6 1668.1024 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB7 1 -0.0002720 6 ×10−6 2423.8587 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB8 1 -0.0002774 6 ×10−6 2538.3889 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB9 1 -0.0002545 6 ×10−6 2107.6990 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB10 1 -0.0002452 6 ×10−6 1631.6102 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB11 1 -0.0002392 7 ×10−6 1253.9393 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB12 1 -0.0002108 8 ×10−6 792.2343 < .0001 1.000
vlint1 1 0.00153 0.0002069 54.5639 < .0001 1.002
vlint2 1 0.00106 0.0002110 25.4079 < .0001 1.001
vlint3 1 -0.0000982 0.0002297 0.1827 0.6691 1.000
vlint4 1 -0.00433 0.0002792 239.9949 < .0001 0.996
vlint5 1 -0.00951 0.0003317 821.7376 < .0001 0.991
vlint6 1 -0.01523 0.0003913 1514.9461 < .0001 0.985
vlint7 1 -0.00117 0.0000918 162.0516 < .0001 0.999
vlint8 1 -0.0007392 0.0000523 200.1446 < .0001 0.999
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Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
vlint9 1 -0.0006601 0.0000517 163.1658 < .0001 0.999
vlint10 1 -0.0008087 0.0000728 123.4754 < .0001 0.999
vlint11 1 -0.0005269 0.0000585 81.1538 < .0001 0.999
vlint12 1 -0.0004196 0.0000446 88.6218 < .0001 1.000
vlpay1 1 5 ×10−6 0.0000244 0.0393 0.8429 1.000
vlpay2 1 2 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 0.2985 0.5849 1.000
vlpay3 1 0.0000395 0.0000116 11.5463 0.0007 1.000
vlpay4 1 -0.0000178 0.0000109 2.6570 0.1031 1.000
vlpay5 1 -0.0000616 0.0000118 27.1514 < .0001 1.000
vlpay6 1 -0.0001295 0.0000138 88.3230 < .0001 1.000
vlpay7 1 -0.0001824 0.0000144 161.0467 < .0001 1.000
vlpay8 1 -0.0002812 0.0000164 293.6947 < .0001 1.000
vlpay9 1 -0.0003953 0.0000192 424.2274 < .0001 1.000
vlpay10 1 -0.0004875 0.0000214 516.6517 < .0001 1.000
vlpay11 1 -0.0005067 0.0000229 487.7510 < .0001 0.999
vlpay12 1 -0.0004377 0.0000245 319.1901 < .0001 1.000
VLPSTD1 1 -0.0002248 0.0000381 34.8053 < .0001 1.000
VLPSTD2 1 -0.0004492 0.0000485 85.7555 < .0001 1.000
VLPSTD3 1 -0.0008170 0.0000625 171.0593 < .0001 0.999
VLPSTD4 1 -0.00134 0.0000800 279.6604 < .0001 0.999
VLPSTD5 1 -0.00224 0.0001067 442.4816 < .0001 0.998
VLPSTD6 1 -0.00282 0.0001281 483.6162 < .0001 0.997
VLPSTD7 1 -0.00345 0.0001528 509.6471 < .0001 0.997
VLPSTD8 1 -0.00409 0.0001852 488.0420 < .0001 0.996
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Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
VLPSTD9 1 -0.00415 0.0002235 344.5165 < .0001 0.996
VLPSTD10 1 -0.00403 0.0002696 223.5789 < .0001 0.996
VLPSTD11 1 -0.00353 0.0003054 133.5464 < .0001 0.996
VLPSTD12 1 -0.00269 0.0003314 65.6716 < .0001 0.997
vlpur1 1 0.0001357 0.0000143 90.0017 < .0001 1.000
vlpur2 1 0.0002082 0.0000127 268.5747 < .0001 1.000
vlpur3 1 0.0001729 8 ×10−6 455.7940 < .0001 1.000
vlpur4 1 0.0001523 7 ×10−6 541.5967 < .0001 1.000
vlpur5 1 0.0000764 9 ×10−6 77.2814 < .0001 1.000
vlpur6 1 0.0000315 0.0000123 6.4896 0.0109 1.000
vlpur7 1 -0.0000813 0.0000153 28.1195 < .0001 1.000
vlpur8 1 -0.0001544 0.0000156 98.5667 < .0001 1.000
vlpur9 1 -0.0000629 6 ×10−6 101.7797 < .0001 1.000
vlpur10 1 -0.0000451 4 ×10−6 139.8462 < .0001 1.000
vlpur11 1 -0.0000573 4 ×10−6 167.3959 < .0001 1.000
vlpur12 1 -0.0000567 6 ×10−6 104.1272 < .0001 1.000
CPSA31 1 -0.23296 0.37798 0.3799 0.5377 0.792
CPSAG1A31 1 0.56632 0.01581 1283.4558 < .0001 1.762
CPSAG2 1 -0.25065 0.20010 1.5692 0.2103 0.778
CPSAG3 1 -0.30902 0.02007 237.0264 < .0001 0.734
CPSAG3A13 1 0.37312 0.02208 285.5862 < .0001 1.452
CPSAG3AG1 1 0.33842 0.14440 5.4927 0.0191 1.403
CPSWJL 1 -0.25501 0.09311 7.5016 0.0062 0.775
CPSWJLA13 1 0.21668 0.57731 0.1409 0.7074 1.242
CPSWJLAG1 1 0.08135 0.13734 0.3508 0.5536 1.085
CPSWJLAG1A31 1 0.30981 0.20414 2.3032 0.1291 1.363
CPSWJLAG1AG9 1 0.23743 0.98793 0.0578 0.8101 1.268
CPSWJLAG3 1 -0.34060 0.20850 2.6685 0.1024 0.711
CPSWJLAG9 1 0.52511 0.08738 36.1111 < .0001 1.691
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Appendix H - Maximum Likelihood Esti-
mates for Regression Variables
Appendix H.1 Credit Card Recovery
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v001 1 0.04459 0.03931 1.2865 0.2567 1.046
v002 1 -0.00268 0.0004067 43.4930 < .0001 0.997
v003 1 -0.10666 0.06372 2.8019 0.0942 0.899
v004 1 -0.33763 0.09509 12.6075 0.0004 0.713
V005 1 -0.35768 0.14157 6.3830 0.0115 0.699
v006 1 0.12126 0.05318 5.1985 0.0226 1.129
v007 1 0.14681 0.07643 3.6895 0.0548 1.158
v008 1 -0.01807 0.10683 0.0286 0.8657 0.982
v009 1 -0.01415 0.05633 0.0631 0.8017 0.986
v010 1 -0.09932 0.05632 3.1099 0.0778 0.905
v011 1 -0.07601 0.06543 1.3497 0.2453 0.927
v012 1 -0.54360 0.04139 172.4505 < .0001 0.581
v013 1 -9 ×10−6 0.0000122 0.4814 0.4878 1.000
v014 1 -0.0000130 0.0000202 0.4141 0.5199 1.000
v015 1 -0.05697 0.05401 1.1125 0.2915 0.945
v016 1 -0.0000312 0.0000695 0.2016 0.6534 1.000
v017 1 -0.0000232 0.0000481 0.2320 0.6301 1.000
v018 1 0.91832 0.11292 66.1366 < .0001 2.505
v019 1 0.0001783 0.0001459 1.4934 0.2217 1.000
v020 1 -0.0001084 0.0001833 0.3497 0.5543 1.000
v021 1 2 ×10−6 8 ×10−6 0.0376 0.8463 1.000
v022 1 1 ×10−6 9 ×10−6 0.0167 0.8970 1.000
v023 1 0.0000207 0.0000234 0.7831 0.3762 1.000
v024 1 -0.0000384 0.0000302 1.6109 0.2044 1.000
v025 1 0.0000433 0.0000215 4.0469 0.0443 1.000
v026 1 -0.0000404 0.0000401 1.0153 0.3136 1.000
v027 1 6 ×10−7 0.0000241 0.0006 0.9809 1.000
v028 1 1 ×10−7 0.0000223 0.0000 0.9955 1.000
v029 1 0.0000575 0.0000441 1.7030 0.1919 1.000
v030 1 -0.11592 0.03582 10.4721 0.0012 0.891
v031 1 0.06110 0.16611 0.1353 0.7130 1.063
v032 1 0.04611 0.02900 2.5275 0.1119 1.047
v033 1 -0.05112 0.07945 0.4139 0.5200 0.950
v034 1 -0.05665 0.06081 0.8680 0.3515 0.945
v035 1 -0.09124 0.14450 0.3987 0.5278 0.913
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v045 1 0.49265 0.25103 3.8513 0.0497 1.637
v046 1 0.05295 0.02820 3.5259 0.0604 1.054
v047 1 -0.21237 0.21327 0.9915 0.3194 0.809
v048 1 0.00574 0.02768 0.0431 0.8356 1.006
v049 1 0.39436 0.36774 1.1500 0.2835 1.483
v050 1 0.08835 0.02834 9.7153 0.0018 1.092
v051 1 -0.01903 0.06422 0.0878 0.7670 0.981
v052 1 -0.09586 0.06718 2.0363 0.1536 0.909
v053 1 0.34846 0.15579 5.0031 0.0253 1.417
v054 0 0 . . . .
v055 0 0 . . . .
v056 0 0 . . . .
v057 1 0.10546 0.03240 10.5932 0.0011 1.111
v058 1 0.12969 0.03206 16.3601 < .0001 1.138
v059 1 0.11335 0.02924 15.0285 0.0001 1.120
v060 1 0.08919 0.03108 8.2377 0.0041 1.093
v061 1 0.07276 0.03419 4.5288 0.0333 1.075
v062 1 -0.00489 0.04989 0.0096 0.9219 0.995
v063 1 0.0005003 0.0004375 1.3076 0.2528 1.001
v064 1 0.0006632 0.00102 0.4207 0.5166 1.001
v065 1 0.01752 0.33331 0.0028 0.9581 1.018
v066 1 -0.0009303 0.0003259 8.1451 0.0043 0.999
v067 1 -0.0007716 0.0005550 1.9329 0.1644 0.999
v069 1 -0.05491 0.27893 0.0388 0.8439 0.947
v070 1 -0.0008144 0.0004364 3.4830 0.0620 0.999
v071 1 0.0000215 0.0007964 0.0007 0.9785 1.000
v072 1 -0.00569 0.05092 0.0125 0.9110 0.994
v073 1 -0.0004435 0.0002685 2.7281 0.0986 1.000
v074 1 0.00111 0.0002522 19.3759 < .0001 1.001
v075 1 0.00171 0.0007906 4.6991 0.0302 1.002
v076 1 0.0000705 0.0000943 0.5589 0.4547 1.000
v077 1 0.0000276 0.0000601 0.2107 0.6462 1.000
v078 1 0.0000483 0.0001480 0.1065 0.7442 1.000
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Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v128 1 -0.05627 0.04543 1.5341 0.2155 0.945
v129 1 0.16098 0.06546 6.0484 0.0139 1.175
v130 1 0.36920 0.09781 14.2489 0.0002 1.447
v131 1 -0.02525 0.01912 1.7441 0.1866 0.975
v132 1 2 ×10−6 5 ×10−6 0.0974 0.7549 1.000
v133 1 9 ×10−6 10 ×10−6 0.7606 0.3831 1.000
v134 1 -2 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.1182 0.7310 1.000
v135 1 -6 ×10−7 7 ×10−6 0.0087 0.9258 1.000
v136 1 -0.0000134 0.0000174 0.5936 0.4410 1.000
v137 1 0.07729 0.02061 14.0698 0.0002 1.080
v138 1 0.13877 0.14470 0.9196 0.3376 1.149
v142 1 0.07117 0.20183 0.1244 0.7244 1.074
v143 1 -0.09205 0.01721 28.6121 < .0001 0.912
v144 1 -0.10074 0.03930 6.5697 0.0104 0.904
v145 0 0 . . . .
v146 1 -0.28510 0.01909 223.0607 < .0001 0.752
v147 1 -0.09077 0.01995 20.6958 < .0001 0.913
v148 1 0.00105 0.0001606 43.0488 < .0001 1.001
v149 1 -0.0000995 0.0000826 1.4532 0.2280 1.000
CNAPPSCR 1 -9 ×10−7 3 ×10−7 7.6920 0.0055 1.000
ORIGAMT 1 -0.0001053 0.0000965 1.1913 0.2751 1.000
TOTALPAY 1 0.0000145 0.0000152 0.9019 0.3423 1.000
CNCSHA1 1 -0.07416 0.06369 1.3560 0.2442 0.929
CNCSHA2 1 0.06020 0.07117 0.7157 0.3976 1.062
CNCSHA3 1 0.00369 0.02961 0.0155 0.9008 1.004
CNCSHA4 1 0.02525 0.01856 1.8495 0.1738 1.026
CNCSHA5 1 -0.00716 0.01473 0.2360 0.6271 0.993
CNCSHA6 1 0.02422 0.01404 2.9756 0.0845 1.025
CNCSHA7 1 -0.03380 0.00980 11.8923 0.0006 0.967
CNCSHA8 1 -0.0008158 0.00211 0.1490 0.6994 0.999
CNCSHA9 1 0.00283 0.00216 1.7084 0.1912 1.003
CNCSHA10 1 0.00385 0.00224 2.9556 0.0856 1.004
CNCSHA11 1 -0.00181 0.00204 0.7855 0.3755 0.998
CNCSHA12 1 -0.00177 0.00111 2.5084 0.1132 0.998
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
CNPURC1 1 0.01429 0.01133 1.5916 0.2071 1.014
CNPURC2 1 -0.02309 0.01644 1.9719 0.1602 0.977
CNPURC3 1 0.00845 0.01179 0.5143 0.4733 1.008
CNPURC4 1 0.01866 0.00822 5.1482 0.0233 1.019
CNPURC5 1 -0.02001 0.00676 8.7506 0.0031 0.980
CNPURC6 1 0.0005033 0.00664 0.0057 0.9396 1.001
CNPURC7 1 0.00168 0.00687 0.0600 0.8065 1.002
CNPURC8 1 -0.00278 0.00431 0.4157 0.5191 0.997
CNPURC9 1 0.00182 0.00108 2.8384 0.0920 1.002
CNPURC10 1 0.00105 0.0007477 1.9900 0.1583 1.001
CNPURC11 1 -0.0002203 0.0007667 0.0826 0.7738 1.000
CNPURC12 1 -0.0000893 0.0005514 0.0262 0.8714 1.000
vdels1 0 0 . . . .
vdels2 0 0 . . . .
vdels3 1 0.01698 0.03589 0.2239 0.6361 1.017
vdels4 1 -0.00823 0.00963 0.7304 0.3927 0.992
vdels5 1 0.00479 0.00964 0.2469 0.6193 1.005
vdels6 1 -0.01836 0.00995 3.4028 0.0651 0.982
vdels7 1 0.02370 0.02702 0.7695 0.3804 1.024
vdels8 1 0.02924 0.02446 1.4286 0.2320 1.030
vdels9 1 -0.03136 0.02633 1.4187 0.2336 0.969
vdels10 1 -0.08977 0.02071 18.7811 < .0001 0.914
vdels11 1 -0.07283 0.02705 7.2483 0.0071 0.930
vdels12 1 -0.07350 0.02031 13.0973 0.0003 0.929
VLCRDL1 1 0.0000657 0.0003182 0.0426 0.8365 1.000
VLCRDL2 1 -0.0007137 0.0005018 2.0233 0.1549 0.999
VLCRDL3 1 0.0007068 0.0003410 4.2968 0.0382 1.001
VLCRDL4 1 0.0000681 0.0000684 0.9902 0.3197 1.000
VLCRDL5 1 0.0000549 0.0000389 1.9933 0.1580 1.000
VLCRDL6 1 0.0000105 0.0000344 0.0933 0.7601 1.000
VLCRDL7 1 10 ×10−7 0.0000332 0.0009 0.9762 1.000
VLCRDL8 1 -2 ×10−6 0.0000360 0.0043 0.9477 1.000
VLCRDL9 1 0.0000714 0.0000325 4.8251 0.0280 1.000
VLCRDL10 1 -0.0000412 0.0000310 1.7633 0.1842 1.000
VLCRDL11 1 -0.0001790 0.0000348 26.4917 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL12 1 -0.0000607 0.0000309 3.8657 0.0493 1.000
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Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
VLCRRB1 0 0 . . . .
VLCRRB2 0 0 . . . .
VLCRRB3 1 -0.0004359 0.0003867 1.2705 0.2597 1.000
VLCRRB4 1 -0.0004945 0.0002189 5.1017 0.0239 1.000
VLCRRB5 1 -0.0002771 0.0001816 2.3287 0.1270 1.000
VLCRRB6 1 -0.0004169 0.0001618 6.6348 0.0100 1.000
VLCRRB7 1 0.0002320 0.0001846 1.5792 0.2089 1.000
VLCRRB8 1 0.0000173 0.0001867 0.0086 0.9262 1.000
VLCRRB9 1 -0.0001495 0.0001250 1.4316 0.2315 1.000
VLCRRB10 1 -0.0000976 0.0000409 5.6791 0.0172 1.000
VLCRRB11 1 -0.0002186 0.0000383 32.5629 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB12 1 0.0001200 0.0000297 16.2763 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh1 1 0.0002792 0.0004538 0.3786 0.5384 1.000
vlcsh2 1 0.0002029 0.0002764 0.5387 0.4630 1.000
vlcsh3 1 -0.0000936 0.0002274 0.1693 0.6807 1.000
vlcsh4 1 -0.0000472 0.0001435 0.1081 0.7423 1.000
vlcsh5 1 0.0001043 0.0001057 0.9744 0.3236 1.000
vlcsh6 1 0.0001034 0.0001161 0.7922 0.3734 1.000
vlcsh7 1 0.0000628 0.0001096 0.3288 0.5664 1.000
vlcsh8 1 -0.0001333 0.0001209 1.2160 0.2702 1.000
vlcsh9 1 3 ×10−6 8 ×10−6 0.1784 0.6728 1.000
vlcsh10 1 0.0000107 0.0000130 0.6828 0.4086 1.000
vlcsh11 1 9 ×10−6 8 ×10−6 1.2652 0.2607 1.000
vlcsh12 1 -0.0000250 0.0000152 2.7240 0.0989 1.000
VLHGHA1 1 0.0002221 0.0002608 0.7252 0.3945 1.000
VLHGHA2 1 -0.0002782 0.0003147 0.7814 0.3767 1.000
VLHGHA3 1 -0.0000955 0.0004158 0.0528 0.8183 1.000
VLHGHA4 1 -0.0003269 0.0003982 0.6737 0.4118 1.000
VLHGHA5 1 0.0006552 0.0003792 2.9860 0.0840 1.001
VLHGHA6 1 -0.0006025 0.0004882 1.5231 0.2171 0.999
VLHGHA7 1 -0.00198 0.0006061 10.7098 0.0011 0.998
VLHGHA8 1 0.0006195 0.0005097 1.4771 0.2242 1.001
VLHGHA9 1 0.0006035 0.0004881 1.5284 0.2164 1.001
VLHGHA10 1 0.0006436 0.0006350 1.0273 0.3108 1.001
VLHGHA11 1 -0.0004536 0.0006949 0.4261 0.5139 1.000
VLHGHA12 1 0.0007150 0.0005856 1.4904 0.2222 1.001
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Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
VLHGHB1 1 0.0001641 0.0003013 0.2967 0.5860 1.000
VLHGHB2 1 -0.0000137 0.0003369 0.0016 0.9676 1.000
VLHGHB3 1 -0.0003998 0.0001599 6.2551 0.0124 1.000
VLHGHB4 1 -0.0000757 0.0000954 0.6303 0.4272 1.000
VLHGHB5 1 0.0000743 0.0000798 0.8670 0.3518 1.000
VLHGHB6 1 0.0000324 0.0000754 0.1848 0.6673 1.000
VLHGHB7 1 -0.0000971 0.0000687 1.9983 0.1575 1.000
VLHGHB8 1 0.0001633 0.0000322 25.6571 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB9 1 0.0001605 0.0000283 32.1199 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB10 1 0.0000390 0.0000314 1.5421 0.2143 1.000
VLHGHB11 1 -0.0000277 0.0000339 0.6679 0.4138 1.000
VLHGHB12 1 5 ×10−6 0.0000257 0.0425 0.8366 1.000
vlint1 1 0.0002690 0.00297 0.0082 0.9279 1.000
vlint2 1 0.00104 0.00298 0.1229 0.7259 1.001
vlint3 1 -0.00749 0.00297 6.3536 0.0117 0.993
vlint4 1 0.0008570 0.00266 0.1037 0.7475 1.001
vlint5 1 0.01018 0.00272 14.0257 0.0002 1.010
vlint6 1 0.00495 0.00268 3.4113 0.0648 1.005
vlint7 1 0.0002651 0.0000530 25.0239 < .0001 1.000
vlint8 1 0.0002196 0.0000465 22.2507 < .0001 1.000
vlint9 1 0.0001461 0.0000393 13.7898 0.0002 1.000
vlint10 1 0.0000532 0.0000454 1.3767 0.2407 1.000
vlint11 1 0.0000967 0.0000429 5.0811 0.0242 1.000
vlint12 1 0.0000235 0.0000316 0.5540 0.4567 1.000
vlpay1 1 -0.0002233 0.0002149 1.0797 0.2988 1.000
vlpay2 1 -0.0002423 0.0002491 0.9464 0.3306 1.000
vlpay3 1 0.0002412 0.0001951 1.5297 0.2162 1.000
vlpay4 1 -0.0000442 0.0001360 0.1056 0.7452 1.000
vlpay5 1 -0.0000828 0.0001042 0.6324 0.4265 1.000
vlpay6 1 -0.0001913 0.0001083 3.1234 0.0772 1.000
vlpay7 1 0.0000163 0.0001091 0.0224 0.8810 1.000
vlpay8 1 0.0001075 0.0001213 0.7861 0.3753 1.000
vlpay9 1 9 ×10−6 0.0000314 0.0893 0.7650 1.000
vlpay10 1 8 ×10−7 0.0000311 0.0007 0.9795 1.000
vlpay11 1 -0.0000501 0.0000284 3.1096 0.0778 1.000
vlpay12 1 0.0000831 0.0000219 14.4615 0.0001 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
VLPSTD1 0 0 . . . .
VLPSTD2 0 0 . . . .
VLPSTD3 1 0.0004426 0.0006573 0.4534 0.5007 1.000
VLPSTD4 1 0.0002779 0.0004795 0.3358 0.5623 1.000
VLPSTD5 1 -0.0001069 0.0003831 0.0779 0.7801 1.000
VLPSTD6 1 0.0000502 0.0003842 0.0171 0.8961 1.000
VLPSTD7 1 -0.0006850 0.0004641 2.1785 0.1400 0.999
VLPSTD8 1 -0.0001264 0.0003737 0.1145 0.7351 1.000
VLPSTD9 1 0.0000715 0.0003379 0.0448 0.8324 1.000
VLPSTD10 1 0.0002216 0.0003729 0.3534 0.5522 1.000
VLPSTD11 1 -0.0005687 0.0004372 1.6919 0.1934 0.999
VLPSTD12 1 0.0006071 0.0003739 2.6358 0.1045 1.001
vlpur1 1 -0.0000273 0.0002576 0.0112 0.9157 1.000
vlpur2 1 -0.0000407 0.0002448 0.0277 0.8679 1.000
vlpur3 1 -0.0005362 0.0001990 7.2612 0.0070 0.999
vlpur4 1 -0.0000359 0.0001422 0.0638 0.8006 1.000
vlpur5 1 0.0001139 0.0001074 1.1247 0.2889 1.000
vlpur6 1 0.0002165 0.0001127 3.6877 0.0548 1.000
vlpur7 1 0.0000514 0.0001110 0.2144 0.6433 1.000
vlpur8 1 -0.0001187 0.0001209 0.9638 0.3262 1.000
vlpur9 1 0.0000233 0.0000124 3.5018 0.0613 1.000
vlpur10 1 6 ×10−6 7 ×10−6 1.0499 0.3055 1.000
vlpur11 1 -9 ×10−6 7 ×10−6 1.9160 0.1663 1.000
vlpur12 1 -5 ×10−6 7 ×10−6 0.5036 0.4779 1.000
CPSA31 0 0 . . . .
CPSAG1A31 1 0.01637 0.07078 0.0535 0.8171 1.017
CPSAG2 1 -0.03813 0.26366 0.0209 0.8850 0.963
CPSAG3 1 -0.03614 0.02906 1.5474 0.2135 0.965
CPSAG3A13 1 -0.08653 0.09037 0.9167 0.3383 0.917
CPSAG3AG1 1 0.47750 0.58438 0.6677 0.4139 1.612
CPSWJL 1 -0.02939 0.11460 0.0658 0.7976 0.971
CPSWJLA13 1 -0.60169 1.04658 0.3305 0.5654 0.548
CPSWJLAG1 1 0.12015 0.23436 0.2628 0.6082 1.128
CPSWJLAG1A31 0 0 . . . .
CPSWJLAG1AG9 0 0 . . . .
CPSWJLAG3 1 0.16162 0.27022 0.3577 0.5498 1.175
CPSWJLAG9 1 -0.25334 0.50360 0.2531 0.6149 0.776
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Appendix H.2 Loans Default
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
AGE 1 -0.11790 0.13119 0.8077 0.3688 0.889
APPSCORE 1 0.0009570 0.00136 0.4974 0.4807 1.001
ABALCUR 1 -0.0001132 0.0000343 10.9064 0.0010 1.000
ALOANORIGNL 1 -0.0001272 0.0000295 18.5689 < .0001 1.000
BRRECOMY 1 0.39340 0.18465 4.5392 0.0331 1.482
BRRECOMN 0 0 . . . .
BURSC 1 -0.00115 0.00135 0.7244 0.3947 0.999
CHANNELA 1 -0.29633 0.53974 0.3014 0.5830 0.744
CHANNELB 1 -0.13289 0.33445 0.1579 0.6911 0.876
CHANNELC 1 -0.02991 0.34556 0.0075 0.9310 0.971
CHANNELD 1 -0.17293 0.34096 0.2572 0.6120 0.841
CHANNELI 1 -0.32798 0.35162 0.8701 0.3509 0.720
CHANNELM 1 1.23349 0.82583 2.2309 0.1353 3.433
CHANNELO 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELP 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELR 1 0.17916 1.22549 0.0214 0.8838 1.196
CHANNELS 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELT 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELZ 0 0 . . . .
COMBSC 0 0 . . . .
CUSTUMI 1 0.0000733 0.0000989 0.5500 0.4583 1.000
MARITALD 1 0.14565 0.22423 0.4219 0.5160 1.157
MARITALM 1 1.02000 1.21143 0.7089 0.3998 2.773
MARITALP 1 0.27403 0.30511 0.8066 0.3691 1.315
MARITALS 1 0.13204 0.10949 1.4543 0.2278 1.141
MARITALW 1 0.20506 0.59219 0.1199 0.7291 1.228
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
RGN 1 0.78533 0.40544 3.7518 0.0528 2.193
RGY 0 0 . . . .
RLNSHPJ 1 -0.01405 0.14501 0.0094 0.9228 0.986
RLNSHPS 0 0 . . . .
STATACCTC 1 3.30833 0.37276 78.7680 < .0001 27.339
STATACCTN 1 27726 6824 16.5085 < .0001 .
STATACCTP 0 0 . . . .
STATACCTM 0 0 . . . .
DOB 1 -4 ×10−9 4 ×10−9 0.8022 0.3704 1.000
DOPEN 1 -4 ×10−9 3 ×10−9 1.6538 0.1984 1.000
EXISCUSTY 1 -0.21352 0.13619 2.4581 0.1169 0.808
EXISCUSTN 0 0 . . . .
FCRREPY 1 -0.01344 0.18142 0.0055 0.9409 0.987
FCRREPD 1 26415 6661 15.7276 < .0001 .
FCRREPM 0 0 . . . .
FPLACMPLCY 1 4.03727 1.30279 9.6035 0.0019 56.671
FPLACMPLCN 0 0 . . . .
FRENEWALY 1 -0.14136 0.13339 1.1231 0.2893 0.868
FRENEWALM 0 0 . . . .
GENDERF 1 0.02082 0.09045 0.0530 0.8179 1.021
GENDERM 0 0 . . . .
INTN 1 1.79156 0.88136 4.1319 0.0421 5.999
INTY 0 0 . . . .
KRESUB 1 -0.01385 0.03122 0.1969 0.6572 0.986
KTOTDPT 1 0.04614 0.08185 0.3178 0.5729 1.047
LOANAMT 1 0.0000207 0.0000173 1.4307 0.2316 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
MATRIXA 1 0.08869 0.16320 0.2953 0.5868 1.093
MATRIXD 1 0.29450 0.25028 1.3845 0.2393 1.342
MATRIXR 0 0 . . . .
MISSCORE 1 -0.31404 0.48198 0.4245 0.5147 0.730
MULTAPPY 0 0 . . . .
MULTAPPN 1 1.23963 0.57689 4.6173 0.0317 3.454
MULTAPPM 0 0 . . . .
NDAYCDM 1 0.0008304 0.0005488 2.2891 0.1303 1.001
NDPNDNTS 1 -0.03201 0.08028 0.1590 0.6900 0.968
NINQ 1 0.00188 0.00634 0.0881 0.7666 1.002
NTERM 1 -0.0006337 0.0003156 4.0335 0.0446 0.999
OTHYMT 1 0.0000555 0.0000689 0.6489 0.4205 1.000
PERMRESY 0 0 . . . .
PERMRESN 0 0 . . . .
PCOIC 0 0 . . . .
PCOVC 1 -1.24675 0.56192 4.9227 0.0265 0.287
PCSCC 0 0 . . . .
PCSFC 0 0 . . . .
PCSVC 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS1N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS1Y 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS2N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS2Y 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS3N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS3Y 0 0 . . . .
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
REFERREAS4N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS4Y 0 0 . . . .
REFINN 1 0.12656 0.16501 0.5882 0.4431 1.135
REFINY 0 0 . . . .
REGULN 1 0.03119 0.34835 0.0080 0.9287 1.032
REGULY 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYAU 1 -0.33725 0.78142 0.1863 0.6660 0.714
RESCNTYGB 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYIT 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYNZ 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYWS 1 0.17264 1.03425 0.0279 0.8674 1.188
RESCNTYM 0 0 . . . .
RESSTATB 1 -0.19545 0.31153 0.3936 0.5304 0.822
RESSTATC 1 -0.23768 1.08680 0.0478 0.8269 0.788
RESSTATL 1 -0.09371 0.30349 0.0953 0.7575 0.911
RESSTATM 1 0.10455 0.33644 0.0966 0.7560 1.110
RESSTATO 1 0.02506 0.36234 0.0048 0.9449 1.025
RESSTATR 1 -0.05128 0.28678 0.0320 0.8581 0.950
RESSTATX 0 0 . . . .
SECTYPEA 0 0 . . . .
SECTYPEB 1 5.34848 1.02019 27.4855 < .0001 210.289
SECTYPEC 0 0 . . . .
SECTYPED 1 8.69266 2.01263 18.6543 < .0001 5959.025
SECTYPEO 0 0 . . . .
SECTYPEM 0 0 . . . .
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
SECURN 1 0.21732 0.10193 4.5459 0.0330 1.243
SECURY 1 -4.25520 1.46589 8.4263 0.0037 0.014
SECURM 0 0 . . . .
SELFEMPN 1 -0.08570 0.28224 0.0922 0.7614 0.918
SELFEMPY 0 0 . . . .
SPSIGNN 1 0.18764 1.12924 0.0276 0.8680 1.206
SPSIGNY 0 0 . . . .
STATE1 1 0.66899 0.60927 1.2057 0.2722 1.952
STATE2 1 0.10151 0.13425 0.5717 0.4496 1.107
STATE3 1 0.47862 0.27881 2.9469 0.0860 1.614
STATE4 0 0 . . . .
STATE5 1 0.17874 0.14063 1.6153 0.2037 1.196
STATE6 1 0.15041 0.17723 0.7203 0.3961 1.162
STATE7 1 0.10795 0.21563 0.2506 0.6166 1.114
STATE8 1 -0.03567 0.12950 0.0758 0.7830 0.965
STATE9 0 0 . . . .
TIMEWBANK 1 0.0000114 0.0000935 0.0149 0.9029 1.000
TOTASS 1 5 ×10−8 5 ×10−7 0.0110 0.9166 1.000
TOTDEP 1 0.0000140 0.0000363 0.1493 0.6992 1.000
TOTLIAB 1 -10 ×10−7 1 ×10−6 0.5731 0.4490 1.000
TOTMORT 1 3 ×10−7 2 ×10−6 0.0496 0.8237 1.000
TOTSURP 0 0 . . . .
TOTYMT 1 -0.0000724 0.0000807 0.8058 0.3694 1.000
YVERIFDY 1 -3.24848 0.87124 13.9023 0.0002 0.039
YVERIFDN 0 0 . . . .
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Appendix H.3 Loans Early Repayment
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
AGE 1 -0.08372 0.04371 3.6694 0.0554 0.920
APPSCORE 1 0.0008336 0.0004417 3.5615 0.0591 1.001
ABALCUR 1 0.0000103 3 ×10−6 13.0421 0.0003 1.000
ALOANORIGNL 1 -2 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.1761 0.6747 1.000
BRRECOMY 1 0.00778 0.10214 0.0058 0.9393 1.008
BRRECOMN 0 0 . . . .
BURSC 1 -0.0003543 0.0005317 0.4442 0.5051 1.000
CHANNELA 1 0.13586 0.16177 0.7053 0.4010 1.146
CHANNELB 1 0.14016 0.13106 1.1437 0.2849 1.150
CHANNELC 1 0.06992 0.13529 0.2671 0.6053 1.072
CHANNELD 1 0.06872 0.13741 0.2501 0.6170 1.071
CHANNELI 1 -0.00362 0.13703 0.0007 0.9789 0.996
CHANNELM 1 0.27703 0.31970 0.7508 0.3862 1.319
CHANNELO 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELP 1 1.13636 1.02855 1.2206 0.2692 3.115
CHANNELR 1 0.71152 0.26847 7.0241 0.0080 2.037
CHANNELS 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELT 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELZ 0 0 . . . .
COMBSC 0 0 . . . .
CUSTUMI 1 0.0000347 0.0000298 1.3601 0.2435 1.000
MARITALD 1 -0.14442 0.08491 2.8928 0.0890 0.866
MARITALM 1 -0.52843 0.37800 1.9543 0.1621 0.590
MARITALP 1 -0.14822 0.11407 1.6884 0.1938 0.862
MARITALS 1 -0.07754 0.03720 4.3448 0.0371 0.925
MARITALW 1 0.04015 0.20934 0.0368 0.8479 1.041
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
RGN 1 -0.13696 0.28548 0.2302 0.6314 0.872
RGY 0 0 . . . .
RLNSHPJ 1 -0.03796 0.03795 1.0007 0.3171 0.963
RLNSHPS 0 0 . . . .
STATACCTC 0 0 . . . .
STATACCTN 1 -2.17947 1.06180 4.2132 0.0401 0.113
STATACCTP 0 0 . . . .
STATACCTM 1 -2.86917 0.15231 354.8711 < .0000 0.057
DOB 1 -3 ×10−9 1 ×10−9 3.8727 0.0491 1.000
DOPEN 1 -4 ×10−9 9 ×10−10 19.4909 < .0001 1.000
EXISCUSTY 1 -0.02872 0.05788 0.2462 0.6197 0.972
EXISCUSTN 0 0 . . . .
FCRREPY 1 -0.00412 0.07980 0.0027 0.9588 0.996
FCRREPD 1 2.89198 1.04760 7.6208 0.0058 18.029
FCRREPM 0 0 . . . .
FPLACMPLCY 1 -0.22373 0.50330 0.1976 0.6567 0.800
FPLACMPLCN 0 0 . . . .
FRENEWALY 1 -0.24082 0.04868 24.4745 < .0001 0.786
FRENEWALM 0 0 . . . .
GENDERF 1 0.03968 0.02936 1.8267 0.1765 1.040
GENDERM 0 0 . . . .
INTN 1 -0.64249 0.32320 3.9517 0.0468 0.526
INTY 0 0 . . . .
KRESUB 1 0.00374 0.01120 0.1115 0.7384 1.004
KTOTDPT 1 0.02344 0.03466 0.4573 0.4989 1.024
LOANAMT 1 10 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 2.7725 0.0959 1.000
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
MATRIXA 1 -0.03522 0.07517 0.2196 0.6394 0.965
MATRIXD 1 -0.09904 0.11732 0.7127 0.3985 0.906
MATRIXR 0 0 . . . .
MISSCORE 1 0.27585 0.15130 3.3243 0.0683 1.318
MULTAPPY 1 1.34536 0.44245 9.2458 0.0024 3.840
MULTAPPN 1 1.14704 0.28599 16.0860 < .0001 3.149
MULTAPPM 0 0 . . . .
NDAYCDM 1 -0.0002036 0.0002863 0.5060 0.4769 1.000
NDPNDNTS 1 -0.02404 0.03456 0.4839 0.4867 0.976
NINQ 1 0.00380 0.00266 2.0517 0.1520 1.004
NTERM 1 0.0001468 0.0000915 2.5778 0.1084 1.000
OTHYMT 1 0.0000145 0.0000258 0.3155 0.5743 1.000
PERMRESY 1 0.73301 0.48792 2.2569 0.1330 2.081
PERMRESN 0 0 . . . .
PCOIC 1 -0.10332 0.34924 0.0875 0.7674 0.902
PCOVC 1 -1.10485 0.35361 9.7622 0.0018 0.331
PCSCC 0 0 . . . .
PCSFC 1 -1.94756 0.53853 13.0787 0.0003 0.143
PCSVC 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS1N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS1Y 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS2N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS2Y 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS3N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS3Y 0 0 . . . .
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
REFERREAS4N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS4Y 0 0 . . . .
REFINN 1 0.08817 0.05490 2.5796 0.1083 1.092
REFINY 0 0 . . . .
REGULN 1 0.07869 0.08819 0.7963 0.3722 1.082
REGULY 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYAU 1 -0.15106 0.25379 0.3543 0.5517 0.860
RESCNTYGB 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYIT 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYNZ 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYWS 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYM 0 0 . . . .
RESSTATB 1 0.08386 0.10642 0.6209 0.4307 1.087
RESSTATC 1 0.27864 0.37517 0.5516 0.4577 1.321
RESSTATL 1 -0.00169 0.08981 0.0004 0.9850 0.998
RESSTATM 1 -0.17855 0.09354 3.6434 0.0563 0.836
RESSTATO 1 -0.11169 0.10044 1.2366 0.2661 0.894
RESSTATR 1 -0.07649 0.08113 0.8889 0.3458 0.926
RESSTATX 0 0 . . . .
SECTYPEA 1 0.72756 0.72089 1.0186 0.3129 2.070
SECTYPEB 1 0.10457 0.35708 0.0858 0.7696 1.110
SECTYPEC 1 0.39913 1.08619 0.1350 0.7133 1.491
SECTYPED 1 -0.40473 0.53820 0.5655 0.4521 0.667
SECTYPEO 1 0.44727 0.61157 0.5349 0.4646 1.564
SECTYPEM 0 0 . . . .
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
SECURN 1 0.18070 0.03549 25.9196 < .0001 1.198
SECURY 1 0.15380 0.38624 0.1586 0.6905 1.166
SECURM 0 0 . . . .
SELFEMPN 1 0.10281 0.06771 2.3056 0.1289 1.108
SELFEMPY 0 0 . . . .
SPSIGNN 1 0.37902 0.85529 0.1964 0.6577 1.461
SPSIGNY 0 0 . . . .
STATE1 1 0.27236 0.11238 5.8732 0.0154 1.313
STATE2 1 0.10226 0.04907 4.3440 0.0371 1.108
STATE3 1 0.24022 0.10902 4.8550 0.0276 1.272
STATE4 0 0 . . . .
STATE5 1 0.07430 0.04689 2.5107 0.1131 1.077
STATE6 1 0.13188 0.06384 4.2676 0.0388 1.141
STATE7 1 0.03514 0.06836 0.2642 0.6073 1.036
STATE8 1 0.15629 0.04756 10.7990 0.0010 1.169
STATE9 0 0 . . . .
TIMEWBANK 1 -8 ×10−6 0.0000272 0.0945 0.7585 1.000
TOTASS 1 2 ×10−7 6 ×10−8 6.0595 0.0138 1.000
TOTDEP 1 4 ×10−6 9 ×10−7 24.1115 < .0001 1.000
TOTLIAB 1 -2 ×10−7 3 ×10−7 0.2289 0.6323 1.000
TOTMORT 1 3 ×10−7 3 ×10−7 0.9688 0.3250 1.000
TOTSURP 0 0 . . . .
TOTYMT 1 -3 ×10−6 0.0000241 0.0176 0.8945 1.000
YVERIFDY 1 0.27668 0.45784 0.3652 0.5456 1.319
YVERIFDN 0 0 . . . .
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Appendix H.4 Competing Risks - Default Versus Repayment
Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
AGE 1 -0.07889 0.04112 3.6808 0.0550 0.924
APPSCORE 1 0.0008665 0.0004151 4.3578 0.0368 1.001
ABALCUR 1 9 ×10−6 3 ×10−6 10.1919 0.0014 1.000
ALOANORIGNL 1 -2 ×10−6 5 ×10−6 0.0901 0.7640 1.000
BRRECOMY 1 0.09739 0.08824 1.2182 0.2697 1.102
BRRECOMN 0 0 . . . .
BURSC 1 -0.0004609 0.0004870 0.8957 0.3439 1.000
CHANNELA 1 0.12346 0.15268 0.6539 0.4187 1.131
CHANNELB 1 0.12698 0.12141 1.0937 0.2956 1.135
CHANNELC 1 0.07295 0.12533 0.3387 0.5606 1.076
CHANNELD 1 0.05504 0.12699 0.1879 0.6647 1.057
CHANNELI 1 -0.01912 0.12697 0.0227 0.8803 0.981
CHANNELM 1 0.34790 0.29621 1.3795 0.2402 1.416
CHANNELO 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELP 1 1.14751 1.02603 1.2508 0.2634 3.150
CHANNELR 1 0.62825 0.26469 5.6336 0.0176 1.874
CHANNELS 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELT 0 0 . . . .
CHANNELZ 0 0 . . . .
COMBSC 0 0 . . . .
CUSTUMI 1 0.0000399 0.0000279 2.0447 0.1527 1.000
MARITALD 1 -0.10446 0.07852 1.7699 0.1834 0.901
MARITALM 1 -0.48621 0.36476 1.7767 0.1825 0.615
MARITALP 1 -0.09791 0.10592 0.8544 0.3553 0.907
MARITALS 1 -0.04888 0.03487 1.9654 0.1609 0.952
MARITALW 1 0.01032 0.19589 0.0028 0.9580 1.010
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
RGN 1 0.20713 0.22284 0.8640 0.3526 1.230
RGY 0 0 . . . .
RLNSHPJ 1 -0.04191 0.03645 1.3219 0.2503 0.959
RLNSHPS 0 0 . . . .
STATACCTC 1 0.25660 0.30373 0.7137 0.3982 1.293
STATACCTN 1 4.57882 1.11735 16.7929 < .0001 97.399
STATACCTP 0 0 . . . .
STATACCTM 1 -2.89137 0.15153 364.0777 < .0001 0.056
DOB 1 -3 ×10−9 1 ×10−9 3.8596 0.0495 1.000
DOPEN 1 -4 ×10−9 8 ×10−10 24.0580 < .0001 1.000
EXISCUSTY 1 -0.05214 0.05226 0.9956 0.3184 0.949
EXISCUSTN 0 0 . . . .
FCRREPY 1 -0.01057 0.07239 0.0213 0.8839 0.989
FCRREPD 1 6.95310 1.09773 40.1204 < .0001 1 046.393
FCRREPM 0 0 . . . .
FPLACMPLCY 1 -0.05535 0.45036 0.0151 0.9022 0.946
FPLACMPLCN 0 0 . . . .
FRENEWALY 1 -0.22788 0.04517 25.4568 < .0001 0.796
FRENEWALM 0 0 . . . .
GENDERF 1 0.02644 0.02763 0.9158 0.3386 1.027
GENDERM 0 0 . . . .
INTN 1 -0.69014 0.32172 4.6017 0.0319 0.502
INTY 0 0 . . . .
KRESUB 1 0.00255 0.01043 0.0596 0.8071 1.003
KTOTDPT 1 0.02119 0.03134 0.4571 0.4990 1.021
LOANAMT 1 8 ×10−6 5 ×10−6 2.3131 0.1283 1.000
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MATRIXA 1 -0.00781 0.06733 0.0135 0.9076 0.992
MATRIXD 1 -0.01882 0.10318 0.0333 0.8553 0.981
MATRIXR 0 0 . . . .
MISSCORE 1 0.22442 0.14420 2.4221 0.1196 1.252
MULTAPPY 1 1.33382 0.43539 9.3851 0.0022 3.796
MULTAPPN 1 1.12543 0.27571 16.6620 < .0001 3.082
MULTAPPM 0 0 . . . .
NDAYCDM 1 -0.0001041 0.0002558 0.1657 0.6839 1.000
NDPNDNTS 1 -0.02052 0.03114 0.4342 0.5100 0.980
NINQ 1 0.00315 0.00239 1.7410 0.1870 1.003
NTERM 1 0.0001185 0.0000870 1.8565 0.1730 1.000
OTHYMT 1 0.0000247 0.0000237 1.0844 0.2977 1.000
PERMRESY 1 0.63934 0.48865 1.7119 0.1907 1.895
PERMRESN 0 0 . . . .
PCOIC 1 0.26252 0.29828 0.7746 0.3788 1.300
PCOVC 1 -0.74174 0.29363 6.3813 0.0115 0.476
PCSCC 0 0 . . . .
PCSFC 1 -1.92357 0.50804 14.3358 0.0002 0.146
PCSVC 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS1N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS1Y 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS2N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS2Y 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS3N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS3Y 0 0 . . . .
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REFERREAS4N 0 0 . . . .
REFERREAS4Y 0 0 . . . .
REFINN 1 0.10206 0.05183 3.8770 0.0490 1.107
REFINY 0 0 . . . .
REGULN 1 0.05454 0.08462 0.4154 0.5192 1.056
REGULY 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYAU 1 -0.19606 0.23926 0.6715 0.4125 0.822
RESCNTYGB 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYIT 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYNZ 0 0 . . . .
RESCNTYWS 1 -0.25805 1.00288 0.0662 0.7969 0.773
RESCNTYM 0 0 . . . .
RESSTATB 1 0.05648 0.09790 0.3328 0.5640 1.058
RESSTATC 1 0.15534 0.35033 0.1966 0.6575 1.168
RESSTATL 1 -0.00618 0.08533 0.0052 0.9423 0.994
RESSTATM 1 -0.16300 0.08992 3.2855 0.0699 0.850
RESSTATO 1 -0.08972 0.09645 0.8654 0.3522 0.914
RESSTATR 1 -0.06253 0.07777 0.6465 0.4214 0.939
RESSTATX 0 0 . . . .
SECTYPEA 1 0.84188 0.70664 1.4194 0.2335 2.321
SECTYPEB 1 0.29772 0.31976 0.8669 0.3518 1.347
SECTYPEC 1 0.48018 1.07210 0.2006 0.6542 1.616
SECTYPED 1 -0.19359 0.51087 0.1436 0.7047 0.824
SECTYPEO 1 0.55997 0.59171 0.8956 0.3440 1.751
SECTYPEM 0 0 . . . .
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SECURN 1 0.18014 0.03327 29.3223 < .0001 1.197
SECURY 1 -0.02119 0.35102 0.0036 0.9519 0.979
SECURM 0 0 . . . .
SELFEMPN 1 0.09730 0.06545 2.2102 0.1371 1.102
SELFEMPY 0 0 . . . .
SPSIGNN 1 0.55765 0.63295 0.7762 0.3783 1.747
SPSIGNY 0 0 . . . .
STATE1 1 0.27154 0.10984 6.1113 0.0134 1.312
STATE2 1 0.09672 0.04587 4.4474 0.0350 1.102
STATE3 1 0.26672 0.10123 6.9418 0.0084 1.306
STATE4 0 0 . . . .
STATE5 1 0.07975 0.04423 3.2514 0.0714 1.083
STATE6 1 0.13404 0.05973 5.0369 0.0248 1.143
STATE7 1 0.05227 0.06500 0.6467 0.4213 1.054
STATE8 1 0.12646 0.04445 8.0944 0.0044 1.135
STATE9 0 0 . . . .
TIMEWBANK 1 -6 ×10−6 0.0000258 0.0508 0.8217 1.000
TOTASS 1 2 ×10−7 6 ×10−8 6.4556 0.0111 1.000
TOTDEP 1 4 ×10−6 9 ×10−7 23.8375 < .0001 1.000
TOTLIAB 1 -3 ×10−7 3 ×10−7 1.3541 0.2446 1.000
TOTMORT 1 4. ×10−7 3 ×10−7 1.9771 0.1597 1.000
TOTSURP 0 0 . . . .
TOTYMT 1 -7 ×10−6 0.0000223 0.1049 0.7460 1.000
YVERIFDY 1 -0.16678 0.36473 0.2091 0.6475 0.846
YVERIFDN 0 0 . . . .
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Chi- Pr >
Variable DF Estimate SE Square Chi-square Hazard
v001 1 -0.00921 0.00938 0.9627 0.3265 0.991
v002 1 -0.00651 0.0003688 311.3018 < .0001 0.994
v003 1 -0.03307 0.04886 0.4582 0.4985 0.967
v004 1 -0.34537 0.07721 20.0071 < .0001 0.708
V005 1 -0.18701 0.10956 2.9136 0.0878 0.829
v006 1 0.08690 0.03582 5.8869 0.0153 1.091
v007 1 0.11304 0.05727 3.8962 0.0484 1.120
v008 1 -0.05356 0.07097 0.5694 0.4505 0.948
v009 1 -0.07772 0.03858 4.0598 0.0439 0.925
v010 1 -0.17805 0.03889 20.9607 < .0001 0.837
v011 1 -0.14832 0.04303 11.8806 0.0006 0.862
v012 1 -0.57873 0.02620 487.8026 < .0001 0.561
v013 1 -6 ×10−6 10 ×10−6 0.3939 0.5303 1.000
v014 1 -5 ×10−6 0.0000157 0.1001 0.7517 1.000
v015 1 -0.13506 0.02778 23.6319 < .0001 0.874
v016 1 0.0000237 0.0000278 0.7250 0.3945 1.000
v017 1 5 ×10−6 0.0000192 0.0553 0.8140 1.000
v018 1 0.42233 0.05523 58.4731 < .0001 1.526
v019 1 0.0000688 0.0000541 1.6154 0.2037 1.000
v020 1 -0.0000190 0.0000412 0.2138 0.6438 1.000
v021 1 2 ×10−6 7 ×10−6 0.0736 0.7862 1.000
v022 1 -3 ×10−6 9 ×10−6 0.0977 0.7547 1.000
v023 1 0.0000212 0.0000236 0.8128 0.3673 1.000
v024 1 -3 ×10−6 0.0000178 0.0210 0.8847 1.000
v025 1 0.0000847 0.0000136 38.7981 < .0001 1.000
v026 1 -0.0000634 0.0000276 5.2673 0.0217 1.000
v027 1 -0.0000153 0.0000139 1.2100 0.2713 1.000
v028 1 -9 ×10−6 0.0000137 0.4267 0.5136 1.000
v029 1 0.0000946 0.0000295 10.2763 0.0013 1.000
v030 1 -0.06502 0.01883 11.9207 0.0006 0.937
v031 1 -0.05865 0.12883 0.2073 0.6489 0.943
v032 1 -0.00496 0.00791 0.3926 0.5310 0.995
v033 1 -0.18671 0.06250 8.9241 0.0028 0.830
v034 1 -0.01046 0.02004 0.2724 0.6017 0.990
v035 1 -0.16258 0.12694 1.6405 0.2003 0.850
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v045 1 0.48881 0.19703 6.1545 0.0131 1.630
v046 1 0.12610 0.02139 34.7481 < .0001 1.134
v047 1 -0.16228 0.13894 1.3642 0.2428 0.850
v048 1 -0.01484 0.01796 0.6826 0.4087 0.985
v049 1 -0.19687 0.21047 0.8749 0.3496 0.821
v050 1 0.21280 0.01754 147.2783 < .0001 1.237
v051 1 -0.00700 0.04451 0.0247 0.8751 0.993
v052 1 -0.14218 0.04037 12.4018 0.0004 0.867
v053 1 0.01613 0.08403 0.0368 0.8478 1.016
v054 0 0 . . . .
v055 0 0 . . . .
v056 0 0 . . . .
v057 1 0.03172 0.02259 1.9702 0.1604 1.032
v058 1 0.16412 0.02003 67.1486 < .0001 1.178
v059 1 0.16773 0.01714 95.7223 < .0001 1.183
v060 1 0.19258 0.02195 76.9915 < .0001 1.212
v061 1 0.07199 0.01955 13.5568 0.0002 1.075
v062 1 0.00479 0.02471 0.0376 0.8462 1.005
v063 1 0.0002810 0.0002907 0.9343 0.3337 1.000
v064 1 -0.0003765 0.00153 0.0606 0.8055 1.000
v065 1 0.23529 0.18676 1.5872 0.2077 1.265
v066 1 -0.0000673 0.0001201 0.3135 0.5755 1.000
v067 1 -0.0006650 0.0002551 6.7974 0.0091 0.999
v069 1 0.10904 0.10247 1.1324 0.2873 1.115
v070 1 -0.0000539 0.0001098 0.2404 0.6239 1.000
v071 1 -0.0004405 0.0003592 1.5039 0.2201 1.000
v072 1 -0.01230 0.00849 2.0998 0.1473 0.988
v073 1 -0.0003710 0.0001368 7.3532 0.0067 1.000
v074 1 0.0004865 0.0000970 25.1712 < .0001 1.000
v075 1 -0.0001905 0.0001351 1.9873 0.1586 1.000
v076 1 0.0001281 0.0000683 3.5125 0.0609 1.000
v077 1 -5 ×10−6 0.0000314 0.0234 0.8785 1.000
v078 1 -0.0000104 0.0000465 0.0500 0.8230 1.000
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v128 1 -0.12429 0.04074 9.3073 0.0023 0.883
v129 1 0.16152 0.06004 7.2374 0.0071 1.175
v130 1 0.24547 0.08565 8.2147 0.0042 1.278
v131 1 -0.01803 0.01454 1.5377 0.2150 0.982
v132 1 -4 ×10−6 5 ×10−6 0.8083 0.3686 1.000
v133 1 0.0000150 9 ×10−6 2.8705 0.0902 1.000
v134 1 -4 ×10−6 5 ×10−6 0.4376 0.5083 1.000
v135 1 9 ×10−7 7 ×10−6 0.0166 0.8976 1.000
v136 1 -0.0000143 0.0000176 0.6639 0.4152 1.000
v137 1 0.07101 0.01729 16.8641 < .0001 1.074
v138 1 0.19070 0.10404 3.3598 0.0668 1.210
v142 1 0.10745 0.17590 0.3731 0.5413 1.113
v143 1 -0.17479 0.01436 148.1920 < .0001 0.840
v144 1 -0.11136 0.03035 13.4613 0.0002 0.895
v145 0 0 . . . .
v146 1 -0.31041 0.01457 453.6329 < .0001 0.733
v147 1 -0.18035 0.01573 131.3914 < .0001 0.835
v148 1 0.0007941 0.0000972 66.7771 < .0001 1.001
v149 1 -0.0001292 0.0000603 4.5892 0.0322 1.000
CNAPPSCR 1 5 ×10−8 2 ×10−7 0.0826 0.7739 1.000
ORIGAMT 1 -0.0001110 0.0000631 3.0924 0.0787 1.000
TOTALPAY 1 0.0000441 5 ×10−6 71.5208 < .0001 1.000
CNCSHA1 1 -0.00779 0.02405 0.1048 0.7461 0.992
CNCSHA2 1 0.04972 0.02569 3.7456 0.0529 1.051
CNCSHA3 1 -0.03073 0.00939 10.7125 0.0011 0.970
CNCSHA4 1 0.00123 0.00615 0.0401 0.8414 1.001
CNCSHA5 1 -0.00220 0.00537 0.1675 0.6823 0.998
CNCSHA6 1 0.0003158 0.00601 0.0028 0.9581 1.000
CNCSHA7 1 -0.01202 0.00449 7.1721 0.0074 0.988
CNCSHA8 1 0.0000331 0.00193 0.0003 0.9864 1.000
CNCSHA9 1 0.00387 0.00189 4.2147 0.0401 1.004
CNCSHA10 1 0.00511 0.00194 6.9589 0.0083 1.005
CNCSHA11 1 -0.00277 0.00178 2.4380 0.1184 0.997
CNCSHA12 1 -0.00263 0.00105 6.2458 0.0124 0.997
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CNPURC1 1 0.00737 0.00371 3.9479 0.0469 1.007
CNPURC2 1 -0.00323 0.00504 0.4113 0.5213 0.997
CNPURC3 1 -0.00532 0.00391 1.8511 0.1737 0.995
CNPURC4 1 0.00467 0.00337 1.9221 0.1656 1.005
CNPURC5 1 -0.00559 0.00312 3.2177 0.0728 0.994
CNPURC6 1 0.00227 0.00334 0.4609 0.4972 1.002
CNPURC7 1 0.00117 0.00359 0.1063 0.7444 1.001
CNPURC8 1 -0.00324 0.00246 1.7296 0.1885 0.997
CNPURC9 1 0.00159 0.0009494 2.7925 0.0947 1.002
CNPURC10 1 0.00128 0.0006988 3.3543 0.0670 1.001
CNPURC11 1 -0.0003775 0.0007188 0.2759 0.5994 1.000
CNPURC12 1 -0.0001591 0.0005123 0.0964 0.7562 1.000
vdels1 0 0 . . . .
vdels2 0 0 . . . .
vdels3 1 0.00883 0.01914 0.2131 0.6444 1.009
vdels4 1 -0.00481 0.00527 0.8321 0.3617 0.995
vdels5 1 -0.00423 0.00461 0.8404 0.3593 0.996
vdels6 1 -0.00839 0.00542 2.3962 0.1216 0.992
vdels7 1 -0.01145 0.00526 4.7310 0.0296 0.989
vdels8 1 -0.00816 0.00583 1.9546 0.1621 0.992
vdels9 1 -0.01827 0.01360 1.8065 0.1789 0.982
vdels10 1 -0.07217 0.01703 17.9532 < .0001 0.930
vdels11 1 0.02199 0.02281 0.9291 0.3351 1.022
vdels12 1 -0.06414 0.01724 13.8398 0.0002 0.938
VLCRDL1 1 0.0001576 0.0002462 0.4098 0.5221 1.000
VLCRDL2 1 -0.0000144 0.0002511 0.0033 0.9541 1.000
VLCRDL3 1 -0.0000839 0.0000394 4.5321 0.0333 1.000
VLCRDL4 1 0.0000397 0.0000181 4.8073 0.0283 1.000
VLCRDL5 1 0.0000323 0.0000117 7.5981 0.0058 1.000
VLCRDL6 1 6 ×10−7 0.0000114 0.0026 0.9595 1.000
VLCRDL7 1 -7 ×10−6 0.0000118 0.3220 0.5704 1.000
VLCRDL8 1 0.0000172 0.0000132 1.7025 0.1920 1.000
VLCRDL9 1 9 ×10−6 0.0000138 0.3763 0.5396 1.000
VLCRDL10 1 -0.0000223 0.0000128 3.0201 0.0822 1.000
VLCRDL11 1 -0.0001056 0.0000147 51.6153 < .0001 1.000
VLCRDL12 1 -0.0001040 0.0000156 44.4062 < .0001 1.000
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VLCRRB1 0 0 . . . .
VLCRRB2 0 0 . . . .
VLCRRB3 1 -0.0001524 0.0000891 2.9236 0.0873 1.000
VLCRRB4 1 -0.0001270 0.0000376 11.4096 0.0007 1.000
VLCRRB5 1 -0.0000526 0.0000398 1.7468 0.1863 1.000
VLCRRB6 1 -0.0001950 0.0000391 24.8731 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB7 1 0.0000494 0.0000572 0.7449 0.3881 1.000
VLCRRB8 1 -0.0000827 0.0000772 1.1453 0.2845 1.000
VLCRRB9 1 -0.0001056 0.0000409 6.6588 0.0099 1.000
VLCRRB10 1 -0.0000241 0.0000216 1.2381 0.2658 1.000
VLCRRB11 1 -0.0001555 0.0000235 43.6739 < .0001 1.000
VLCRRB12 1 0.0001581 0.0000200 62.7609 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh1 1 0.0001977 0.0000976 4.1086 0.0427 1.000
vlcsh2 1 -0.0002497 0.0000555 20.2545 < .0001 1.000
vlcsh3 1 -5 ×10−6 0.0000477 0.0091 0.9239 1.000
vlcsh4 1 0.0000106 0.0000242 0.1918 0.6615 1.000
vlcsh5 1 1 ×10−6 0.0000236 0.0036 0.9522 1.000
vlcsh6 1 6 ×10−6 0.0000256 0.0565 0.8122 1.000
vlcsh7 1 0.0000309 0.0000460 0.4507 0.5020 1.000
vlcsh8 1 0.0000102 0.0000387 0.0697 0.7918 1.000
vlcsh9 1 -3 ×10−6 7 ×10−6 0.1991 0.6555 1.000
vlcsh10 1 2 ×10−6 0.0000101 0.0270 0.8696 1.000
vlcsh11 1 5 ×10−6 8 ×10−6 0.4983 0.4802 1.000
vlcsh12 1 -0.0000436 0.0000131 11.0881 0.0009 1.000
VLHGHA1 1 0.0001531 0.0001525 1.0072 0.3156 1.000
VLHGHA2 1 -0.0003492 0.0001749 3.9855 0.0459 1.000
VLHGHA3 1 0.0003339 0.0002484 1.8066 0.1789 1.000
VLHGHA4 1 -0.0000108 0.0002867 0.0014 0.9699 1.000
VLHGHA5 1 0.0003857 0.0002776 1.9309 0.1647 1.000
VLHGHA6 1 -0.0003707 0.0003210 1.3341 0.2481 1.000
VLHGHA7 1 -0.00277 0.0004014 47.5230 < .0001 0.997
VLHGHA8 1 0.00100 0.0003919 6.5426 0.0105 1.001
VLHGHA9 1 0.0003295 0.0004130 0.6366 0.4250 1.000
VLHGHA10 1 0.0003128 0.0005588 0.3133 0.5756 1.000
VLHGHA11 1 -0.0008985 0.0006502 1.9098 0.1670 0.999
VLHGHA12 1 0.00188 0.0005588 11.3470 0.0008 1.002
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VLHGHB1 1 -0.0001855 0.0001077 2.9699 0.0848 1.000
VLHGHB2 1 0.0002317 0.0001241 3.4848 0.0619 1.000
VLHGHB3 1 -0.0001477 0.0000824 3.2118 0.0731 1.000
VLHGHB4 1 -0.0001063 0.0000439 5.8525 0.0156 1.000
VLHGHB5 1 -0.0000631 0.0000374 2.8409 0.0919 1.000
VLHGHB6 1 0.0000814 0.0000366 4.9350 0.0263 1.000
VLHGHB7 1 -0.0001572 0.0000327 23.1629 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB8 1 0.0001813 0.0000195 86.2409 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB9 1 0.0001703 0.0000171 99.1746 < .0001 1.000
VLHGHB10 1 0.0000418 0.0000192 4.7419 0.0294 1.000
VLHGHB11 1 0.0000361 0.0000229 2.4855 0.1149 1.000
VLHGHB12 1 -0.0000249 0.0000203 1.5011 0.2205 1.000
vlint1 1 -0.00413 0.00132 9.7940 0.0018 0.996
vlint2 1 0.00179 0.00139 1.6653 0.1969 1.002
vlint3 1 -0.0002447 0.00119 0.0425 0.8367 1.000
vlint4 1 0.00369 0.00120 9.3960 0.0022 1.004
vlint5 1 0.00479 0.00128 14.0398 0.0002 1.005
vlint6 1 0.00690 0.00136 25.9515 < .0001 1.007
vlint7 1 0.0003532 0.0000433 66.5450 < .0001 1.000
vlint8 1 0.0003683 0.0000357 106.3197 < .0001 1.000
vlint9 1 0.0002306 0.0000350 43.4719 < .0001 1.000
vlint10 1 0.0001516 0.0000385 15.5049 < .0001 1.000
vlint11 1 0.0001209 0.0000388 9.6873 0.0019 1.000
vlint12 1 -0.0000111 0.0000280 0.1583 0.6907 1.000
vlpay1 1 7 ×10−6 0.0000295 0.0584 0.8090 1.000
vlpay2 1 0.0000230 0.0000232 0.9785 0.3226 1.000
vlpay3 1 0.0000258 0.0000371 0.4853 0.4860 1.000
vlpay4 1 5 ×10−6 0.0000197 0.0559 0.8131 1.000
vlpay5 1 0.0000236 0.0000176 1.8005 0.1796 1.000
vlpay6 1 0.0000239 0.0000226 1.1271 0.2884 1.000
vlpay7 1 -0.0000179 0.0000461 0.1507 0.6979 1.000
vlpay8 1 -2 ×10−6 0.0000365 0.0037 0.9515 1.000
vlpay9 1 -0.0000141 0.0000193 0.5323 0.4656 1.000
vlpay10 1 9 ×10−6 0.0000211 0.1897 0.6632 1.000
vlpay11 1 -0.0000288 0.0000197 2.1431 0.1432 1.000
vlpay12 1 0.0001195 0.0000176 45.9858 < .0001 1.000
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VLPSTD1 0 0 . . . .
VLPSTD2 0 0 . . . .
VLPSTD3 1 0.0002779 0.0003657 0.5776 0.4472 1.000
VLPSTD4 1 0.0003662 0.0003157 1.3450 0.2462 1.000
VLPSTD5 1 0.0001741 0.0002542 0.4694 0.4933 1.000
VLPSTD6 1 0.0001664 0.0002726 0.3726 0.5416 1.000
VLPSTD7 1 -0.0002056 0.0002995 0.4712 0.4924 1.000
VLPSTD8 1 -0.0002328 0.0002826 0.6788 0.4100 1.000
VLPSTD9 1 -0.0004331 0.0002865 2.2853 0.1306 1.000
VLPSTD10 1 5 ×10−6 0.0003640 0.0002 0.9900 1.000
VLPSTD11 1 -0.00267 0.0004148 41.4419 < .0001 0.997
VLPSTD12 1 0.00212 0.0003268 42.1769 < .0001 1.002
vlpur1 1 5 ×10−6 0.0000725 0.0045 0.9466 1.000
vlpur2 1 -0.0002148 0.0000596 12.9770 0.0003 1.000
vlpur3 1 -0.0000896 0.0000507 3.1164 0.0775 1.000
vlpur4 1 -5 ×10−6 0.0000294 0.0276 0.8680 1.000
vlpur5 1 0.0000207 0.0000273 0.5722 0.4494 1.000
vlpur6 1 0.0000111 0.0000288 0.1493 0.6992 1.000
vlpur7 1 0.0000219 0.0000490 0.1993 0.6553 1.000
vlpur8 1 -0.0000257 0.0000402 0.4082 0.5229 1.000
vlpur9 1 0.0000243 8.96925E-6 7.3650 0.0067 1.000
vlpur10 1 0.0000106 5.73798E-6 3.4130 0.0647 1.000
vlpur11 1 -2 ×10−6 6 ×10−6 0.1214 0.7275 1.000
vlpur12 1 8 ×10−7 6 ×10−6 0.0170 0.8964 1.000
CPSA31 1 -1.86096 0.42134 19.5080 < .0001 0.156
CPSAG1A31 1 0.17929 0.02079 74.3890 < .0001 1.196
CPSAG2 1 -0.06518 0.21375 0.0930 0.7604 0.937
CPSAG3 1 0.05247 0.02242 5.4774 0.0193 1.054
CPSAG3A13 1 0.20858 0.02639 62.4581 < .0001 1.232
CPSAG3AG1 1 0.15029 0.14781 1.0339 0.3092 1.162
CPSWJL 1 0.01203 0.09882 0.0148 0.9031 1.012
CPSWJLA13 1 -0.39395 0.58016 0.4611 0.4971 0.674
CPSWJLAG1 1 0.20069 0.13892 2.0870 0.1486 1.222
CPSWJLAG1A31 1 0.23136 0.20631 1.2576 0.2621 1.260
CPSWJLAG1AG9 1 0.60100 1.00296 0.3591 0.5490 1.824
CPSWJLAG3 1 0.37603 0.21035 3.1955 0.0738 1.456
CPSWJLAG9 1 0.26349 0.08959 8.6498 0.0033 1.301
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